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Preface
Technologists have recently become interested in metallic hydrides 
because these substances can be used to store hydrogen which could 
possibly be used as a fuel. Physicists are mainly interested in the 
thermodynamic and electronic properties of metallic hydrides, but many 
of these properties are of prime importance for the storage of hydrogen.
i
Examples of such properties are: density of H atoms in the hydride, the 
temperature and enthalpy for hydride formation and dissociation, the 
kinetics of the hydrogen exchange reaction and its sensitivity to 
impurities, and the electronic nature of the metal-hydrogen bonding 
(Physics Bulletin 1977 June). One of the most promising hydrides 
for technological purposes is TiFeH and many of its properties depend 
on its base hydride which is titanium hydride. Titanium hydride might 
also be used for a neutron moderator, and for electrodes in fusion 
reactors. The interaction of hydrogen with titanium is technologically 
useful as a vacuum getter, but a nuisance in the embrittlement of 
Ti-based metal alloys. Interest in the fundamental electronic properties 
of metallic hydrides has recently been stimulated by the publication 
of band structure calculations with which they can be compared.
Previously workers used only the rigid band approximation for the solid 
and an anionic or protonic model for the hydrogen in it. However 
Switendick recently calculated the band structures for several metallic 
hydrides, including titanium hydride. All these characteristics led 
to the author’s interest in working on the titanium-hydrogen system.
It has been recognized in previous work that an impurity either on 
the surface or in the bulk of titanium samples, has a significant 
effect on hydrogen sorption. Titanium is a very active element and 
it is normally covered with oxygen and other impurities. A complete 
removal of oxygen impurities from titanium single crystals is a very 
difficult problem. Further, little or nothing in experimental
information would have been gained by using single crystals in this 
titanium-hydrogen study because after a small amount of hydrogen sorption 
they would become polycrystalline due to the difference in crystal 
structure of titanium hydride (F.C.C.) from titanium (H.C.P.). It is 
also noteworthy here that excellent agreement was observed between the 
resistivity curves obtained by hydriding single crystal and poly­
crystalline samples of Ce (Libowitz, 1972) [the structure of cerium 
(F.C.C.) is the same as in cerium hydride up to the composition CeHj], 
Therefore films of titanium were used in this work and they were
prepared by evaporating titanium from high purity (99.9%) titanium
“9filaments onto glass substrates in ultra-high vacuum (< 5 x 10 torr).
The surface cleanliness of titanium films which had been prepared in 
exactly the same way was confirmed previously by A.E.S. (Surplice e£ al., 
1978).
Later, this study was extended to include the interaction of oxygen 
with titanium films and water vapour with titanium films. Previous 
studies of oxygen interaction with titanium had been limited to low 
exposures and low pressures. In this work therefore a large range of 
exposures and the effect of high pressures were investigated. The water 
vapour study is a new entry in the field, and has scientific interest 
because water vapour is the major residual gas in high vacuum.
In this thesis, an outline of the physics which is relevant to the 
field of research is given in chapter one. In the second chapter the 
apparatus used, and the experimental methods are described. The next 
two chapters are about the hydrogen study; chapter three describes the 
previous work on metal/hydrogen and titanium/hydrogen systems; chapter 
four describes the author’s work on titanium/hydrogen systems. Oxygen/ 
titanium and water vapour/titanium studies are described in chapter five 
and chapter six respectively. Final remarks are given in chapter seven.
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ABSTRACT
The changes of work function; $ and resistance; R of titanium films 
were measured in U.H.V. at room temperature, when- hydrogen, oxygen and 
water vapour interacted with them. The interaction of hydrogen reduced R by 
30% after an initial increase of 1% of its initial resistance RQ . The initial 
increase of $ by 50meV was followed by a decrease of 300meV and then by an 
increase of 125-150meV. It was found that the high composition hydride 
(> TiH. Q) was unstable in high vacuum and the dissociation pressure of TiH. 
was 2 x lO-3 torr at room temperature. The F.C.T/F.C.C. transition of the 
high composition hydride was investigated within the temperature range 20-75°C 
and the transition temperature of Til^ was deduced as 110°C. The correlation 
and variation of $ and R are explained qualitatively from features of the 
conduction band and crystal structures. The chemical boundaries of titanium- 
hydrogen alloy are deduced, and a phenomenological model is proposed to account 
for the electronic nature of titanium hydride. The experimental results are 
compared with the predictions of the theoretical models available and general 
agreement is observed.
The interaction of oxygen with titanium films gave a maximum increase of
1.2eV and a large increase of R (> 20%) and an equilibrium pressure P 10 ^
. -4torr. When P was raised above 10 torr R increased slowly but $ decreased by
0.5-0.8eV. An explanation for these changes of d> and R is given which is
consistent with the different chemical phases of Ti-0 alloy, and a mechanism
is proposed for the diffusion of oxygen atoms into the titanium lattice. The
interaction of water vapour reduced <j> by 950meV and increased the R by ^ 10-20% 
. . . -2at an equilibrium pressure P ^ 10 torr. Above this pressure the resistance 
increased slowly but <j> increased by 500-600meV. An explanation is given in 
terms of dissociative chemisorption of water molecules, solution of oxygen 
atoms in the titanium lattice, and the formation of an hydroxyl complex at the 
surface. The work function of 60 clean titanium films was distributed in the 
•range from 4.0eV to 5.3eV; the nature of this distribution is discussed.
CHAPTER 1
• Field of Research;and Theory of Technique 
1.1 Surface Science
The electronic, mechanical and chemical properties of solid surfaces
are important for physicists, chemists, metallurgists, material scientists
and electronic engineers. However it is only recently that these studies
started to have great attention from scientists. The reasons for the
delay are understandable. Primarily scientists have been interested in
the bulk properties of solids, therefore they ignored the surface effects,
3
since the amount of surface atoms is negligible e.g. 1 cm solid has only
8one surface atom for each 10 bulk atoms. Secondly only in the last 
decade have experimental surface studies become reproducible, [probably] 
due to the advancement of vacuum technology.
What is the speciality of a solid surface? What is the difference 
between the bulk and surface positions of an atom? Fundamentally an 
atom at the surface misses half of its neighbours and is influenced by 
the surrounding atoms or molecules in the gas phase. This different and 
asymmetrical neighbourhood is the reason for the surface having different 
electronic properties from the bulk and a more active nature in forming a 
bond with foreign atoms. Even if we are interested only in bulk properties 
we are still forced to deal with surface whenever a measuremei’.t removes 
an electron from solid. The energy required to extract an electron even, 
one which originates deep in the interior, is determined by the surface 
as well as bulk. This is because there are distortions in the electronic 
charge distribution near the surface that, because of the long range of 
the coulomb potential, affect the energies of levels far inside. Such 
effects are critical to the understanding of contact potential, thermionic 
emission, photoelectric effect and any other phenomena in which electrons 
are removed from a solid, such as electron spectroscopy. In describing
such a phenomena an important part is played by the work function* The 
main aim of this work is determination of changes of work function, 
therefore a critical discussion about it is presented in the next section.
The activity of the surface in forming bonds with foreign atoms leads 
to the studies of adsorption, catalysis and metallic corrosion. Adsorption 
means that a foreign atom or molecule becomes bound at the surface. This . 
phenomena has been investigated both experimentally and theoretically.
Most of these studies are of the geometrical and electronical structures 
of adsorbed layers and the correlation of this information with other 
parameters like bond energy, charge transfer etc. At present the develop­
ments in theory lag far behind the experiments. The theoretical study 
started with Lennerd-Jones's (1932) classical model for adsorption.
Three years later Gurney (1935) proposed a quantum mechanical treatment 
for gas adsorption. Modern chemisorption theories try to account mainly 
for the electronic nature of the surface. There are at present two 
principal quantum mechanical approximations, which are molecular orbital 
theory (Grimley, 1967; Newns, 1970) and valency bond theory.(Schrieffer 
et al., 1971). However these theoretical calculations are expensive in 
computing time. Some simplified models, the so called cluster cal- ' 
culations were developed by various workers but because of the simplification 
these calculations are not exact. Recently a third approach the so called 
density functional analysis was developed by Lang et al. (1975). They 
have succeeded in describing adsorption on the jellium model of a metal; 
however the application of their method to a complex metal like a 
transition metal is questionable.
There has recently been a rapid advance in experimental studies, 
mainly due to advances in technology. The basic idea of monolayer 
adsorption was introduced by Langmuir in 1916, and the importance of 
surface contamination was shown by Roberts in 1935, but the low pressures 
needed to avoid rapid contamination, were not measureable before the
- 2 -
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invention of the Bayerd Alpert gauge in 1947. The pumping techniques
. -9needed to reach ultra high vacuum (g 10 torr) were developed by Venema 
(1959), who showed the importance of baking the traps of mercury diffusion 
pumps, and by Jepsen £t al_. (1960), who developed the sputter ion pumps. 
Small, sensitive, mass spectrometers were also developed to measure the 
partial pressure of each component gas in the ultra high vacuum (U.H.V.) 
apparatus. During the same time a major part of surface science studies 
was the. preparation of clean surfaces and monitoring their cleanliness. 
Clean surfaces were obtained first on the tungsten wires (Roberts, 1935). 
Later they were prepared by evaporating a thin film of it on glass and 
finally by cleaning single crystals of tungsten and.some other metals, by 
high temperature flashing in U.H.V., ion bombardment (Eggleton & Tompkins, 
1952) and oxidation-reduction procedures (Eley & Norton, 1966). The 
Auger effect had been known about 1930, but the electronic technology 
needed to study the Auger spectrum of metal was not ready until 1968, when 
Harris introduced it for monitoring purposes. It is now a highly 
sensitive tool for monitoring surface cleanliness. However due to 
difficulties in the theory it is mainly a qualitative tool for identifying - 
adspecies and its quantitative interpretation is often questionable.
Single crystal planes were just studies at the tips of fine wires by field 
emission and field ion microscopy, then advances in the technology of 
crystal growth led to geometrical studies of single crystal surfaces by 
L.E.E.D. However the theory of L.E.E.D. is very difficult, because of 
multiple scattering and some phenomena like surface reconstruction seem 
to be unresolvable. Infra-red spectroscopy, microbalances and flash 
desorption studies are also used to study the adsorbed species; however 
the theoretical interpretation of their data can be ambiguous.
During the last decade there has been a tremendous growth in 
experimental methods for studying the electronic energy states of the 
adsorbed species, by various electron, photon and ion spectroscopies. A
Table 1.1
Technique Exciting Probe What is analysed Information
1. A.E.S. 3 Kev electrons Auger electrons Surface composition
2. S.I.M.S. Ions 1-4 kev Mass selected ions Surface composition
3. I.S.S. Inert gas ions 
2-40 kev
Elastically or inelastically 
scattered electrons
Surface composition
4. E.L.S. Electrons ^ 3 kev Inelastically scattered 
electrons
Surface composition
5. X.P.S. X rays ^ 1.5 kev Photo electrons Surface composition and 
electronic structure
6. U.P.S. u.v. light 20-40 ev Photo electrons Electronic structure
7* F.E.S. High electric field Tunnelling electrons Electronic structure
8. I.N.S. Ion beam few ev Auger electron Electronic structure
9. A.P.S. Electrons 0-1.5 kev X ray photons Electronic structure of 
unfilled band.
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short comparison ot these spectroscopies is given in table 1.1.
As seen previously most ot these studies depend on the electron 
emitting property ot a surface and so in turn on work function even though 
their complexity usually prevents them from being used for the determination
of work function.
Absolute work functions are very difficult to measure (Riviire, 1969). 
Work function differences however, are much easier to measure. If the 
work function of the reference electrode is known then determination of 
the average work function of the other electrode is straight forward, by 
Kelvin probe. The Kelvin method has proved to be particularly useful for 
gas adsorption studies (Culver et al., 1959; Fain et al., 1976). It is 
as sensitive as A.E.S. for the state of surface cleanliness (Christman, 
et al., 1974) and can provide useful information about the state and 
quantity of adsorbed particles of a known gas (Jewsbury, 1977). The main 
advantage of the method is. the measurement cannot disturb the state of 
the adsorbed gas. The main disadvantages, compared to the spectroscopies 
shown in the table are that it cannot identify the adspecies and only 
measures an average property of the surface.
1.2 Work function
The work function is one of the fundamental electronic properties of 
solid surfaces. Since 1949 interest in the work function has been 
stimulated by ultra-high vacuum technology, by new experimental technique 
of surface science and by technological interest. Progress has been 
very rapid both on the theoretical and experimental sides and there are 
several reviews available (Holze et_ al., 1979; Biviere, 1969; Gundry 
et si,, 1968; Kaminsky, 1965; Hayward, 1964; etc.)
The work function of a metal is defined as the minimum energy required 
to remove an electron from the metal to a position just outside. Alter­
natively it can be defined as the energy difference between two states of
P£a
F!G1-bm m m
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the whole crystal at zero temperature. In the initial state the neutral
crystal containing N-electrons is assumed to be its ground state with
energy-E . In the final state one electron is removed from the crystal 
N
to a region just out side; there the electron is at rest and the remaining
N-l electrons in crystal are at ground state. The second definition is a
simple way to correlate the thermo*dynamical parameters, like electro™
chemical potential, with work function. However in both definitions
"just outside” means a distance from the surface that is large on the
atomic scale but small compared with linear dimensions. For example in
the case of a single crystal face it is the distance from the face at
-4
■ which the image force is negligible (typically 10 cm) , otherwise energy 
will not be minimum*. At the same time it should be small compared with 
the distance from other faces with different work functions. If the 
distance from the surface is very large then it is not possible to dis­
criminate between the work functions of different faces.
Consider one Wigner-Seitz (W-S) cell well within the solid (here 
coulomb contribution of surface W-S cells is negligible). The highest 
occupied electronic level in this cell at 0 K would be the Fermi level 
(Ep). The lowest energy of an electronic level just outside the crystal 
would be zero. Therefore the minimum energy difference for,an electron 
inside and outside the crystal is -Ey, However the electron emission 
process has to take place via the surface. If the surface had a uniform 
charge distribution like the bulk, then the minimum energy required to 
remove an electron would be just -Ey. But the actual charge distribution 
ttear the surface of a finite crystal differs from the uniform charge 
distribution of the bulk due to the slight displacement of the lattice 
points at the surface, a typical situation is shown in the figure l.a.
The electronic charge distribution in a W-S cell near the surface 
therefore need not have the symmetry of a Bravais lattice. Such cells 
will in general have non-zero electric dipole moment,, they may even have
- 6 -
a non-vanishing electrical charge.
The particular way in which the surface charge distribution differs 
from the bulk depends on whether the surface plane is smooth or rough, 
also on the orientation of the plane with respect to the crystallographic 
axes. For the simplest model let us ignore any effect due to the 
characteristic of the surface plane. Then we can assume equal charge 
density in a plane parallel to the surface. In other words we can 
represent the charge density of a plane parallel to the surface as a 
function only of distance from the surface plane. For example; we can 
write the charge density distribution as follows
p(x) - pQ - i P0/ X for x < 0 
- i P0 for x > 0
where the distance variable x measured from the surface plane, perpen­
dicularly away from the bulk, and pQ is the density of the charge 
distribution in the bulk. B is a constant, depends on the property of the 
metal. The surface layer, which includes two or three lattice planes, 
(depends on the value of constant $), in which the distribution deviates 
from the bulk will give rise to an appreciable electric field E(x).
During the electron emission process we have to work (Wg) against this 
electric field.
where W ■ /e’E(x)dx. s
Therefore the minimum energy ($) required to remove an electron from a 
solid is given by
e* • -e + W , where <j> is the work function.* c S
Normally a surface has got many different crystal planes. Fundamentally 
they differ from one another in charge distribution, therefore their 
surface contribution (W ) to the work function is different. In other 
words different crystal planes at the surface will have different work 
functions. This behaviour is obvious from the table 1.2 (selected from
Plane
W(001)
(119)
(116)
(115)
(229)
(114)
(227)
(113)(112)
(025)
Table 1.2
Work function in ev,
4.60
4.56
4.36
4.35
4.34
4.40
4.43
4.55 
4.71
4.55
the review paper of Holze et al., 1979). As the result of this, there 
is an electrostatic field between these patches of different planes in a 
polycrystalline surface, however usually this field is very small and known
as patch field.
The treatments described above cannot really offer a fundamental 
insight into the theoretical subject, however this approach can certainly 
be used as a starting point in the explanation of experimental observations.
For quantum mechanical calculation of the work function in principle one 
has to start with Schrodinger equation for a system of N-mutually 
interacting electrons which are moving in a potential V(r) caused by the 
ion cores. For computation, this many-body problem has to be reduced 
to a one-body form. The basic ideas were developed by Wigner et al.
(1935) and they employed Hartree-Fock approximation; but in all modern 
calculations the density functional formalism (Hohenberg et al., 1964;
Kohn et al., 1965; Sham et al., 1966) has been used. In any case, to obtain 
reasonable results, it is necessary to take the individual coulomb inter­
action between the electrons into account via exchange and correlation
potentials. In general these methods divide the work function into two 
parts with respect to zero of a muffin tin potential (potential at the 
interstitial region),as shown in the figure l.b. The part below the 
muffin-tin zero is purely due to the bulk, and can be obtained from the
band structure calculation. The part above the muffin-tin zero is mainly
- 8 -
due to surface properties and needs a self consistent calculation of the 
dipole barrier at the surface. However wave mechanical self consistent 
calculations cost a large amount of computer time, therefore extensive 
use has been made of the conceptually simple uniform background model 
(Lang, 1973). For simple free electron metals, this methods shows 
reasonable agreement, and it can be improved further by considering 
lattice effects (Monnier et_ al., 1978); however, for d-band metals it 
is not suitable method.
In principle a work function measurement can be used to understand
the nature of a process which could alter the surface part (Wfi) or bulk
part (-E ) or both. The surface part is very sensitive to the adsorption r
and desorption of foreign atoms, positions of the sites at which foreign 
atoms interact, and nature of the adspecies. A work function study with 
suitable calibration can therefore be used to monitor surface coverage 
and sticking coefficient (Christmann ejt al., 1974), it also can be used 
to detect surface diffusion (Butz £t ¿1., 1977). The bulk part i.e, the 
position of the Fermi level, would be shifted due to any kind of phase 
transformation. This can therefore be used to detect crystallographic 
phase transitions (Hill et al., 1971); chemical phase transitions (Muller 
et al., 1977), super/normal conductivity transitions (Schodt e£ al., 1977) 
and ferromagnetic/paramagnetic transitions (Holze e£ al_,, 1975). Also 
it can be used for elastic deformation studies (Mints et al., 1975) and 
for studies of alloys (Djubua ejt ¿1., 1966; Bouwman et al., 1972).
1.3 Contact potential difference (C.P.D.)
Suppose two metals at the same temperature are connected ohmically, 
Electrons start to flow from one to another until an equilibrium is 
reached. At equilibrium, the electrons in both metals must be at the 
same chemical potential, in other words the Fermi levels of both metals 
are equal. This has been attained by charge flow from one surface to 
another. The surface charge on each metal gives rise to a potential in
V =  ~e4> U'~
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the interior that uniformly shifts all of the bulk energy levels together 
with the Fermi level. The two metal surfaces are not at the same 
potential because of the charge transfer, and the potential difference 
between the two metal surfaces is known as C.P.D. The situation is shown 
in the figure l.c. Suppose an electron from the Fermi level of the 
one metal (1) is extracted through its surface and introduced to the 
Fermi level of other metals through its surface. In this process, 
energy is conserved, therefore there must be work eC^ - $2) done against 
some external field. This field exists due to the presence of C.P.D., 
therefore C.P.D. is equivalent to - $2)» the work function difference 
of the two metals which are in contact ohmically. This effect can be 
used to measure the work function of one metal if the work function of 
another metal is known, or it can be used to measure a work function 
change due to some physical process if the work function of another metal 
is unchanged. However C.P.D. cannot be measured simply by connecting 
a galvanometer between the metals, because this system cannot be a source 
to produce a continuous current flow. Practical ways of measuring C.P.D. 
are described later in 1.5 and 1.6.
1.4 Adsorption and surface potential
In the vapour stage of matter, the atoms or molecules are free to 
tiove in all directions. However when they collide with solid surfaces, 
some of them can become bound with the loss of their degree of freedom. 
This effect is known as adsorption. Adsorption is a pure surface effect 
and could influence all phenomena related to the surface such as electron 
emission, chemical reaction etc. In general adsorption can alter the 
strength of the surface barrier, therefore in turn alter the work function 
of the metal surface. The change in work function on adsorption of an 
adsorbate is loosely defined as the surface potential of the adsorbate on 
the particular adsorbent. If the work function of the surface increased
D
istance of absorbed 
species 
from
 surface
Potential energy
91
 O
ld
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on adsorption then the adsorbate has negative surface potential, in 
contrast if the work function decreased then the surface potential of the 
adsorbate is positive. In addition to the adsorption at the surface, 
if the adsorbate diffuses into the bulk, the new process is known as 
absorption, which is a bulk process. Both processes without distinction
are called a sorption process.
Thermodynamically the adsorption process is exothermic, because of 
entropy loss or loss of degrees of freedom when the adsorbate becomes 
bound to the adsorbent. The energy released is known as heat of 
adsorption (aE). In early days if the heat of adsorption is large 
(i lev) then the process is recognised as strong adsorption, in contrast 
if the heat of adsorption is very small (<<lev) then the process is weak 
adsorption. But later works shows a whole range of values of heat of 
adsorption. So the processes are categorized into chemisorption, weak 
chemisorption and physisorption, in the descending order of heat of 
adsorption. In principle the forces responsible for the adsorption are 
the same as those operating between two atoms in a molecular bonding.
But a theoretical description of adsorption is made more difficult by one 
partner being an atom which is incorporated in a solid. However we can 
distinguish two different contributions to the total force, which are a 
!ong range attractive force (dispersive forces) and a short range repulsive 
force (electron orbital overlap or valency, forces). Therefore the 
Potential diagram figure l.d of the adsorption process can be represented
hy Lennard-Jones's relationship
E * -ar~m + br n m * 6, n * 12
This type of potential diagram can be accounted for wave-mechanically 
by anti-parallel and parallel bonding states of adsorbate and adsorbent 
k parallel bonding state has small energy and large bonding distance 
therefore corresponds to physisorption. Physisorption is not specific
- 11 -
to the nature of the absorbent. Very often chemisorption behaviour 
differs even between the different crystal faces of same adsorbent. 
Chemisorption is often, but not always accompanied by dissociation of 
Polyatomic adsorbate molecules (H2, 02> C02, H20). The corresponding 
potential diagram is shown in the figure l.e for diatomic molecules 
<h2, o 2). Then clearly dissociative chemisorption is more stable than 
molecular adsorption.
In the case of dissociative adsorption of a diatomic, molecule, the 
molecular chemisorption energy AE^ is given by AE^ * 2AE - E ^ ^
where E,,, is the dissociation energy, dis
Therefore if AE < , then dissociative chemisorption is thermo-
dynamically unfavourable. In other words molecular chemisorption is 
more favourable.
The real surface has various kinds of defects which can be represented 
by a terrace-ledge-kink model (Stranski, 1928). Further even an ideal 
single crystal face has different coordination sites (single coordination 
or atop site, double coordination or bridge site etc.). These sites 
could influence the dissociation probability, and in turn chemisorption 
Process is a complicated fashion. In general the phenomena associated 
with a chemisorption process are a bit complicated. The variation of 
the work function of a surface on adsorption was qualitatively explained 
by Langmuir's (1932) classical model. He explained the observed work 
function changes on a metal due to the adsorption of alkali atoms by the 
equation
- 4  it e p Nc
_ e p NA
(C.G.S, unit) 
(SI unit)
where NA is the number of adsorbed alkali atoms per unit,area and p is 
the dipole moment of ionized alkali ion on adsorption.
o
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In general the polarity and strength of the dipole moment depends 
on the nature of adsorbed atom and the position of the adsorption sites 
with respect to the surface plane. In the case of alkali atom adsorption, 
negative charge is transferred to the metal» and position of the adion is 
above the surface plane, therefore the dipole moment is positive. Hence 
the adsorption will give work function reduction. This relationship 
predicts a linear work function change with coverage i.e. no. of adsorbed 
atoms. Practically this is not observed at high coverage. In the 
expression the value of p is independent of NA but it is really not so, 
because of a depolarizing effect of other adsorbed dipoles, or adatom- 
adatom repulsive forces. The practical observation i.e. the deviation 
nature of work function variation from the linearity, was explained by 
Bewson et al. (1974), by considering the depolarizing effect.
However the physical origin of the charge transfer is not clear in 
classical models. Gurney (1935) gave a quantum mechanical model to 
explain this phenomena and the model is shown in the figure l.f. He 
showed the well defined atomic energy level Ea gets broadened when the 
atom approaches the metal surface due to the overlap of metal and atom 
wave functions, also the mean energy Ea1 of the broadened atom becomes 
shifted. In this situation the electron can tunnel with a time constant 
T given by h/2T where 2V is the width of the broadened atomic energy 
level. Due to electron tuiinelling the broadened atomic level can be 
filled only partially and so the adatom can be characterized by fractional 
charge. The amount and the polarity of the charge is determined by the 
Relative location of the metal's Fermi level and the position of the 
broadened band. The combination of the charged adatom with the electron 
cloud screening it (which is concentrated in the region near the metal 
surface) behaves like a dipole, and changes the work function of surface, 
Methods of calculating the work function change differ in their way of 
determining the charge and the length of the dipole. The effective
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charge can be determined from the occupied portion of the broadened band, 
i.e. local density of electrons on the adatoms, and Newns (1969) - 
Anderson (1961) formalism has been used extensively for this purpose.
In this formalism the adatom-adatom direct interaction at high coverage 
is included; but indirect interaction (via substrate) is neglected. 
Density-functional formalism has also been applied for the calculation of 
work function change, and Lang et al_. (1975) obtained a reasonable agree­
ment with measurement for transition metals.
1.5 Methods of work function measurements
In general these methods can be divided into two groups, which are 
direct methods and indirect methods. Using direct methods one can 
measure absolute work functions but by indirect methods one can only 
measure relative values (with respect to a reference electrode). However 
the correct interpretation of the results from both methods mainly depends 
on the assumptions and approximations taken in the theoretical descriptions 
of the physical process involved in the methods, and the experimental 
conditions which are in operation during the experiment. For example 
in the definitions of the work function we have assumed 1.infinite half 
space of surface, 2.single crystal face, 3.field free space,
4.absolute zero temperature. Clearly every experiment which can be 
conducted in a laboratory is far from these assumptions, Therefore in 
the interpretation it is important to recognize the effect of these 
differences which are, 1.stray field effect due to finite size,
2*patch field effect due to polycrystalline nature, 3,Schottky effect 
due to applied field, 4.correction for finite temperature. An excellent 
review about these problems was given by Riviere (1969).
The direct methods basically depend on the emission of electrons 
either thermionically or photoelectrically or by field excitation,
There are two well knwon experimental arrangements for the thermionic
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emission measurements, which are planar diode, and cylindrical diode.
Both are theoretically based on the Richardson-Dushman equation, and 
involve high temperatures and accelerating fields. In the case of a 
polycrystalline sample the effect of patches depends on the strength of 
applied field. Obviously this method is unsuitable for low temperature 
work and for substances which give little emission below their melting 
point. The photoelectric method is theoretically based on the Fowler 
(1931) expression, it also has limitations because of the application of 
an accelerating field and patches in the case of a polycrystalline 
sample. For adsorption studies there might be a possible disturbance 
°f adsorbate due to the irradiation. The field emission method is based on 
the tunnelling probability of electrons through the Schottky barrier due to 
the application of a strong electric field and it is generally limited to 
the refractory metals. The measurement of the individual work function 
°f a single crystal face is possible by using "probe hole" (Muller, 1943); 
it has also been a very useful technique for diffusion studies, but there 
be disturbances due to the very high electric field. The application 
of these direct methods to adsorption studies is limited to low pressure 
of adsorbate to avoid scattering of electrons and gaseous breakdown.
Indirect methods can be divided further into two subgroups which are 
diode method and condenser method. The precision of these methods depends 
®ainly on the accuracy of the detector, this varies from 0.1 to 10 mev.
These methods are theoretically based on the contact potential between the 
sample and the reference electrode, when they are connected ohmically.
The diode method depends onthe characteristic curve of the diode being 
displaced along the voltage axis by an amount equal to the C.P.D. and 
assumes that it is not altered in any other way. According to the working 
Point in the characteristic curve, the diode techniques can be divided 
further into two types which are charge limited diode and retarding field 
diode. The development of these methods for the measurements of surface
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potentials were excellently reviewed by Knapp (1973). In practice, 
the work function changes can be obtained from the additional voltage 
necessary to maintain the constant anode current. The retarding field 
diode technique is basically equivalent to thermionic emission technique,
In this method the electron beam can be focussed strongly to a diameter 
less than that of the size of a patch therefore a study over individual 
patches is possible. Different versions of the retarding field diode 
are available for different purposes. Spherical and cylindrical diodes 
(Pritchard, 1965; Mignolet, 1955) are suitable for gas adsorption studies 
on evaporated films. Crossed filament diodes (Hayes et_ al,, 1965) are 
suitable for refractory metals and simultaneous flash-desorption studies. 
The electron beam technique (Anderson, 1941; Nathan et al., 1974) is 
suitable for adsorption studies on single crystals. The scanning beam 
diode (Haas, 1966) is suitable for gas adsorption and diffusion studies. 
However for all these diode methods, gas adsorption studies are limited 
to a maximum pressure of 10~^ torr due to the effect of gas on the electron 
team and to the possible chemical reaction of gases (02 H2 etc) with hot 
cathode.
The condenser method can be divided into two types which are static 
and vibrating capacitor methods, which differ only in the method of 
detection. In static capacitor (Delchar et al., 1963) the tendency for 
charge flow due to the change in C.P.D., is detected and then compensating 
Potential is applied immediately until charge ceases to flow. The 
static capacitor allows only to measure the change in C.P.D, The essence 
°£ the method is the quick application of compensating potential; 
ln  contrast to vibrating capacitor, in static capacitor both electrodes 
are stationary. The vibrating capacitor technique is the one employed 
111 this work, therefore a detailed description is given in the next 
section. .
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^•6 Vibrating capacitor method
This method was originally proposed by Thomas (Kelvin, 1898) and 
is currently used in the form due to Zisman (1932). In this method two 
electrodes A and B are electrically connected through high resistance 
R(> 10+8),
From the section 1.3, the contact potential difference given 
by
VBA *B ‘  *A
where V_. measured with respect to A. The value of VgA and polarity is BA
detected by vibrating one of the electrodes (either electromagnetically 
°t electrostatically or mechanically) or by other means of changing 
the capacitance between the electrodes.
Suppose Q is the charge on the condenser due to the potential 
difference V between the electrodes then
Q
d£
dt
CV
V dCdt
H  there is so other fora of voltage between the electrode then
« v ~  V * v„. dt VBA dt BA
c . „.i vnltace V„ between the electrodes, thenSuppose there 13 an additional o g v^,
V - + V,
Therefore ^  « (VM  + Vc) ||
'BA C 
'bA
This charge variation will develop a current flow and U  detected in
the form of voltage across the resistance R. The value of is determined
^  adjusting the value and polarity of Vc until the charge flow ceases.
dQ /s.Then the value of , (when ^ ¡r * 0) •
In practice, the voltage across R is detected in the amplified form 
by means of a phase sensitive detector or cathode ray oscilloscope. The
iii££ÉSáM¡
metal 1 metal 2
(a)
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description of electronic circuit is given in the next chapter. The 
basic principle of the technique is given in figure l.g. The capacitor 
adulation, in turn the voltage developed across the resistor, is not 
strictly sinusoidal. This contains higher order harmonics. The 
harmonic content increases with the amplitude of the modulation, the 
reciprocal time constant and non-parallelism of the electrodes. If the 
geometrical size of the condenser is large compared with the size of the 
Patches of the electrode surfaces, then the C.P.D. measured by this method is 
arithmetic mean of the individual C.P.D. of all the patches. The 
reliability and reproducibility of the results are basically limited by 
ai*y changes of the work function of reference electrode (e.g. due to gas 
adsorption on it) and the effect of stray capacitance. The stray 
capacitance effect on C.P.D. has been thoroughly investigated by Surplice 
al. (1970) and de Boer et al. (1973). Investigation shows that a 
variation of vibration amplitude or variation of the electrode separation 
can alter the C.P.D. by several hundred mv. It seems also necessary to 
have vibrating electrode as reference and connect the detection system 
to other electrodes, for further reduction of stray field effect, The use 
of detector system with high input resistor is also important to achieve 
sufficiently high voltage input at the detector. Now, in addition to 
fche A.C. version of Zisman (1932), there are some other versions which 
have been developed by Holze et al. (1974), Fain et al. (1976) and Butz 
£t al. (1977), specially to satisfy particular experimental requirements 
(e«g. sampling very small areas).
Clearly this method has an advantage over other methods because it 
does not involve an emission process; also it does not probe the surface 
with high energy particles. Therefore it has no risk of changing the 
surface condition of the sample during the measurement. Finally it can 
he used for a large range of pressure and temperature. The main dis­
advantage of this method is the requirement of the reference electrode 
with known and unchanged work function.
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CHAPTER 2
Apparatus and Method of Experiment
Vacuum System
The entire system was made of grade 304 stainless steel (Type 
EN38E), its general features are shown in figs 2«a and 2,b, The 
main chamber has a cylindrical shape and capacity of about 5000 c.c.
The walls of the chamber are coated with a gold layer formed by thermal 
decomposition in the air of an organo-metallic compound (Johnson-Mathey, 
Bright gold G.B.V. 27650). The top flange carries a rotary motion 
drive which supports a frame (F.) 5 B.N.C. sockets and a rod (L.)
A Port at the bottom of the cylinder is connected to the ion pump (I.P.) 
v*a a bakeable valve (B.V.). Around the circumference of the chamber 
there are six other ports placed at 60 degrees to each other which are 
f°r windows (W.) tungsten heaters (H.) (or a tungsten wire resistance 
thermometer), mass spectrometer (M.S.), titanium filament (Ti.) and a 
tee~piece to the fore—vacuum (F.V.) and gas sample chamber (S.C.). The 
r°d (R.) is projected vertically through the top flange, its upper end 
ls connected to the vibration transducer (T.) (fig. 2.b) and its lower 
end to electrode A, vibrating electrode. The vibrating electrode A, 
and the fixed electrodes B are positioned in the vacuum chamber as shown 
*-n fig. 2.a. The vibrating electrode is electrically insulated from rod
(R) and the main chamber. .
One end of the tee-piece is connected to the fore-vacuum (F.V.) 
side via bakeable valve (B.V.). The fore-vacuum side consists of one 
sorption pump and one rotary pump with a liquid nitrogen trap and these 
tWo pumps are isolated from one another by non-bakeable valves (N.V.),
The other end of the tee-tube is connected to the gas sample chamber (S.C.) 
via a bakeable valve. This chamber has one Pirani gauge (type M9B) 
two leak valves (L.V.) and its capacity is about 250 c.c. The Pirani
FIG
 ü t2M
i;
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gauge measures pressure within 10% over the range 10 -10 torr, and 
the leak valves are connected to the different gas reservoirs (G.S.)
A ceramic frame (F.) of inverted U shape is supported at the centre 
°f the vacuum chamber from the rotary drive, The two arms of this frame 
are the bases for the glass substrates B. By this arrangement each glass 
substrate can be rotatable about a vertical axis in a semi-circular path 
(of radius nearly 1.85 cm) between the titanium filament and the vibrating 
electrode, and the separation between A and other electrode (evaporated 
®etal film on B) can be kept equal to 1.5 mm. During the evaporation the 
two arms of the frame protect the vibrating electrode completely from the 
stream of evaporated metal vapour. A glass window allows us to see the 
inside of the chamber and to adjust the position of the substrate B,
For further details about the vacuum chamber see D ’Arcy’s thesis (1971).
'^♦2 Electronic system
The general arrangement of the electronic system is shown in fig, 2,b, 
."This can be classified in two groups; The first is the vibrator driving 
group, and the second is the detector group. An oscillator (OSC,),
Type XE2100 Marconi Instrument Ltd, is common to both groups. In 
addition, the first group consists of a power amplifier (P—amp.) type 
440B Dawe Instruments Ltd, and vibration transducer (T.), The second 
group consists of a phase sensitive detector (P.S.D.), type 411 Brookdeal 
**td, A phase-shifter (P.S.), type 451 Brookdeal Ltd, a low noise 
amplifier (amp.) with high input impedance, type 451 Brookdeal Ltd, a 
universal bridge (U.B.) type TF2700, Marconi Instruments Ltd; a feed-back 
aystem (F.B.), Cathode ray oscilloscope (C.R.O.), backing voltage source (B .v .) and two switch boxes (S.B.). Screened coaxial cables are used 
for the electrical connections,all earth leads are taken to one common 
Point E to avoid earth-loops, connectors in the detector side are kept 
as short as possible, and unnecessary movement of the cables is avoided
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during the experiment to reduce the charging by friction. According 
to the experimental needs, a pen recorder can be included in the detector 
side to record the voltage output of the phase sensitive detector or the 
feed-back system. In some experiments a bridge was used for the recording
°f the resistance variation of the titanium film.
2*3, Reference electrode
The reference electrode was made of sheet gold, which had been polished 
with diamond paste, cleaned ultrasonicaily in distilled acetone to remove 
the paste, and baked in air to remove the acetone. The work function of 
this electrode had previously been studied by Surplice al., 1975, Its
work function was less than for a freshly evaporated gold film on a glass 
substrate by an average amount of 0.925 ± 0.03 ev. The work function of fresh 
Sold film can be taken as 5.32 ± 0.10 eV (Riviere, 1969), Therefore the 
work function of our reference electrode can be assumed as 4.4 ± 0.1 eV.
It is well known that the pressure of H2 up to 1 torr does not affect 
the work function of pure gold (Culver £t al., 1959, Reviere, 1965).
This was further checked in the present work from the constant value of 
the c.P.D. within the experimental range of pressure between the reference 
electrode and a layer of gold, which had been formed on a glass substrate 
from the thermal decomposition in air of an organometallic compound 
(Johnson Mathey) Bright gold G.B.V. 27650). All the literature on 
the subject agrees that at room temperature gold does not adsorb 
molecular oxygen for pressure up to at least several torr (Hopkins et al., 
1959, Satcher et al., 1966, Eley et al., 1978, Legare et al., 1980) 
and probably up to 100 torr (Kirk et^al., 1968) although it slowly 
absorbed it at above 100°C (Eley e_t al., 1978). It has also been confirmed 
by (Kirket al., 1972) that gold repeatedly baked in a vacuum is stable up
to a pressure of 4.58 torr of water vapour.
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ta the present work the following steps are adopted to check thrs
further:
(a) The system was baked thoroughly and a newly evaporated titanium 
film was investigated on exposure to water vapour.
<b) The system was internally baked at a medium temperature (125°C) 
and experiment (a) was repeated.
/ \ _  « n *.a base pressure without any baking(c) The system was pumped up to Dase p
Cranium on the substrate and the just by evaporating more titani
experiment (a) was repeated.
In all cases the same result was reproducible quantitatively as 
well as qualitatively. Therefore we confirmed that within our range of 
experimental conditions the gold reference electrode was stable on
exposure to water vapour.
2.4. Preparation of substrate
Pieces of glass four cm long and one cm wide were cut from a glass 
microscope slide.
The edges were smoothed by emery paper. Two holes of 2 mm
diameter were drilled symmetrically in the glass piece at a separation
- ■ ■ , „ on ultrasonic driller, then they were3 cm from one another by means of an ultrasonic . /
cleaned thoroughly by means of ultrasonic agitation in a distilled water
bath. For the electrical contact round the holes the two ends were
Painted with -liquid gold" (Johnson Mathey, Bright gold G.B.V.27650)
and a gap of 2.5 cm length was left without gold in the middle of the
substrate (see fig. 2.a). The gold was formed on glass pieces by
baking at up to 350°C. Each substrate had two leads screwed into the
holes so that it could be used for resistance monitoring as well as
contact potential difference measurement. At the start of this work
several substrates were prepared as described and used for titanium films.
Later on the films which had been studied were removed by dissolving in
\
\
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tiirt,» _t. 5n°r fl-nd substrates used again after100 volume” hydrogen peroxide at 50 C ana
cleaning them ultrasonically in distilled water.
2.5 Preparation of resistance thermometer
. n„9y a mica base. The terminals Fine tungsten wire was wound over a mi
of the „ire „ere spot „elded on the nickel feed-through. The resistance
variation of the coil with temperature change „as calibrated
temperature range 20-100°C using a water bath. The calibration curve
*ho„n in the fig. 2.C. The stability of the resistance was checked
in the ultra high vacuum and in hydrogen atmosphere for these temperatures
and found to be very steady.
2.6 Preparation of water vapour
. < 1  container was filled with freshly distilledA clean stainless steel 
water and connected to the sample chamber via one of the leak valvas. ^
At the .tart, it was pumped by rotary pump and Treasure reduced to lo’1 
torr. Then the rotary pump was isolated and the sorption pump used 
for pumping while freezing the container in a liquid nitrogen bath for 
15-20 minutes. Particular attention was taken to keep the temperature 
of the water container above the liquidation temperature of the 
carbon dioxide « 2  i9 tha oaly pa“  °£ “ir thlt
dissolves easily in water, and mass spectra taken during the course of 
Preparation showad a large amount of C02, when the container was frozen 
at very low temperature. With sorption pump in use the air pressure 
over the water was lower than to '3 torr. hater a volume sharing 
technique with ultra high vacuum chamber was employed to reduce the 
Pressure further. Finally the water container was Isolated .from other 
Parts and allowed to warm. After reaching the room temperature the 
Procedure described above was repeated more than ten times and the mass 
spectrum of the purified water vapour recorded to check the improvement.
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Alter the tenth repeated freezing and pumping the improvement was 
negligibly small. A simple estimate shows that at the end of the 
tenth pumping a purity of about 93% is attainable. However this 
calculation is not exact because water vapour has greater adso p 
probability on the chamber wall, but in calculation equal adsorption 
Probability is assumed for water vapour and other impurities. Therefore 
it is reasonable to expect better purity than estimated. For the 
comparison of the improvement, the mass spectrum of the prepared water 
vapour after the 5th. 7th. 9th and 11th pumping is shown in the fig. 2.4. 
They show that the main impurities are carbon monoxide and dioxide. The 
origin of the carbon monoxide is recognized as the mass spectrometer 
itself (by a series of subsidiary experiments), probably filament, 
therefore the major impurity in the water vapour is carbon dioxide, its
maximum percentage is presently estimated at about
Previously only few authors (Krueger et al., 1972, Fort et al.,
1972, Huber et al., 1 9 6 6 ,Toinpkins, 1977) have prepared water vapour 
by means of repeated freezing methods and the impurity of their 
prepared water vapour is unknown. However, recently TompUns(1977) 
published a mass spectra . of the water vapour prepared by the above 
method and there is good qualitative agreement of our spectrums with
his spectrum.
2,7 Preparation of ultra high vacuum
Three stages of p u m p in g  were employed. In the first stage the 
rotary pump with liquid nitrogen trap was used to pump the system to 
I0~3torr, which normally took 15 minutes. In the second stage the rotary 
pump was isolated and the sorption pump used for the pumping while the 
chamber was externally baked at moderate temperature for about one 
hundred minutes until at the end a pressure of lcf5 torr was attained.
At this level the last stage was brought into operation in which the
to
rr
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fore-vacuum side was isolated from the main chamber and the ion 
Pump used for pumping. In this state the whole ultra high vacuum 
side was baked externally and internally at high temperature, about 
275°C, for more than 24 hours. At the end of this procedure a pressure 
of lo-7 torr was readily attained, while the system was hot. Then 
the system was allowed to cool while degassing the titanium filament at 
3 amp current for two days. At this stage the base pressure dropped 
to lcT9 torr or less. Usually the characteristic of the base pressure 
was checked by recording the mass spectrum. The mass spectrum
commonly observed is shown in the fig, 2,e,
The spectrum contains mainly peaks, 2, 17, 18 and 28, with a small
amount of 16 and 15, but the partial pressure of each peak is less 
than 10 9 torr, The hydrogen came mostly from the titanium filament, 
When the current in the filament increased from 3 amp to 4 amp, the 
mass 2 peak height increased by five times, while other peaks remained 
unchanged (this agrees with Riviere's work (1965)). Therefore 
particular attention was taken to degass the filament thoroughly just 
below its temperature, before evaporation. The height of the peak 17 
and 18 depends on the baking procedure and to reduce these peaks a 
uniform baking without cool spot was employed, also the inside of the 
chamber had been coated with gold to reduce the probability of water 
vapour being formed by the reaction of the hydrogen with stainless 
steel (Beavis, 1973), Previously the origin of the carbon monoxide 
Peak 28 has been suggested to be hot filament inside the ultra high 
vacuum (Somarayai, 1968, Kirk et al.,1968, Banker, 1965, Singh, 1976). 
In the present work this problem was investigated to some extent 
according to the experimental interest. The mass spectrometer was 
buned to the peak 28, the ion pump valve and mass spectrometer valves 
were closed simultaneously, the variation of the peak 28 recorded for a
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few minutes .j when the mass spectrometer valve was suddenly opened to 
the chamber, the height of the peak and its rate of increase with time 
dropped by the same factor as the volume had been increased. However 
when a small dose of research grade oxygen was introduced in the chamber 
the QO peak suddenly increased to many times its former height 
and similar effect was noted when a dose of water vapour was introduced 
into the system. We concluded therefore that the origin of the carbon 
monoxide was in the mass spectrometer, probably its filament, and that 
gases which contain oxygen can activate the generation of this carbon 
Monoxide, In all experiments (except those in which the mass spectrum 
was studied) the mass spectrometer valve and ion pump valve were kept
closed to avoid the generation of carbon monoxide.
The origin of peaks 15 and 16 was also investigated according to
°ur experimental need. In some of our experiments one of the internal
heaters was carrying 5.5 amp to keep the system at -50 C in an hydrogen
atmosphere. The heater at this current is at dull red heat stage.
F°r the investigation a thoroughly degassed heater was kept at 6 amp
and the mass spectrometer turned to the 15 peak (selected to avoid
16
confusion of other gases at 16). When a dose of 10 molecules of 
Pure hydrogen was introduced, the rate of increase of the peak height 
increased by many times but it did not decrease when the heater was 
switched off. In a second experiment the heater was off at the start 
^ d  hydrogen introduced again the rate of increase of peak height 
increased many times, but no effect was observed when the heater was 
switched on. In a third volume - sharing experiment (as described 
above for carbon monoxide) the peak height dropped by more than five 
times. Therefore we concluded that the CH^ was coming from hot MS 10 
filament due to the reaction of hydrogen gas there. But in those 
experiments at 50°C, where we used W-heater with 5.5 amp, it was not
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hot enough to activate the generation of the CH^.
Therefore in all our experiments (except in a few water vapour 
Experiments) the base pressure is mainly due to the hydrogen gas. In 
water vapour experiments, 1^0 proportion is slightly more.
^•8 Preparation of thin film
A titanium wire of diameter 0.25 mm and purity 99.7% (quoted 
impurities in PPM were C-95, Fe-30, Si-20, Al-20, other metals
130; Metal Research Ltd, London) was well degassed at a temperature just 
helow the evaporation point by passing current for two or three days,
Then by slightly increasing current the titanium evaporated over the
-9
Slass substrate. During the evaporation, pressure rose to nearly 5 x 10
torr and substrate temperature rose to nearly 50 C. The thickness of the
film was estimated from a calibration curve of thickness against film
resistivity, this plot was established previously by Singh (1971) for
fitanium film prepared in a very similar situation, and it is shown m
the fig. 2,f. The rate of evaporation was slow and varied from 3 to 5 &
o
Pet minute. For each experiment a film of thickness 100 A was prepared. 
The stability of the film was checked by observing stability of resistance 
and work function after evaporation. Twenty minutes seemed to be 
enough to reach a steady state for these two parameters. (After the 
evaporation, pressure and temperature dropped quickly to their initial 
Values. It has also been shown previously by Surplice et al., (1978)
^at the Ti-films prepared by this method (a) have good surface 
cleanliness as shown by their Auger spectrum (b) have a randomly oriented 
^•C.p, structure (when examined in air) (c) have a grain size of 50 A.
In this way more than one film could be deposited on each substrate. 
fir3t Ti-film in each series was deposited on a clean glass substrate 
and named as fresh film (e.g. Ti 30-1). The notation Ti 30-1, represents
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fresh Ti film in 30th series. After the experiment another Ti-film 
was deposited over the one just studied (now a compound) and named 
a sandwich film (e.g. Ti 30-2). Again the notation represents 1st 
sandwich film of the 30th series. In some cases a maximum of six 
sandwich films were deposited one over another.
^•9 General procedure of experiment
The evaporated Ti-film was placed in front of the vibrating electrode 
and left for a minimum of twenty minutes to allow it to reach a stable 
state. The stability was identified from the constant value of 
C*?.D. and resistance within random experimental error, which were 
* 5 mV for C.P.D. and ± 1 ohm for resistance. After attainment of a 
steady state, the gas CH^ or or B^O) was introduced either in the 
form of continuous flow or in doses. The hydrogen and oxygen studied- were
8*0.C. grade X. Water vapour was prepared as described previously.
13
According to the experimental needs the rate of flow varied from 10 
to io16 molecules per minute, and also size of the dose varied from 10 
to 1018 molecules. The doses were introduced at regular intervals and 
the length of the interval varied from 10 minutes to half an hour.
The saturation stage which is mentioned later was identified from the 
constant value of C.P.D. and resistance within the experimental error 
for half an hour. Particular attention was taken to reduce other types 
error which were stray capacitance error; (For details see D fArcyf$ 
work on the same apparatus), electromagnetic pick-up (described 
Previously) and frictional charge development. To reduce the last, all 
the parts of the system were kept as rigid as possible during the 
experiment. Also the main chamber and gas reservoir was isolated from 
h°t filament effects to avoid the generation of gaseous carbon products
as described in 2.7.
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According to experimental need the C.P.D. and resistance readings 
were noted one after another but as close as possible. For the C.P.D. 
measurement two modes of detection were used. On one mode it was 
Measured by applying a backing voltage. In the other mode a feedback 
system was employed. The C.P.D. or resistance could also be recorded 
directly on a chart using pen recorders. In a few experiments the mass 
spectrum was recorded; the C.P.D. and resistance resultsof these 
experiments were used for the identification of experimental stages but 
n°t added as a result for interpretation, due to possible error due to 
impurities. All pressure readings were corrected for the sensitivity 
°f the particular gas, using manufacturer's data.
2,10 Calibration of atomic ratio (r) against resistance variation
This experiment was conducted only for the titanium-hydrogen system, 
ln a spherical glass flask (of area 320 cm ), which was connected to the 
uUra~high vacuum chamber. The arrangement is shown in the fig. 2.d,
^ known amount of titanium is evaporated from a W-helix heater. A 
kUnk run showed that the vessel, W-helix and leads sorbed a negligible 
amount of hydrogen. Hydrogen doses of known size were introduced to 
the titanium film as a slow flow. The variation of film resistance for 
®ach dose was measured across a square sample of titanium film on a 
square glass substrate (described previously) which was placed near the 
^ack of the vessel, facing away from the incoming hydrogen jet. The 
calibration curve was plotted from the percentage variation of 
r®sistance at the end of each dose and the amount of hydrogen atoms
sorbed.
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CHAPTER 3
Titanium-hydrogen study; Previous work 
— Metal-hydrogen system
a) Surface studies: In general the interaction of hydrogen involves 
three stages which are adsorption, solution and hydride formation.
Adsorption is the most important process of these three and always an 
integral part of the other two. Research on the adsorption of hydrogen 
°n metals is not only important in understanding the other two processes, 
kut is also a test case for understanding the interaction of other gases 
with metals, because of the chemical simplicity of hydrogen, Con- 
sequently there is an enormous literature available, mostly limited to a 
few metals; however the exact nature of the interaction of hydrogen is 
1101 clear. This could be due to theoretical predictions coming from 
idealized and specialized models, which can obviously differ from 
experimental results which are conducted on real surfaces.
It is well known that hydrogen is readily adsorbed by metal surfaces 
(Trapnell, 1955). For many years the adsorption studies have been 
investigated by means of work function measurements, diffraction experiments, 
desorption techniques, photo-, ion-, electron- and field-emission spectros­
copies. The common observation is that the chemisorption of hydrogen 
atoms on a clean metal surface needs very little activation energy and 
even at low temperatures molecular chemisorption can take place. In 
general on all metals hydrogen first becomes physisorbed and then, if the 
activation energy is enough becomes dissociatively chemisorbed. The 
chemisorption behaviour of hydrogen on the metals is given in table 3.1.
It: is well known that the chemisorption of hydrogen by metals is 
exothermic (Trapnell, 1955), and dissociation of the hydrogen molecule is 
°f central importance not only in chemisorption but also in all surface 
Processes. A high activity for chemisorption is only apparent in the
Tcibjo^-IDistribution of H2 Chemisorption in the PeriocIicTable. + = H2 Chemisorption, - = no H2 Chemisorption at 273 K.
4 -
Na Mg A1 Si
♦ Sc 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 - 4
4 4
k Ca Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge
♦ ♦ ♦ 4 4 4 - 4 - - - - -Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn
♦ ♦ 4 4 4- 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - -Cs Ba La Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg TI Pb
Table 3-2
X o n a c t iv a te d A c tiv a te d N o  c h e m is o r p t io n
c h e m is o r p tio n c h e m is o r p t io n u p  to  0 °C
W , T a ,  M o , T i , Z r , M n , O e , C a (? ) C u , A ^ , A n , K,
I'V, N i, C o , P(I, Z n , C d , A I, In ,
IUi, l»t, Ha, Nl>, 
C r
S n , Tl>
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_  ,-rahla 3 1) i.e. among the transition metals, centre of the periodic table (Table 3* >
, transition metals is relativelyThe heat of chemisorption of hydroge
large (20-50 K. calj^ no/e).
The dissociation of hydrogen -olecnUs on.adsorption depends on
the electronic (TrapneU, »55) and gentries! structure «ones at al.,
, surface. Jones et al_. have1975! Lang et al., 1972) of the metal surface. _
c^anrntion of hydrogen on a steppedobserved that there is dissociative
nr» a smooth surface of Cu.surface of Cu, but molecular adsorpti
• j that the local bulges on a surface Baskin et al. (1976) have pointed out th
• „„«finn. Further, Fassaert will produce attractive centres for chemi P
„ , tha, stepped surfaces and high index planes et al. (1976) have suggested that stepp
, • e/vrt>tion due to the availability ofare specially active for hydrogen che ?
a intrusions. Lang et al• (1972) supposed active sites such as edges and pr
that the increased activity was caused by the large amount of metal atoms 
available at a step for interaction. with hydrogen. this special
- r the difference in theoretical predictionsactivity could be one reason fo
' ..j on reai surfaces, which have all kindsand experimental results conduct
°f defects.
5,1 iehPd experimentally that some transitionIt has been well established experim
j*oanniatively even at low temperaturesPetals can chemisorb hydrogen dissoc  
, i,.i kinetic data indicates that the (Deuss et al., 1973). Also chemical kiaer
, . ■»■»„ «„ transition metals (Bagchi et al., 1974) .hydrogen chemisorbs atomically
The changes in the U. P. S. s p e c t r a  (Demuth, » « >  due ro the chemisorption
•f hydrogen on transition metals indicates the participation of d-electrons,
the Importance of the d-electrons. especially in dissociation, is well
, jx ative adsorption on Ni, but molecular illustrated by hydrogen's dissoci y
, • -t ai 1977 J Baloock et al., 1974). Thisadsorption on Cu (Yoshinori ejt
experimental evidence has been supported by theoretical reasous given by 
heuss et al. (1973), who out that the unoccupied d-eUctron
orbitals in Hi can cause unactivated dissociation of hydrogen molecules.
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find the reason for the different behaviour of Cu is the completely 
occupied d-band. Further examples are evident in table 3.2.
The nature of the chemisorption bond between a transition metal and 
hydrogen has received great attention because of its importance in 
8urface processes like catalysis. The role of s and p electrons is less 
understood than d-electrons but has been postulated to be of some 
importance (Dowdin, 1958). Recent calculations on Ni (fuse et al., 
l977; Johnson, 1977; Blyholder, 1975; Melius et al., 1976) suggest that 
bonding occurs predominantly via 4s-electrons, and 3d electrons play an 
important role in dissociation but a minor role in bonding. This 
conclusion has been generalized for transition metals (Melius j-t ¿1*, 
l9?6). But the U.P.S, experiments of Demuth (1977) on Ni, Pd and Pt show 
that the generalization is not correct, he concluded that the interaction 
°f hydrogen with the d-states of Ni is different and probably weaker 
fchan with the d-states of Pd or Pt where d-electrons are directly involved 
ix* bonding, and also a stronger interaction of s electrons occurs on Ni. 
fchan on Pd or Ft. Bullett et al (1977) also concluded for W that the 
interaction was mainly due to the d-electrons but with a little contribution 
from s-electrons. The NMR study of Ito _ejt ad• (1977) also shows the 
contributions of 5d and 6s electrons in the case of W and Pt, but only 
electrons in Cu. However Fassaert et al, (1976) concluded that in the 
case of hydrogen chemisorption on Ni, the d-electrons play a major role.
the relative importance of the s, p and d-electrons of a metal in 
chemisorption and bonding is not well understood. However one can 
speculate that the availability for large overlap and vacancies in the 
dectron lobes are important factors in the determination of the nature 
°f the chemisorption bond and relative importance of d-electrons. For 
the understanding of these phenomena, the U.P.S. is the only spectroscopic 
®tudy which seems to be suitable at the present time.
Theoretical models for H adsorption on low index crystal planes were
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„ n976i have predicted A site adsorption,contradictory. Fassaert et al. nave *
t , ,  c site adsorption is the most favourablebut Biyholder (1975) has suggested C site a v
. _ a1lv «¡uzzested random adsorptionsite. However experimentalists generally suggest
for the features of L.E.E.B. patterns at room temperature to account for
(Christman eit ^1_., 1979) •
Further, L.E.E.D. » A « .  suggested that covetage dependant
adsorption on A, B end four-fold sites, were needed to account for the 
l.E.E.D. patterns which they observed for H on single planes of Mo end V
1 iQ7<n It is more difficult with (Dooley et al., 1970; Madey et al., 1975).
, . L.E.E.D. patterns becauseH than with other gases to obtain an
„ *r>A hizh rate of diffusion. The of its low scattering cross-section and g
» . , .. • beetl observed for hydrogen adsorption on au.E.E.D. patterns which have been oos
■ , ■ . „  tve crystal planes and coverage andmetal have been found to depend on the cry
„ ' *. tow temperature L.E.E.D. patterns aretemperature. Fot example at low t p
, ,,,,n\ t they disappear at room temperatureobserved for Ni(100) and Ni(111) but tn y
0 rf2x2) patterns on W(1 0 0) for hydrogen(Christman, 1974), low coverage C(2x2; p 
j * >,4 coverage (Madey et al.» 1975). Theadsorption become P(1x1) at high
v „a, ^ t i o n  and relaxation has also beenhypothesis of surface reconstructio uu
r difficulty of interpreting the patterns,proposed to account for the diiticut y
• „a H from crystal planes indicateHost thermal desorption studies of tt xrom y
State and some of them depend on that there is more than one binding state ai
the number of states (e.g. from two coverage, but they disagree about tne nu»»
_«««cod for H/WdOO)) and about the to as many as five have been propose
, . The. zeneral outcome from L.E.E.D. andmeasured adsorption energies. The g
desorption studies is that on any crystal plane there is likely to be a 
ketereogenity of the adsorption sites whose relative importance depends 
en the crystal plane, on covetage and on temperature.
It is reasonable to observe several aorta of adsorption sitesbecause 
Of the hetereogenity of available sites at the surface. This idea was : 
Proposed by Bond (1969), who suggested that in chemisorption the electron
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lobes which emerge outside the surface are important. The nature of 
the chemisorption bond and possible sites for adsorption could be deter­
mined from the nature of the electron lobes and the direction at which 
they are directed outside the surface. Tamm et al_. (1971) have distin­
guished several different sorts of adsorption for hydrogen, on three 
^ i n  planes of W with different overlaps of metal electron lobes, 
bfadeiy (1972> has said that the Bond model is consistent with the desorption 
features of hydrogen on W(100) and W(110) but not on W(lll). It is 
also less successful in correlating work function measurements and
patterns. This will be due to the simplicity of the model 
because the presence of chemisorbed atoms will have some effect on the 
aature of the adsorption sites, and the existence of adatom-adatom 
Interaction forces is evident from the observation of L.E.E.D. patterns 
at fractional coverages.
Therefore the complicated nature of all these studies indicates 
that the adsorption of hydrogen on.metal surfaces is not a straight­
forward topic but rather a difficult problem with many effects; some 
them are more effective in some situations e.g. surface diffusion 
of adatoms at high temperature. Some of them are ineffective in some 
situations e.g. adatom—adatom interaction at very low coverage. So 
correct understanding requires critical knowledge about all these 
factors. Bearing these difficulties in mind we will now start to look
at the previous studies of work function and conductivity measurements.
Work function measurement was also one of the major techniques used 
for the study of hydrogen adsorption on metals and there have been an 
enormous number of measurements. Many polycrystallme samples of 
metals have been investigated by various workers (Baker et al., 1954; 
^lignelot, 1957; Lewis et al,, 1969; Dus et al., 1976 etc.) and work 
function measurements have also been made during the adsorption of 
hydrogen on single crystals in conjunction with L.E.E.D. studies
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1 iq7A> Conrad at al.» 1974 etc.). (Christaumn et ai., 1979; Taylor et al., 197 ,
T . r v a vaults it was mainly assumed that theIn the interpretation of these res
_ „.aaUsible, or the work function solution of hydrogen in the metal was negligee,
• i pible. Fortunately thischange due to the solution of hydrogen is negligible.
U  valid except in a few cases (Sc. W )  which have become hno«, in
Which the solution of hydrogen is accounted with iattica expanse.
. . the effect of lattice expansion becomesIn these cases a consideration o
. . metals form hydrides. The hydride important. Most of the transition metal
'«-•inn nf the Fermi level (Muller formation very often affects the position
, n  ;9 very important to understand «  al., 1977; Bus. 1975). Therefore rt is vary
at the surface for a correctabout the formation of hydride patche
A effects of hydrogen. The work functioninterpretation of the observed effe
, hvdrogen adsorption (Holzeshows an increase for most metals d
, C r e a s e  at the start and then aet al., 1979), Some metals show an i
. ai 1976: Dus et al.» 1976;drop (Christmaim et al.. 1979; Chn. tmann et al.. -  -
, . V .  1957) Mignelot (1957) suggested theBradford etal., 1974; Mignelot, 7)v
, ,■ . hvdroaen adsorption on Pt (poly) atincrease of work function during hy g
, oat.ive form of chemisorbed hydrogen, andwas due to the electronegative torm
_  form of molecular hydrogen. Thisthe drop due to the electropositive form
, ,'1 - takers on the same metal (Satchelerview was generally taken by later
. . ai 1969) but not by Christmann et al.at al_tl I960 and Lewis et_ al,, iyo*'
i-hatl 3.HCT6&Sfi W&S chi© tO(1976), Christmarm £t al. suggested t
adsorption of hydrogen on tha imperfections (defects, of the surface and
the drop due to the chemisorption of atomic hydrogen. Bus et al. (1979)
. .a 78°K by assuming an atomic electro* explained their result on Co at /an
■ . . of work function. Chr is tmann et al.Negative form for the decrease or
(1979) explained their result on M U U )  by assuming a positive dipole , 
moment state of hydrogen atoms up to 9 - 0.5 and a negative dipole moment 
state of hydrogen atoms on new adsorption sites after 0 0.5
Batford et si. (1974) observed that soma faces i(lll), (110)] of
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, . * -fart while other faces t(100),W show a drop in work function at the »
(112), show an increase, bur Madey (1972) observed an increase for
«(111) (both workers measured C.i.D- changes in there experiments! .
n , increase in work function on theDemuth et al. (1974) observed a large mere
„ Mi f 100) plane due to theKi(UO) plane but a small increase on the Ni(l ) P
yi Q7'7^  also observed the same type adsorption of hydrogen, and Madey (1972)
nnnn) and W(lll) faces. A steppeddifference between adsorption on
^ce of Pd(lll) showed a larger increase of work function than a smooth
M ( 1 U )  face, on hydrogen adsorption (Conrad et al.. 191«. Soaker
* nf work function with coverage(1961) observed breaks in the variation of wor
. ■ f v,vdroeen on different sitesand attributed this to the adsorption o y
iue to the heterogeneity of the single planes of W. However t .  et al. 
(1970) and «adey et al. (1970) did not observe any breaks in the ■
to the different desorptionvariation of work function corresponding
„ Wroaen adsorption on W(211) face showed anstates of W(100). However hydrogen v
, , „ desorption state, then anincrease at the start corresponding
• .. desorption state (Rye £  al.. 1973).increase corresponding to another
fm. M ^ m o )  showed a small work functionThe adsorption of hydrogen on Nb(HQ)
, T t- v d . pattern, and this adsorptionincrease ($ 100 meV) but no new L.E.E.D P
, rvoaa 1968) as an amorphous type. They '»as described by the authors (Hass, iyD '
. rtf hvdrogen was not affecting thealso pointed out that the adsorptio
' _  spcause of the unchanged L.E.E.D. pattern,structure of the Nb(l)O) surface b
, , , ,rt n TaillO) surface gave a small decreasehut in the same chemical group a  v,
. r ■ . 1 9 6 7 ), Finally it is noticeable thatm  work function (Fehrs et a1.»
... • , - due to adsorption of hydrogen on poly-the increase m w o r k  function c
, ' i ,__„i 1968: Crossland et al., 1964) iscrystalline nickel (Delcher et al.,
. rtf T.mrW function for the three low index planesalmost the mean increase of writ l cuw
Hi(lll), Ni(100), Ni(llO) (Christmann et al., 1979). FuTther*
Christmann et al. observed a linear variation of work function with ; v; 
coverage up to half the saturation coverage, and the polycrystalline
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. vai f t-Vi«» saturation coverage»Ni also shows a linear variation up o
, , .«ail«? This data supports thetut after that the slope becomes smaller.
- index planes at the surface of poly- assumption of a predominance of low m  P
crystalline samples.
The results discussed above generally indicate that the work function 
variation depends on the electronic and geometric nature, and on the 
relative size of chemisorbed hydrogen and size of adsorption site.
„ , alan been used for hydrogen adsorptionConductivity measurements have als
„ iniii <?uhrmann et al.» 1959) » studies (Brocker et_ al., 1971; Geus* »
These workers observed an increase of resistance due to hydrogen 
adsorption on metals (Hi. proposed that an electronegative
- was the reason for it. The electro-iotm of chemisorbed hydrogen atom
positive form of adsorbed hydrogen was believed to be the reason for s 
resistance drop. However later workers (Singh et al „  1976; Curzon
. „. -roaistance to the solution ofet al., 1979) attributed the increase o
hydrogen in the bulk.
aTo oossible, but the latter is It seems likely that both processes are possio
dominant in a metal which dissolves a reasonable amount of hydtogen
.... Singh et al. (1976) observed nearly 30% increase of Er film
v . bvdroeen at room temperature and thisdistance on the sorption of hyarog n
Observation can be explained only by the effect of the latter process.
therefore it is important to recognise which is likely to be the dominant
„ . „Varmops due to the sorption of hydrogen by aProcess in the resistance ch nge c v
Particular metal.
In conclusion hydrogen is chemisorbed dissociatively by most of 
the metals. The chemisorbed atom is negatively polarized and its effect 
on the work function of the surface depends on the position of the 
adsorption site. The site of adsorption varies from crystal plane to 
Plane and depends on the electronic and geometric nature of the surface 
The temperature of the metal surface and of the chemisorbed hydrogen atoms
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rocess. tte adsort,ti°n
have an effect on the chemisorption ?r (especially In
. - v.ifc sorption effectS the ^ulk.
often overlaps with b  ^ fusion of hydrogen
* • • *. i«'» due to the rapid 1 . e affected bytransition metals) one .studies which are
. «ill look ©ore at
In the next section we wii
hulk f eCal-hydrogen systems have
W  Balk Studies: Bulk studies of • ^  ob3ervei that Bd
intrigued researchers ever since Graham >todU. normally des­
cend absorb a  large amount of bydllie states of the metal-
cribed the nature of the soluti studied thermodynamical
hydrogen system. Kesearchers have main ^  transport and
. rtT> and electro hydrogen
properties, x-ray, neutr * . oti annihiiatdoTl‘
magnetic properties, and P°5lCr° . ££u,es into the bulk metal and
adsorbed on a metal surface in ganeral dlssolved exceeds the so-
v . and if the amount of i . hydride starts
becomes a solution, and metal* then ttie Y
- the particular classified
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as metallic but they exhibit some characteristics similar to those of 
ionic hydrides. The strongly electropositive alkali and alkaline earth 
metals form ionic hydrides. Transition, rare-earth and actinide metals 
form metallic hydrides. Other metals (Cu, A1 etc.) form covalent
b r i d e s .
A complete review of all metal hydrides was given by Muller et al. 
1^968). Since 1968 there have been large advances in this field. 
SuPerconducting hydrides with an inverse isotope effect (Miller et al., 
l9?5) have been discovered, the importance of hydrides in the energy 
storage problem has been recognized, and theoretical workers have proposed 
new models to explain some of the experimental data. In other words, 
not only technological studies but also basic physical studies of this 
system have been stimulated; an indication of this stimulus was a recent 
^ticle published by Westlake et al. (1978) in "Physics Today". Because 
of the wide extent of metal-hydrogen studies this survey is limited to 
G a l l i c  hydrides, especially transition hydrides because the study of 
Itanium hydride is the main interest of this work.
The common features of the metallic hydrides are that they have 
homogeneous phases of variable composition, properties (e.g. structure) 
that are different from those of the metal, and a high concentration of 
hydrogen. The variable composition indicates the possibility of non- 
8toichiometry. The possible reasons for this are structural defects, 
impurities in the metal and hydrogen, incomplete hydriding, and the 
electronic structure of the metal. A complete structural survey of all 
hydrides, is given in Figure 3.a. It is a characteristic of the metallic 
hydrides to have more than one crystal structure. Most of the metallic 
dihydrides have CaF2 structure, however the structure of the trihydrides 
is either hexagonal or Bí f3 structure. This feature of these hydrides 
(except PdHx* CeHxJ roakes ic difficult to prepare them as single
crystals, but PdH and CeH have been prepared as single crystals.. x x
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Neutron diffraction, N.M.R., P.M.R. and internal friction studies 
indicate that hydrogen occupies interstitial sites in the metal lattice.
For an F.C.C. metal lattice it can be visualized that the occupation of 
al1 octahedral sites leads to the composition Meg with NaCl structure, 
wbereas occupation of all tetrahedral sites leads to a composition MeH2 
with Cap2 structure, and the occupation of all octahedral and tetrahedral 
"sites gives the composition MeH3 with B^:-structure. Host of the 
trihydrides of group three metals have hexagonal structure, and the 
occupation of all tetrahedral and octahedral sites gives trihydride of the 
But the situation in a B.C.C. metal lattice is rather complicated 
due to the large number of interstitial sites.Simultaneous occupation of 
M r o g e n  in all interstitial sites would allow a composition Megg which 
is not experimentally observed. B.C.C. vanadium group metals show only 
a maximum composition H^I, therefore a random arrangement of hydrogen in 
these sites is possible. As the result of this, these metal hydrides 
show order-disorder transition phenomena with the formation of super­
structures at low temperature (Wallace, 1961). From N.M.R. studies of 
B-C.C. m t Zamir et at. (1964) and Stalinski et al. (1967) disagreed 
ahout whether octahedral or tetrahedral sites were occupied. However the 
aawtron diffraction experiments of Somenkov (1968) suggest only about 10 
Fer cent occupy octahedral sites and the others are in tetrahedral sites. 
But for Pd and Ni the occupation of octahedral sites was confirmed from the 
Neutron diffraction studies by Worsham et al_. (1957) and Wollan e_t al_. 
(1963) respectively. Tetrahedral sites occupation was confirmed by the 
neutron diffraction studies of Sidhu et al. (1963) for titanium group 
hydrides.
We might expect it to be an easy problem to determine the nature of 
the MeH bond in hydrides owing to the simple electronic structure of 
hydrogen. But,this is not so, even now the nature of the bond is a 
Question for scientific debate. In early days three models were commonly
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used to explain the electronic nature of metallic hydrides: the ’protonic’, 
’anionic', and covalent or 'Interstitial atomic' models. In the inter­
stitial atomic model, H-metal bonding was considered to be either 
resonating covalent (Pauling et al., 1948) or covalent-metallic (Ubbelohde, 
l937>, however in both cases hydrogen is considered to be more protonic 
than anionic. This model can explain some structural features of metallic
hydrides (e.g. lattice expansion) (Gibb, 1963).
The first two models are based on the rigid band approximation, m  
which one assumes no changes in the energy band of the metal during the 
formation of hydride. They differ in their assumption about the relative 
Position of the metal conducting band and hydrogen Is band. The protonic 
®°<iol assumes that the hydrogen Is band lies above the conduction band of 
fche metal, therefore the electron from hydrogen prefers to occupy a vacant 
Estate of the metal band in order to keep the total energy a minimum, 
so the hydrogen acquires unit positive charge. The anionic model assumes 
the reverse situation, therefore the electron flow is from metallic band 
to hydrogen Is band, so the hydrogen acquires unit negative charge.
The protonic model has been widely used for transition metal- 
hydrogen systems, the anionic model seems equally well to describe the 
Physical properties of rare-earth hydrides. Gibb (1963) argued against 
protonic model. Heckman (1969) gave experimental support for the 
P^tonic model. Stalinski (1972) generally supported the anionic model 
for rare-earth hydrides, but he was not certain about its validity in 
transition metals (Ti-group, V-group etc.). Strong support for the 
Protonic model comes from the fast diffusion of hydrogen in metal hydrides 
and zero paramagnetic susceptibility of Pd (Oxley, 1922). The high
heat of formation of metallic hydrides seems to support the anionic model, 
hot this model is contradicted by the observed sharp rise of Hall 
coefficient with hydrogen concentration in cerium (Heckmann, 1969).
Generally both models explain the conductivity of the rare-earth trihydrides,
EN
ER
G
Y 
E
Energ) band schema for a) anionic, b) protonic, and c) intermedia*')'
model
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which show a sharp rise of resistance with hydrogen concentration and 
have a semi-conducting nature. But there is no explanation by the anionic 
®°del of why rare earth dihydrides show better conductivity than the 
c°rresponding metals. The calculation of Friedel (1972) indicates that 
in metals with a high density of states like rare earths, there is a 
lar8 e charge pile-up around the protons for screening reasons. Therefore 
the hydrogen atoms apparently behave like anions in rare-earth metals.
Apart from this "dual nature" of hydrogen in rare-earth hydrides, the 
Protonic model is mostly accepted for transition metals. However there 
are few different opinions concerning the state of hydrogen in transition 
®etal hydrides,* e.g. in the explanation of zero paramagnetic susceptibility 
°f Pd H0.7 <°xley, 1922j Libowitz, 1958), of Knight shift in vanadium 
hydride (Stalinski, 1972) and of crystal field splitting in Yttrium 
dihydride (Parks et al., 1970). The complications showed the need for 
4 new model to explain the electronic nature of the metal-hydrogen bond.
In the early 1970’s Switendick (1975) showed the possibility of 
Using a band structure model for metallic hydrides. In contrast to 
the "rigid band" approximation of the early models, this model allows 
f°r the modification and shifting of the density of states of the metallic 
conduction band, and formation of hybridized bands of metal and hydrogen 
as well as the hydrogen Is band, in hydrides. This model has received 
Support from recent experimental studies on metal hydrides (Eastman et al., 
l9 7l* Nagel et_ al., 1975j Weaver & his coworkers, 1979), Photo electron 
{Eastmann, 1971 and Weaver et al., 1977) and soft x-ray spectra (Fukai 
^ ¿ 1 * .  1979) have proved that the bonding state due to hydrogen is below 
the bottom of the d-band of transition metal hydrides. The general : 
features of this band model for M, MH, MH2 and MH3 are given in the ; 
figure 3.b (Westlake et al., 1978).
The diffusion of hydrogen in metals has been well studied by N.M.R., 
9uasi-elastic neutron scattering, Mossbauer resonance, and some other
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studies like permeation which are subject to surface effects. The 
generally observed results agree with extremely rapid diffusion; for 
example the jump rate of hydrogen in vanadium at 1 0 0  K is about 2 x 1 0  
Sec 1. The activation energy deduced using the Arrhenius relation 
shows that hydrogen is relatively weakly bound in palladium hydride 
an<i in the vanadium group hydrides, slightly stronger in titanium group 
hydrides, and most strongly in lanthanide hydrides, if one takes into 
account the occupancy of tetrahedral sites only.
In general the magnetic susceptibility of metallic hydrides decreases 
*ith increasing hydrogen content. This has been explained either by 
Photonic or anionic model; the protonic model requires a splitting 
°f the d-bands into two sub-bands. Positron annihilation studies and 
«ossbauer spectroscopy have also been used to understand the nature of 
hydrogen in metallic hydrides. Inelastic scattering of cold neutrons 
has been used to study lattice dynamics and the bond strength of metal
hydrides.
Chemical phase analysis is another major area of study of metal 
hydrides. Details of the chemical phases of all metallic hydrides have 
b*en given by Muller et al. (1968). However most of these studies were 
conducted at high temperature , so low temperature data very often involves 
extrapolation. The commonly used techniques are x-ray,neutron and 
Electron diffraction studies, resistivity and susceptibility measurements, 
Pressure-temperature-composition analysis, N.M.R. studies, optical and
Metrical microscopy and internal friction measurements. Each
technology has a different sensitivity for the determination of the 
Phase boundaries so often they show slight differences in these boundaries 
pryde and his coworkers (Pryde et al., 1971) demonstrated the possibility 
studying the phase diagram of metal hydrides (Nb, Ta) by means of 
resistance measurements. Libowitz (1965) and Gibb (1962) have reviewed 
the limited experimental and theoretical works on the electrical
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Properties of metallic hydrides and they conclude that changes in 
resistance due to hydrogen absorption may be due to at least three causes 
V  scattering of conduction electrons by interstitial hydrogen atoms,
2) changes in the number of conduction electrons and 3) modification of 
Che band structure.
The conductivity studies of actinide hydrides were particularly 
difficult because of their finely divided form. There is some early 
literature available on the conductivity of metal hydrides (Ta, Y, Sc, 
pd and Zr) but most of these studies were limited to a small range of 
composition (Hillig, 1953; Bruning et"al.» 1933; Parker, 1960; Azarkh 
££. al,, 1967; Bickel, I960) and impure conditions. Heckman (1969) gave 
a collection of conductivity measurements taken during the exposure to 
hydrogen of polycrystalline samples of rare earth metal slabs (La, Ce,
Pr> Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, and Lu). These slab samples may 
have had a high risk of containing impurities, also these experiments did 
n°t cover full range of composition; however these results reflected the 
Saneral features of the different phases of hydride. Generally all
metals except Yb showed an increase of conductivity in the mixed phase 
°f metal and dihydride, but a drop in the single dihydride phase.
However we would also generally expect a drop in conductivity at the 
start corresponding to solution of hydrogen in the metal, but this was 
n°t observed in any sample except Ho. This may have been due to the 
hydrogen already dissolved in the sample as an impurity, or a negligible 
amount of solubility‘hydrogen in these metals. All these features were 
reflected in the recent studies of Singh et al. (1976) for Er«H system 
and of Curzon et -al. (1978) for Y-H system. However, Yb showed a drop 
in conductivity in the mixed phase of metal and dihydride, and a slight 
increase in the single dihydride phase (Heckman, 1969). Resistivity 
measurements by Libowitz ejt al. (1969) on single crystal cerium hydride 
®f high composition are in very good agreement with Heckman's data. In
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general, rare earth hydrides with high resistivity e.g. [CeH3> YbH1>gI 
seem to have semiconducting properties (Libowitz, 1972).
Hall effect measurements by Heckmann (1969) indicated that cerium 
trihydride is a p-type semiconductor, however thermoelectric power 
measurements indicated an n-type semiconductor (Libowitz, 1972). Savin 
al. (1978), using resistivity measurements on various compositions of 
Sc-H system, found an initial increase of resistance and then a drop 
UP to the composition MH2 • HrtL, is a better conductor than pure Zr metal 
and P.C.T. ZrH2 is an n-type conductor in which the resistivity increases 
with increased deviation from stoichmetry (Libowitz, 1972). Vanadium 
Hydride (VHrt ,„) has higher resistivity than pure V metal. Smith et al. 
<1970) measurements on the Pd-H system showed an increase of resistance 
across the solution and mixed phases, but a drop in the single hydride 
Phase. in conclusion,conductivity measurements are suitable to observe 
the different phases of hydrides especially at low temperatures, and, 
generally the conductivity variation with hydrogen content reflects the 
Pature of the conduction band and the density of states at the Fermi 
level.
Recently, Mailer et al_. (1977) have successfully demonstrated the 
Pse of work function measurements for the establishment of the chemical 
Phases of Er hydride. It is reasonable to expect this because the 
w°rk function depends on the position of the Fermi level, so the formation 
°f different hydride phases (often accompanied by changes in crystal 
structure) will correspond to some change in Fermi level and in turn 
t 0  a change in work function. The work function measurement is sensitive 
f°r the few top layers of the metallic sample; therefore the success of 
the experiments mainly depends on the production of a uniform composition 
throughout the sample, which in turn depends on the rapid diffusion of 
hydrogen in the metal. There are only a few earlier works available to 
support this idea; Satchler'et al. (1957) study on Ta, Riviere's (1967)
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study on U, Dus (1973) work on Pd, Dus (1975) work on Nb, and Muller 
^  ¿L* (1977) work on Er,
The validity of the work function variation in these works in 
Predicting the phase boundaries was discussed by Muller .et, ad. (1977), 
Recently Kucherov et al. (1978) measured the work function variation 
wrth hydrogen content for the Nb-H, V-H, and Ta-H systems* The detail 
this literature are in Russian, however the general features of the 
w°rk function variation are in agreement with five or six chemical 
Phases of these systems.
Present day studies of the fundamental, physical and chemical 
Properties of metal hydrides is motivated by discovery of super con­
ductivity and the inverse isotope effect in PdH, and the technological 
l®Portance of "hydrogen economy" in energy storage. However the com­
plication of the results in,many cases is a subject of warm scientific 
debate and it needs further research in this field.
3 2
— — The titanium-hydrogen system
There has been an enormous amount of literature on this system 
because of its technological importance. However certain aspects of 
need further investigation. This chapter first describes the 
Properties which are well established and then the areas of disagreement 
Hydrogen has a relatively high sticking coefficient on titanium 
and ¿t is adsorbed dissociatively. Dissociative adsorption is to be 
exPected from the high heat of adsorption and from the position of Ti 
itl the periodic table. The chemisorption of hydrogen is followed by
fast diffusion into the bulk. The diffused hydrogen can form several
distinct phases at different compositions and temperatures as shown in 
the figure 3.c
Phase diagram studies were started many years ago; McQuillan’s 
(1950) study was the first one with relatively high purity titanium
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although his work was performed only at high temperatures. Lennxng et si.
^954) found that the solubility of hydrogen in «-Ti decreases to less 
tha* 0,15 atomic percent at room temperature, but later workers (Vitt 
•!.. 1971 and refs, therein) observed slightly higher values. The 
x-ray work of Azarkh et al. (1970) shows that the solution phase extends 
«P to a composition with atomic ratio - r (- H/Ti) equal to 0.17 at room 
temperature. Further, their work confirmed that the lattice parameter 
of H-C.P. titanium was hot affected by the solution of hydrogen. Hydrogen 
atoms in the solution phase are distributed randomly among the tetra-
he<iral sites of H.C.P. <*-Ti (Pinto e't al., 1979).
The solution phase is followed by a wide ranging mixed phase of
Ti and non-stoichiometric hydride. The x-ray work (Azarkh et al.,
I970. and refs, therein) has shown that the lattice of titanium in the 
hydride of this phase has an F.C.C. structure with a constant lattice 
Parameter of 4.404 A°. The neutron diffraction study of Sidhu et al.
<«S6) indicated that the hydrogen atoms occupy randomly the tetrahedral 
v°ids 0f the P ,c.c. lattice. Further, inelastic neutron scattering
sh°ved that there is no population of the octahedral voids by hydrogen 
titanium* hydride (Zemlyanov et ¿l** / ; to * x-ray work of Azarkh
^  ¿1. (1970), the neutron work of Sidhu et al. (1956) and the N.M.R. 
study of Korn et al, (1970) agree that the mixed phase ends at a com­
position with r « 1.5, at room temperature. Korn ft al. (1970). have
Suggested clusters of hydrogen atoms form in the mixed phase. If so, 
then t Tin ' and Ti patches exist simul-
en in the mixed phase the hydride auu *
taneously but Ti patches gradually disappear as composition approaches :
r * 1*5 'The mixed phase is followed by a single phase titanium hydride.
Thia is the most investigated phase because of many disagreements between
exPer¿mental results which will be described later. In this single
—  Af the lattice shows deformation or becomes
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r'c-T. at high compositions and low temperatures. But at high tem­
peratures the F.C.C. structure remains unchanged up to the maximum com­
petition with r - 2. In the F.C.T. structure there is a continuous 
expansion of the crystal lattice in two directions and a continuous 
c°ntraction in the third. Azark et al. (1970) observed that at room 
temperature the F.C.C. lattice parameter increases linearly from 4.404 A0  
“> 9.425 A0  within the composition r - 1.5 - 1.7/ but then becomes 
distorted with c/a ratio nearly equal to 0.98, this ratio decreases slowly 
spa becomes 0.97 at saturation. The rate of increase of unit cell 
'Plume with composition is slightly less in the F.C.T. structure than in 
the f.C.C. structure. This structural transformation can be described 
as a rapid and reversible second-order transformation.
All N.M.R. works accept that hydrogen diffusion in titanium hydride 
ls very rapid and takes place via a vacancy mechanism. The generally 
Stained value for the jump frequency of hydrogen between the tetrahedral 
3it*s is of the order of 101 2  sec-1. The N.M.R. work of Korn et al.
11970) ^  Stalinski et al. (1 9 6 1 ) agree about the nature of the hydrogen 
distribution in the single phase hydride, which they suggest is a uniform 
distribution rather than dusters; but they disagree about how the 
activation energy for diffusion varies with composition.
A few works are available about the effect of hydrogen on the 
resistance of a titanium film on a spherical substrate. They all are
in oenaral variation of resistance withvery good agreement about the general vau.au
imposition, but they all have disadvantages due to their complicated
geometry. Suhrmann et al. (1962) observed a small increase of resistance
at the start followed by a large drop of 302 at r - 1.2 at 273 K, but
a* 90°k only an increase of 20% at r - 0 .6 , Wedler et al. (1966) found
th*t on exposure to hydrogen the resistance of their titanium films first
increased by a small fraction up to an atomic ratio r « 0 . 0 6  then
decreased by more than 30% at r • 1*8 at room temperature. Surplice
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f $ 1 % resistance at r - °-065,
(unpublished) found a small increase ^  ^  tetnperature, and at 78 K
was followed by drop of 30% a Q 3 + ,1 [°r surface coveta®
an increase of 2 % up to saturation
1.51. t the effect of hydrogen on work
There have been disagreed ^  ^¿especially about the
function, about the details of Ti H ^  discUSSed in that order.
F.C.C.~f.C.T. transition. They the effect of hydrogen on
been two experi®ents 0  hut the
There have only bee ^  hydrogen increased .
the work function of titanium. {l9 6 2 ) found a
, it/ suhrmann et _
other said hydrogen decreas ^  ^Oj, and q .35 eV at r
maximum increase of 0.25 eV at t  solely in terms of changes of
at 273°K, They interpreted thei ^  ^  ^  function decreased
surface potential. Magee (1  ^ ^  then remained constant
by 0.22 eV up to a composition ^photoelectric measurements,
higher composition, TiH1 .6 2 * bY ^  bond i s  partly ionic, partly
It seems to be accepted that the the degree
covalent, but there have been se ^ave mentioned that hydrogen has
of ionization. Stalinski et — ^   ^ (l977) have concluded from
a net positive charge. Kachalin ^  ^  of the metal-hydrogen
their ir-meson capture expert ^ yithin the tested composition
bond in titanium hydride was unchauS 25°C to 2°°°c £or
range from r -.1,65 to r - 2. ^  ^  indicated that the inter-
21 H The U.P.S- “°cU ot Ea,tmSn che structure of the d band
 ^* h 5 c^ati ge (
action of hydrogen caused a larg  ^ level. further he has mentione
of titanium especially near the FerIBl ^  downward shift of fermi level
Chat, with a rigid band app*°xi ' v.avin«' 2 rather than 4 occupied1 n t  to  navm a
by 0.7 eV in the d-band is equiva . #tated-'irom their band cal-
electron states. Kulikov et___ roXimation and anionic model
, vicnd band appr
N a t i o n  for T « 2 that the ttgr ^  —  ^  ade,uate for the Ti-H
«re inapplicable, but the prot°nlc
8ystem. Namchetiko et a l . (1975) concluded from their thermoelectric 
Power measurements, and with the assumption of rigid band approximation, 
that the ionization of hydrogen in titanium hydride is partial and equal 
to 0.25 e, Svitendick’s (1976) band calculation showed that 0.85 electrons 
 ^each two atoms of hydrogen added are transferred to higher energy 
levels fr2,s l 3j of metal d-band; this indicates an ionization of 
^ 2 5  e for hydrogen.
There is a wide disagreement about the concentration range of the 
P*c-T. structure and about the F.C.C.-F.C.T. transition temperature for a 
Particular composition. The minimum composition for the F.C.T. structure
at room
TiH
temperature was found to be Tifi^  7 5 by Azarkh et al. (1970),
1.9 by Irving £tal. (1971), but it had not been observed at all not
even for TiH., by Malyuchkov et al. (1959). The transition temperature
°f the f .c .t . structure for Ti \  is scattered from 285°K to 310°K for
Afferent investigations (Korn, 1978). This interesting problem was
investigated with various technologies with the aim of establishing the
boundary of the F.C.T, structure. Their scattered results were plotted
by K o m  (1978) and given in the figure 3.d. Korn (1978) and Azarkh et al. 
(1970)
bhese
Purity
gave several reasons for the disagreements between the results of 
experimentalists. The latter in particular pointed out that the
cy of the starting products along with the methods of preparation of 
tha hydrides are reasons for the observed scatter. From the present 
v°rk Surplice and Kandasamy (1973) have suggested that the dissociation 
°f hydrides of high concentration could be the reason for some of the 
anomalies observed by the following workers around this temperature and 
imposition. The temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility 
(statinski et al,, 1961), the proton spin-lattice relaxation rate (Korn, 
1978), the specific heat (Stalinski ej: aJL •, 1960) and the Hall co­
nfident and resistivity (Gesi et al », 1964) of hydrides of high com*” 
Position all showed anomalies around room temperature.
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The dissociation of high composition hydrides at room temperature
and low pressure ( lO"”^ torr) was observed by Surplice and Kandasaroy
(l9?8) and Kasemo et al. (1979). Therefore, the experimental data which
are available for hydrides with high compositions have to be treated
carefully. For example Namchenko et al. (1975) and Ducastelle et al_.
(1970) took thermo e.m.f. coefficient measurements which agree for low
composition hydrides but disagree for high composition hydrides. This
disagreement was ascribed by Namchenko et al; (1975) to a slightly lower
^«position than the expected value in Ducastelle et al. samples. The
R e b a l a n c e  experiments of Kasemo (1977) showed that the equilibrium
between adsorption, desorption and diffusion of hydrogen in titanium
Spends on the hydrogen pressure. More recent work of Kasemo et al.
(l9?9) indicates that the initial sticking coefficient - S of hydrogen on
an evaporated titanium film is 0.17 and it decreases monotonically until
the atomic ratio r - 0.3, then S remains constant up to r - 1.8 after
wl*ich it decreases rapidly. Further they have stated that even the
Pa*tially hydrided samples desorbed hydrogen at room temperature. The
desorption kinetics show that the rate is controlled by the combination
of H atoms at the surface, and the rate of hydriding is limited by the
awaber of sites available for the dissociation of hydrogen on the surface.
desorption experiments by S c h w a r z  et al. (1977) indicated only one ;
desorption peak for titanium hydride and a desorption process of order
1<5* They ascribed this observation to the formation of a non~storchio-
metric hydride TiH Malinowski's (1978), (1976) work indicated
1*5
fchat the hydrogen diffuses from a titanium hydride substrate to an over­
bid titanium film and forms a homogeneous titanium hydride film; con­
tamination by CO reduces the rate of hydriding, but this effect 
^creases with the atomic ratio of the titanium hydride film. Further 
data support the dissociation of titanium dihydride at room tern- 
Arature, The kinetics of the thermal decomposition of titanium dihydride
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|s rate controlling (Steinbergalso suggest that the surface-pro
n a 7 ,s h,s suPEested that the kinetics of et al., 1973). Reichardt (1972) has 85
. . that a surface process limitsthe hydrogen-titanium reaction m
. the reaction is linearlythe rate of interaction, and the ra
(1963) showed that thedependent on the pressure of hydrogen.
. „„ titanium surface has a negative charge ofchemisorbed hydrogen atoiu on tic 
0.39 e.
Now let us consider some general features of the studies of high- 
^mposition hydrides. The electrical resistivity, susceptibility at 
° \  and entropy of the F.C.C, dihydride are larger than those of the 
dihydride. The temperature coefficient of susceptibility is 
N a t i v e  for F.C.C. but positive for F.C.T. dihydride, and the Hail 
Efficient is positive for F.C.C. but negative for F.C.T. structure of 
TiH2 <0esi et al., 1964). From these data Gesi et al. have suggested
that the density of states at the Fermi level is larger for F.C.C. than 
f°r F.c .t ., and the position of the Fermi level is near to the density of 
states minimum for F.C.T. but away from the minimum for the F.C.C. 
8tructure. Further, their band diagram shows that the Fermi level of 
the F.c.t. structure is lower in energy than for the F.C.C. structure of 
TiH2 - The variation of spin relaxation constant (Tl e T) * and of 
Magnetic susceptibility with composition, is generally ascribed to the 
variation of the density of states at the Fermi level (tuarn, 1978).
Fro® a plot of the above two parameters Korn proposed a phenomenological 
mod®l to explain features of Che band structure of the Ti-H system.
he features of Zr-H which belongs in However it failed to account for tne
« * /ifArn 1977). The electronic ^he same group of the periodic ta *
and thermoelectric power weresPecific heat, magnetic susceptibiU y
a f!970) who have suggested that the densityMeasured by Ducastelle et al. d “ '
, . „ in the F.C.C. structure, and that°f states increases with composition m
' ' r r to F.C.T. is accompanied by aa structural transformation from F.u.

• 1 <»vel. Their model XS the Fermi levet.♦ «tatss &£ * c
reduction, in the density / , t^ at the density o
further they estimatea
shown in the figure 3.e. for F.C.C* TlHi,75' *
’ n 80 states/ev
states at the Fermi level is • . structure calculations
WS ^ 1 VI f. im 0
0*95 states/eV atom for F.C. 1. 1iH0 with c/a 0.9^5
v C C 2
hy Kulikov et al. (1978b) for ' structural transformation
-----  a that during the strut-
shown in the figure 3.f 3 owe ^ ^  position of the Fermi
from F.C.C. to F.C.T. there was a drop  ^ gity of states at the
a a drop m  cne
level by 0.02 By (* °*272 eV) ** Gupta's (1979) cal­
ces /atom ev. u ^
Fermi level from 0.95 to 0.87 the'Fermi level, and,iat degenerate band lies ^
culation showed that a _ « q , dihydride is
. verni level for .
the density of states at n 9 7 6 ) band calculations
Switendick 3 ■
states (bothspin) /eV atom. . a degenerate band a
/ . 0  97) also predict
for F.C.C. TiH2 (with c/a distortion lowers the Fermi
* 1-hat the F.C.T*Fermi level and suggest tn
W  W '  the . « „ * - « * *  , U -  « « * * »  *f t U “ iU"
However the reason for . understood. There are
# • _ jg ^ ot yet y * '
hydride of high composition ^ Yakei (l958) has
, . different workers. ■
several reasons proposed by either a gradual change in band
suggested the transition may he „cheme at the Fermi level.
• h grillouin zone
character or a change in the n 964). Azarkh et al.
rted by Gesi et al. V
The second reason was supp tetrahedral holes at high
, filling of tei
(1970) believed that the ordere ..He et al. (1970) suggested
tion. Ducastelie —  —
composition led to the distor  ^ . jahn-Teller type effect» this
that the reason for the distor '  ^ and Gupta (1979) in
idea was further supported y n 978a) suggested that the close
. Ttulikov et al,* '
their band calculation. .
(p f) to the
Position of the sp sj^etry • « «  2 . Kotn « 'al.' (1928)hase transformatio *
Fermi level leads to the P ce of a Van Hove. due to the presence oi.
Propose that „ « . « « - * -  V- _  ^  ^  ferol l-el. 
sinoul »1*1 rv in the density o 6
l’îtc. 3. 3aiiouu iwuhTpuiia il Kyoït'iociwü'$aao flunupn,™ TIITan., -um
iipaBJicmni, ucpucu/iifKyAHpmiix k miupanaoniuo l'-A
ni»’
iOÍiU
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In conclusion the Fermi level in titanium hydride lies in a region 
of high density of states, and the phase transition from F.C.C. to F.C.T. 
is combined with a reduction of the density of states at the Fermi level. 
This transition,, at high compositions could be a reflection of some major 
change in the electronic structure. However, some of the anomalies 
observed around the transition temperature may not be due to the phase 
transition but due to poor experimental conditions.

CHAPTER 4
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• y^rnpen -----------------Tii- anium- — ■—
A.l Results
a) Resistance variation with atomic distance of f H ® 3 with
t the change of t n . B
The general features of letters 0, A, B,
. figure ^*a*
atomic ratio (r - H/* U  aie sl'°'n'- in which different
c and S on tha plot identify the about a dozen doses
a At the s’-®1
resistance variations were observ tatic8 until f§ reached 3
each of size 1017 atoms increased t 1Q18 ^ omg reduCed
a further doses of
small maximum C< 1%) at • _ tYie variation wa
the resistance by about 28% up resistance dropped again
„•i r After that t e 3
Practically zero until u. a pressure ^
turated at ® aw
slowly about 2% until the fil® sa ^ aroua4 the atomic ratio
torr. The maximum at point A wa ■ . eacll dose and any
nee t
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resistance variation after a •stance dropped rapidly at
»i and B the resis
ior each dose between A «  ^  time taken to reach a
the dose, then gradually became constan^  ^ close t0 A , but about
constant value after each dose was a o special feature was
» 1  sized doses. * *
15 minutes close to B, f°r e<*u ^ ■<% 5-1,1) that a single
his regi°n
observed in the mid part of t ^  t^ e p0tal drop from 0 to
. resistance by ■>
dose was able to drop the r m i v and then gradually
v drop rapidly a
S. From B to c each dose ma waS noticeable as the start
increase back to its initial value, _ first the resistance
°f this process at about r l —   ^ region, but then it increased
dropped for each dose as in th P This process continued
. ftial value. .
to some value smaller than th  ^ affective (up to 5 torr,
doses become men-
until S, after which further , _ of c and S were abo
-2 n The atomic rata-u 
or fnr i*> hnnrs at 10 torr'*
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o£ the experimental data are given in M  t 0  conduct an
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. . ftota 10-15 hours, . to experiment
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maximum at M, then it dropped sh P _ yo-150 meV until the film
sharp minimum at P, and ^inally X Mnt up to a pressure as hig
saturated at Q, after that * * *  ^  £lrst few doses each
as 5 torr for one hour. 1 * a d0Se ^  ^  witbin 3 minutes and then 
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it levelled off. Further doses ^  afeW equal doses each gave
followed by a small drop, until *• £oUowed by a gradual drop of 
a rapid initial increase of 10-15 me _  \ ot the later doses,
5 - 7  minutes.
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Process continued until N* ^ slow drop of 40-45 meV and
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Table 4.1
Film
Pevap
10 ^(torr)
Tevap
(hour)
Thickness
(A°)
a*om
(meV)
_^AZ
Ro
&*MP
(meV)
&4>PS 
(meV) Ro
Texp
(hour)
Exposure .dxs
AR,
S diS
Ti 31/1 1 3 100 45 0.4 300 140 31 4 10A+10B
+3C
- -
33/1 5 5 80 40 0.3 >50 - 42 3 22B+3C - . - *
34/1 5 6 100 60 0.4 >50 - 33 3 A+3B+
18C
- -
35/1 2 4 175 45 1.3 295 130 31 3 10B+6C
D
40 4.6
36/1 5 4 100 0 0 300 70 28 3 10B+400 40 1 .0
37/1 8 ' 5 105 25 - 250 80 23 11 13B+8C 40 1 .6
38/1 •' ■ 5 3 105 40 / - ■ ' 200 80 28 12 lO^^mol/
sec
- . - -
43/1 6 3 100 50 0.4 - ■ - - - . - - - **
44/1 8 5 100 40 0 .2 >220 - >28 10 51B ■ ' - . . - ■frk
45/1 5 2 120 35 0.5 >270 >25 12 1013mol/ - . . - - **
sec
61/1 ' 5 - ■ 3 105 35 0.4 >100 - 28 10 11A+12B - - **
* _ Very thin film A - 1410 atoms C - 10 atoms
** - Not saturated B - 10 atoms D - Big dose
A- 5
10 .
Fip4-C
10 reoon-H!
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ith y of c with ?. « *  °£ 5 with Q “coincidence of the positions A w »
f n with N is reasonable. In a fewexcellent; the coincidence o observed
. . of resistance was observeexperiments a reasonably linear varia
between A and B. o£ the.initial
, TP<?istance was o'-» _
The observed total drop  ^ ^  ^  initial part of
film resistance. Tor the correct degassing 0f the titanic«
thl* stuiy * very S°od base Prcssure "  the initiai part,
. »-Viorwise we can easilyVire are very important, othe in 4, without
v a small risebut sometimes still we can o s
a corresponding increase of R.
. sorotion of hydrogen by titanium.
Pressure variation during t ® , . ifl a continuous
n£ nressure variation with time,
The general features 0 P ^  l(>13 ^lecules per sec,
flow experiment with a constant ra pressure variation
. m  in the figur® 4.c.
« d  in a dose method are sho  ^ majdlMm tor detection by
»as noted only up to 10 t different regions were
rv within this range thre .c«e mass spectrometer. Wltu 10 * torr 0r
• 1 the pressure was constant
identified. In the region 1 t V  OTtil the film resistance
»ad negligible increase. This regron con ^  ^  ^  pte98ure
bad dropped by 1.5T (or r ■ O.A). 10“8 torr/hour).
. increase (with average rate
-creased with linear rare  ^ ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  r . 1 .3>.
Ihig region extended until resis ^  t^ e
. n i« about 10 coti.
The pressure at the end of this regt _  ^  ^  ^  end o£ th.
negion 111 the pressure increased wore In this
_ .istance curve appeared. In thrs 
region constant part of the re  ^ te,uit.d to reach the
axperiment, for a 120 A° HI«. »  «notes »
* re 10 torr.«arine of ♦ and R at the base pre « U n u l e a  were
. ■ rhan 50 doses of b x iuIn a dose experiment mo In the first
e maSS SpfiCtXOt&fitd- Y*
begion (described prevrously) . ■ ' the rime tahen to
within 0 -5 seconds. In the second an
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s°tb a dose increased gradually from 5 seconds Co 300 seconds. Especially 
l“ the third region, each dose started to give a long tail on the partial 
pressure signal of hydrogen in the mass spectrum, and a finite increase
base pressure.
In an experiment with 100A° titanium film, the mass spectrum was 
recorded up to the maximum of ♦ and R in a calibrated pressure-time ^
Plot. The total area under the pressure signal was equal to 31 x 10
tQrr. sec (3.1 L) .
Sandwich film study
The general variation of * and R is shown in figute *.d and the
summary of the data is given in table 4.2 for sandwich films. The
quantitative features of R and * were completely different from those
°f fresh filmsexcept for the rise of * near the saturation. In
ennttast to fresh films no increase of resistance at the start was
observed, In tSst of the films.even a large rate of flow or large dose
ili hot give any increase in fat the start, but in a few films a small
flow showed a small maximum of 10-20 meV, and the amount of increase of 
A , -w mni a {a clearly shown m  thfi
waa dependent on the rate of flow. This
figure, some experimental data, which are selected for the discussion
»•r. given in table 4.3 with calculated information. Sea the table on
next page, where Rx is the initial resistance of a sandwich film
R is the resistance at saturation 
s
is the work function drop
R0 is the calculated valve corresponding pur.
titanium
d is the estimated thickness of the sandwich film
- r  and r, are the composition of the sandwich
' films at start 
*0r more detaiT see Appendix C.
Table 4.2
Film
Pevap
(10 ^torr)
Tevap
(hour)
Ai l 
(meV) .
% ‘p
(me V)
Ai „ VPS
. . (meV)
AR _ 
R~X.. .X ... .
Texp
.(hour) Exposure Ai. dis :
AR.
Rc\ .: S dis Temp.
Ti 29/2 1 1.5 - 125 150 26 3 8B+42C - - -20°C
29/3 " 1 2.5 ~ 15 150 2 .1 2.5 12B+9C - - If
30/2 2 5 No reliable data
30/3 1 1.5 - - - 20 2 10B+22C - - ff
30/4 . t • 3 50 140 20 2 9C - — tt
30/5 2 .'. ' 2.5 - - 150 13 3 13B+17C — - tl
31/2 •■I 2 15 180 100 20 8 10A+35B+26C - — 11
31/3 2 - 125 130 23 4 4A+2B+24C - - ft
31/4 ■i 2 - 105 100 25 3 7B+20C - — II
32/2 5 3 - 70 150 10 2 3A+7B+15C - - ff
33/2 2 2 — 80 110 2 0 6 15B+8G - - 11
33/3 1 2 140 115 20 2 2B+7C 40 - M
35/2 5 2 — 150 130 30 10 46B+31C 40 3 tt
36/2 9 4 -  ' 40 135 16 ■; 2 8B+5C - - 11
37/2 9 3 20 100 ; - 7 lO^tnol/sec 30 — If
39/2 5 1 20 80 125 20 3 10^mol/sec -  - — «1
39/3 3 1.5 . —  .. 160 135 - 4 10 mol/sec - II
40/2 5 1 55 140 27 10 10 mol/sec 40 1.5 tf
43/2 ■ ■ -  ; 1 v - 10 105 28 4 19B 65 2 . 2 50° C
43/3 5 1 - 45 95 28 7 10^mol/sec 45 3.8 1«
43/4 : ' 1 25 20 90 25 6 10^mol/sec 40 7 fl
45/2 1 2 - 35 125 - 6 10^mol/sec — — 20°C
B - 1 0 ^  atoms C - atoms* ,rt14A ~ 10 atoms
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Table 4.3
Fi 1™
Ti/31 , T .F.F. “ 100A° T i/33, T.,F.F.-200A° Ti/39,T.F.F.-100A0
* xim
Ti31/2 Ti31/3 Ti31/4 Ti33/2 Ti33/3 Ti39/2
VEXP)ft 225 117 72 100 60 290
Rs t o ) ft 178 90 54 80 48 234
^(EXPJmev 180 125 105 80 140 90
^oCcalJft 255 129 77 115 69 335
d(cal)A° 180 325 490 280 535 145
rl(cal)jf ,Q5 0.76 1.07 1.19 1.30 0.98 1.27
r2 (cal) 1.0 0.99 1.19 1.28 0.94 1.24
r3(aY)(cal) 0.896 + 
0.160“
0.837 + 
0.129“
0.566 + 
0.094“
0.867 + 
0.148
0.867 + 
0.148“
0.913 + 
0.164“
rl ■ Estimated from the <(> variation
r2 * Estimated from the thickness of the film
r3^aY) » Estimated from the R variation 
T.F.F, - Thickness of the fresh film
Study of dissociation of titanium hydride
Near the saturation the results, especially for *, showed a pressure 
dePendent variation. When the pressure was reduced from the saturation 
Pressure to lo”8 torr, $ decreased considerably and R increased a small 
^ount (3-4 ft), as if they were moving back from Q and S along the 
Curve3 of figure 4 ,b. The saturation pressures Pg for temperatures 
20°c. 50°C and 70°C are given in table 4.4. For a pressure > Ps, * 
atld * remained constant, but for a pressure < Pg they changed with 
Pressure. This effect was reversible, f dropped when pressure < Ps 
returned to its saturation value when P was increased again to Ps, 
Similarly R increased when pressure < Ps but returned to its saturation 
Value when F was increased again to P8. This pressure dependence was 
investigated by reducing the pressure of the surrounding hydrogen, either
20C
, t0 ,he ion pump, or slowly by 
• a the valve to tnerapidly by slightly opening minimum pressure
. . Sv chamber wall.
allowing it to be sorbed y _ Tn the first case. 10 torr.i baking was iw •attainable without internai gradually to reach
. decayed slowly a.
$ decayed rapidly at first t en ^ seCotid case $ decayed very
a constant value after 30 minut 35-45 meV » which
until ♦ dropped byslowly and gradually over 5 hours ^ ^ ¿  during the high composition
was a l U of the rise which had been o  ^ f $ with time was
cases the variation
Part at 20°C. However m  both ca a with time was linear
 ^ tn this the variatio j
non-linear. In contrast to 50°C the drop of <!> due
. _ slowly* At b
when the pressure was increasi 2/ '0f the rise near
V which was about j
to the dissociation was 50-60 me q dropped to the minimum - ?*
saturation at this temperature.
Table 4.4 .,
,uie ot titanium hydride 
Dissociation PreS Dissociation pr
Atomic ratio, r
ressure o l ---
Temp T°C Dissociation pressureP- torr
.,-3
2.0  
2.0 
2.0  
« 1.9 
» 1.9
20
50
70
20
50
?s
1.2 x 10
1.2 x 10-2
4 x 10
* < —8i 10
-2
^  Comparative study at 50°C and 20 C
A few experiments were conducted with sandwich films at different 
temperatures to investigate the variation of * near saturation. In the 
£i^ t  experiment (procedure clearly shown in figure A.e) a sandwich 
f^  was saturated at 50°C and a rise of 100 meV in 4 was obtained 
(after the minimum F). At the saturation pressure the film was allowed
to co«i , . - . n „f irt meV in 4> was obtained while the
cool and a gradual increase of t>u mev .
!il= reached room temperature. It was l«“  .« room temperature until
«eady state o£ * »...««»rad, and then the gaa was pumped oil to allow
— va^ame steady again at 10 tori
the film dissociate until the
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^ gradual drop of 45 meV in $ was observed due to dissociation. After
 ^reached a steady value the pressure was increased once again up to
2'° x lo“ 2 torr, meanwhile <f> increased by 45 meV until the pressure was
* * 2 x 10 8 torr and then it became constant. At this pressure the film
Vas warmed up to 50°C at a rate of 10°C per hour. During this step
 ^gradually dropped by 55 meV as the temperature increased. The film
Vas left at 50°G for half an hour until a steady state of * was ensured
and then allowed to dissociate. During the dissociation there was a
***8
dr°P of 5 5  meV unt£i the pressure became steady at 10 torr.
fa a second experiment (procedure is clearly shown in figure 4.f) 
a sa*iwich film was saturated at 20°C and a rise of 150 meV in + was 
Stained at Q after the minimum at P. Then the film was allowed to 
Associate until the pressure became 1 0 ~ 8 torr and a gradual drop of 
4 5 **V in + was observed at F. At 10~ 8  torr the film was warmed up to 
50°c at a rate of 1Qoc per hour. During this step there was a gradual 
dt0P of 5 5  meV in ^ with the temperature increased to G. The film was 
Uft half an hour at 50°C until a steady state was ensured, and the 
Pre«sure increased up to saturation 1.2 x 1 0 * 2 torr. Meanwhile an 
ixicreaSe of 50 meV in $ to H was observed at this pressure. There was
3 Either increase of 60 meV in «'back to Q when the film was allowed 
t 0  c° o l to room temperature. At room temperature once again the film 
V*s allowed to dissociate until the pressure became 1 0 ~ 8  torr and during 
this step there was a drop of 45 meV in * back to F. The film was : 
agail* warmed up to 50°C with the same rate as before and then at 50°C 
the Pressure was increased up to 2 x 1 0 ~ 2 torr. A drop of 55 meV in 
 ^» back to G during the temperature increase, and an increase of 
5 0 »ev to H during the pressure increase, was observed. Finally the 
was allowed to dissociate at 50 C and a drop of 50 meV, back to 
was observed. .
fn the third set of experiments (details were shown in figures 4.g.
me
V
Q
<r
j25meV
50 C
(¡e4-g-2
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a) A sandwich film of thickness about 200 A was exposed to a 
hydrogen atmosphere at 20°C until a rise of 20 meV in $ after the 
Minimum - p, was obtained, and then the pressure was reduced to 10 
torr* No change of <j> was observed. At this pressure the film was 
farmed up to 50°C at the same rate as in the previous experiment and a 
S^adual drop cf 2o meV with temperature increase was observed. Then 
tile film was allowed to cool to room temperature and there was 20 meV 
fncrease in At room temperature the film saturated and there was
a further rise of 100 meV.
h) A few layers of Ti were deposited over the previous sandwich 
fil* and hydrogen was introduced until a rise-of 10 meV in * was obtained 
,At ^is stage the chamber was evacuated but there was no change of *.
Then the fiim waa slowly warmed up to 50°C and there was a gradual drop 
0f 20 meV with temperature increase. After ensuring a steady state 
°f $ at 50°C, the pressure of hydrogen was increased until the film 
b*ca»e saturated. During this step f  showed a sharp minimum, P after
3 droP of 10 meV.
O  Again several layers of Ti were deposited and hydrogen was 
Produced until a small drop of lo' taeV in $ was obtained. The chamber 
Vas evacuated but no more change of * was observed. Then the film was 
Watn*d up to 50°C and during this step a drop of 5 meV was observed.
After ensuring a steady state for >  hydrogen was introduced until $
Passed the minimum P by 7 meV. Once again the chamber was evacuated 
atlc* allowed to cool to room temperature, and a rise of 30 meV was 
°hserved when the temperature became steady at 20 C. Finally the film 
Vas saturated at 20°C and a rise of 90 meV was observed.
Anomaly in the variation of $
^t the start of an experiment with a fresh film, if a big dose,
0lr few quick doses of moderate size were added, the work function showed 
^argg increase above its initial value and a very long term decay.
added to a fresh fil® of
For example a big dose of 10 m°l® ^  chamber immediately after
thickness about 100 A° and the PressU suddenly increased by
this dose was 2 x lo"1 torr. The w° initial value. However
. hy 22% of
210 meV and the resistance dropp ab0ve values;.♦ decayed
—  «1-eady at the
both
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and the resistance dropped by 22% ot 
Parameters were no longer st  above values; * decayed
“"f six hours to become steady after 360 meV decrease. Meanwhile
« *  Assistance dropped slowly a further 5J. same kind of effect
“ss common when a few quick doses were added, especially shortly after 
the maximum. This kind of rise of about 70 meV in * was easily 
heversible by allowing it to decay until a steady state was attained.
— Discussion
(a) Variation of resistance R with atomic rati
The films studied have a thickness of 100 A0 or more, therefore they 
* *  sufficiently representative of hulk materials for their properties 
t0 I* related to the phases for hulk samples. Different chemical 
t’h*ses are often accompanied by a different sequence of lattice packing 
* «  » different amount of interaction of oonduction electrons due to 
««presence of the new entity, so that in general they will have 
« « e r e «  electronic properties. I" the U * * *  this, the phase 
u^ur,darics of titanium/hydrogen can he identified at A, B and C 
<ils- a). The point A corresponds to the a i( a  *•& boundary, B 
c°rresponds to the (n ♦ v)/y boundary and C corresponds to the y/(r') 
Quundary, Ihe difference between our values and Arark et al-a (1970) 
*'tsy work values for the bulk phase boundaries can be attributed to 
th« different sensitivity of the techniques used in the two cases.
The part 0A corresponds to the solution of hydrogen in B.C.P. 
‘«hhium. The maximum percentage increase of resistivity is about 0.6SX 
at « e  composition about r - 0 .0 8, which is believed to be the boundary 
°f d/n . y. Our value of the composition for this boundary is very
* A a o e n J i i x G
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•«* « 1 1 «  than the value of Arark et al. (1970) (t - 0.15], however 
ic is in very good agreement with the values of Wedler et al. ( 
tr * -060] end Surplice (unpublished) (r - 0.65]. «^diffusion of 
»Mwgen in  titanium is very rapid (jump frequency v 1012 sec ) and
after each dose we allowed sufficient time f
8teady value, therefore before each dose we can assume the film had a 
Erogenous composition (in the ¿kcroscopic sense). In the solution 
P^se every sorbed hydrogen atom (in the tetrahedral interstitial 
P°sition) can behave like an additional scattering centre, therefore 
increased scattering of conduction electrona can cause an increase
°* feaistivity. m  contrast to other metal hydrogen systems for Er.
Y .  , . , r i ! ! q n  of resistance of the Ti/HY and Sc,the rate of the percentage mcreas
aysfo« • . , * i i  orevious works (given in section* neia m  this work and xn all other p
is very small.
The studies of Er/H (Singh et al.. 1976). Y/H (Curron et al., 1979)
-  (unpublished, by the same method showed a very large percentage
rate . * This indicates that the number ofCe of increase of resistance. This
scat-f * \ i ie not adequate for a quantitativeottering centres (H,atoms)alone is not 4
gy * * The nature of the conducting
Pianation of the resistivity increase.
ei- ability) along with the effecticctrons (e.g. effective mass, screening
oft , . -«„id be other important parameters.0£ %<irogen on the lattice spacing coul cn
The resistance drop after A indicates the titanium hydride is more 
d u c t i n g  than titanium. This increase of metallic character could 
k8 ^  to the contribution of some different procesaes, e.g. 1) Formation 
'* 8 new char,statistic conduction band due to the presence of hydrogen 
- « L i  in the lattice. 2) Changes in the degree of band overlap due to
„ v n r  } 2) Contribution of some morehe structural transition •(H.C.P.-F.C.C.).■
ele«rons to the metallic conduction band due to the ionization of 
^ « g e n  atoms. 4) Variation of non-isotropic conductivity of the
W a l l i n s  sample. 5) Different amount of s-d scattering of electron,,
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6) Effect of lattice expansion.
The relative importance of these parameters is not well understood. 
More discussion of this will be given later. At this stage let us 
assume that in the mixed phase some hydride patches of composition
TiHi,5 are precipitated and experimentally this process is accompanied
by a measurable amount of resistance drop. So the mixed phase extended 
UP to r « 1,55 + o.05. Azark et a V  s (1970) value is 1.5 at room 
temperature. The fast diffusion of hydrogen could allow for the 
f°troation of a homogeneous composition (macroscopic sense) throughout 
the film, therefore for a first approximation we would expect a linear 
dr°P of resistance in the mixed phase, however experimentally this is 
not observed. Fletcher etal. (1970) have pointed out that the shape 
°f resistivity vs composition curve in the mixed phase is determined
by the distribution of the two phases, and therefore in their case, it 
tended upon the manner of preparation of sample. We can say that it 
Spends upon the manner of precipitation of the hydride patches.
^rther the sudden large drop of resistance around the mid part
Cr * .5 - 1.2) of the mixed phase seems to be a characteristic behaviour
°f titanium-film/hydrogen system. The reason for this effect is
n0t <*•«, however it cannot be due to either any basic process
b r i b e d  previously, nor to contact problems, nor to selective sorption 
fche sample within this small range of composition.
The sudden and relatively rapid effect of each dose within the 
mixe(i Phase indicates: 1 ) hydrogen from each dose immediately enters 
int0 the bulk and/or 2) adsorption of additional hydrogen from each 
dose Pushes some already adsorbed hydrogen from surface sites into the 
bulk- After this the gradual drop of resistance to;its steady state 
C°uld be due to:l) a small amount of absorption of new hydrogen from 
the surface or gas phase via adsorption, or 2) some rearrangement of  ^
hydrogen within the hydride clusters, or both. The first case seems
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. tn reach a steady stateto be the main one, because B. takes longer
• , • ,noff{tlent is smaller at B than fcear B than near A, and the sticking coefficie
at A (as discussed later).
arnn is observed within this portion Finally, most of the resistance drop
« «  the total amount of drop 1. independent of the roughneee (SurpUee,
hnpublished) and geometrical shape of the film. Therefore the reason
for the change is something basic not the polycrystalline nature of
the sample.
• „ f-rnm b to C is believed to corres*" The constant resistivity regio
e v r  f  structure. In contrast Pond to the single-phase hydride of F.C. .
. rvfltKiition or formation of to the mixed phase, there is no structural
. „ ri. w  uniform (see section clusters, but the distribution of hydrogen i
• «.,'«•?i-v of this phase may be a result 3.2). Therefore the constant resistivi y
_ .... fmore discussion given later),of a balance between some processes i
, , „vaae. of F.C.C, zirconiumHere it is worth noting that the «ingle phase
. . oiofivitv with hydrogen contenthydride shows an increase of resistiv y
, . . t . 1970) . Further, in this(Andrievskii et al., 1967; Bickel iL--— * *
Arnx, and then a gradual increase region every dose showed first a fast •
, This could be due to the formation of «»other,its original value. This ■ com
,  ^. , , Ao at first, and then a gradualbetter conducting, phase of hydrid ,
■ . ' _  d  diffusion of hydrogen to otherremoval of these patches by either ;
n r 2) dissociation. Dissociation alone Patches with lower composition o r t.)
, ,. r.-rnress (we can see the reason later).is not enough to explain this pro
. i„ an 1.78 0.05.Ihe composition at C, corresponds
. A a /^finite decrease and this region After C the resistance showed a detinue
. . . i.x.0 v c  T. structure of the single hydride,is believed to correspond to the F.u.i.
, -fin r C T. structure is a better conductor In other words the hydride with F.c.i.
• - fvmf Resi et al. (1963) also came to than F.C.C. It is worth noting that Gesi ¿i*
. ,e.ir resistivity measurements as a function of the same conclusion from their resiswi-v* 7
. . , _ _c (.«mnosition TiH. 0f. Further, thistemperature for a hydride sample of P 1.86
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also In agreement with study of Andrievskii £t al. (1967) and Biekel 
■££.¿1. (1970) for the zirconium-hydrogen system. The better conductivity 
of P*C.T. hydride could be due to 1) change of electronic band structure 
^  decrease of s-d scattering of conducting electrons (the relative 
®®tits of these processes will be discussed later).
The increase of resistance when the pressure of hydrogen is reduced
t0 10“8 torr is due to the dissociation of titanium dihydride, because
—8
the high composition hydride (r > 1.90) is unstable at 10 torr at 
r°°m temperature (see table 4.4). Now we can understand why dissociation 
is uot the only reason for the slow increase of resistance after the 
initial sharp drop for each dose in part B C. The dissociation up to 
10 8 torr can raise the resistance only half way along the part CS,
*l«o the pressure in the pert BC is higher than lo"8 torr. Therefore 
as mentioned previously, the significant process for that slow resistance 
increase is the redistribution of hydrogen to other parts of the film 
ky diffusiotl>
In conclusion, the hydride of titanium is a better conductor than 
Utaniua. The conductivity - (a) of F.C.T. dihydride is greater than 
^ e  conductivity of F.C.C. dihydride of titanium (see extrapolation in
figure 4.h) .
i.e. 1) <y(TiH2) « 1.4 o(Ti)
2) o(Ti, HCP) < o (TiH2 F.C.C.) < 0  (TiH2, F.C.T.)
b) Correlation of work function $ and resistance R with exposure
As explained previously, the region corresponding to OA is the 
Soiution phase. In this part we can assume for titanium that the Fermi 
lev*l is unchanged (see section 3.1), therefore the variation of <j> is 
governed only by surface potential part, consequently ¡J> is sensitive 
°nIy to surface conditions and the increase of $ up to M is purely due 
to the chemisorption of hydrogen atoms. The good coincidence of M and 
A indicates that the sorbed hydrogen was well distributed in all parts
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of the film (because of the fast diffusion of hydrogen in titanium 
lattice). In general a negative surface potential can be the result 
of the adsorption of positively polarized atoms 'below' the surface or 
negatively polarized atoms above the surface. But the terms "above" 
and "below" are rather tentative depending on the relative size of sites 
and chemisorbed atoms. Further, negatively polarized atoms can chemisorb 
in both kinds of sites (if this is energetically possible) and can give 
either a net increase in <j> or vice versa. Now it is well known that in 
transition metals hydrogen chemisorbs dissociatively as a negatively 
Polarized species. The radius of a negative hydrogen ion is 1.36 A°, 
which is very large to diffuse through the triangular holes between 
^'titanium atoms in the H.C.P. structure. The radius of the holes is 
toughly equal to the covalent radius of hydrogen atoms (» 0.25 A°),
°nr experiment indicates that hydrogen enters the lattice very rapidly, 
therefore its radius cannot be very large and therefore we assume the
"” (S
chemisorbed hydrogen carries only a fractional charge [i.e. H , <$ < 1].
It is well established that low index planes have a high probability 
°f being at the surface of a polycrystalline sample, therefore the most 
Probable ones for H.C.P. titanium are (0001) (1010) and (llOl). The 
recent x-ray work of Yasuhiro ejt al. (1978) showed that (0001) and (1101) 
are the most probable planes at the surface of an evaporated Ti film in 
U.H.V, However for a first approximation suppose the above three low 
index planes have equal probability. These planes contain hollow 
sites [4-fold and 3-fold], bridge sites and top sites.* In general a 
hydrogen atom on a top site would have a more negative charge than one 
°n other sites (Bullett et al., 1977), and could give a larger increase 
<{>• But the observed change of <j> for each dose is very small, which 
indicates that most of the hydrogen atoms were chemisorbed on the other 
sites.;.
If chemisorption on each of the other two types of sites corresponded
t 0  an increase of 4 then again we would expect a reasonably large total 
increase. The small value observed indicates that the two sites produce 
opposite effects. Therefore we suppose the adsorption of hydrogen on 
^idge sites corresponds to an increase of *, and adsorption on hollow 
sites corresponds to a decrease of 4 , but simultaneous adsorption (on 
bo*h) can give a net increase of 4 . This assumption predicts a radius
the chemisorbed hydrogen of about 0 . 6  ” 0.75 A , and a charge 
°*i ” 0.16 of an electronic charge (see Appendix A). This small value 
of charge is in agreement with the small experimental increase of 4 .
upper limit for the charge comes from the hollow sites, but generally 
charge of adatoms on bridge sites is more than on hollow sites 
(Bullett et al., 1977). Quantum mechanics shows that a Is electron 
d°eS not have a uniform radial charge distribution (the probability of 
fading the electron is greatest at approximately the Bohr radius 
^ 0.59 A0). Therefore we can expect there to be more charge than 
°-le * 0.16e contained in a sphere of radii 0.6 - 0.75 A . Further, 
Electrons can be distributed in five different electron lobes which 
*re dxy> dyz, dzx, dx 2 . y 2  and dz2. The energies of the electron states
^responding to the above lobes differ slightly in a crystal according 
the crystal symmetry. For the H.C.P. lattice the d-band splits 
iuto 3 sub-bands and two of them are doubly degenerate for electrons, 
^responding to dxy and dx2.y2, dxy and dyz respectively (Moon, 1964). 
Altmann et al. (1957) have suggested that dxy and dx2-y2 are bonding 
electron lobes in the (0001) plane of the H.C.P. lattice. Further, 
dz2 electron lobes are not directed towards any nearest neighbours in 
the lattice, therefore dz2 corresponds to a higher energy state and the 
Probability of occupation of dz2 electron lobes is relatively low.
Tn addition titanium has only two electrons out of a possible ten in the 
d~band, therefore we can conclude that the probability of one electron 
keing in a dz 2  lobe is negligible and saturation of any one of these
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l°bes is impossible. The probability of chemisorption of an adatom 
°n a particular site, depends on the nature of the electron lobes which 
are available there (Bond, 1969), and on the degree of their possible 
overlap with the adatom electron cloud. Further, high coordination 
8ites are generally most preferable for bonding. In the light of all 
these facts it is obvious that the hollow and bridge sites are the more 
favourable ones for the chemisorption of hydrogen on the low index 
Planes of titanium. The relative favourability of these two types 
dePends on the planes; for example, on (0001) plane hollow sites are 
m°re favourable than bridge sites, while on (1 0 1 0 ) plane, bridge sites
are aiore favourable than hollow sites.
Now we can give a simple explanation for the variation of>  after 
each dose in the part OM. From the mass spectrometer data we know that 
doses at the start quickly disappear ( 2  sec), therefore the adsorption 
hydrogen after this time is negligible. The sudden initial increase 
°* R and more or less constant value of resistance later on, indicates a 
la*ge portion of hydrogen going into the bulk at the time of the dose.
This could be due to the action of electrostatic forces (see in Chapter 5) 
This does not mean that later on there is no diffusion of hydrogen 
W s u r f a c e  sites to bulk, but the amount of hydrogen diffusing later 
has negligible effect on resistance. Generally diffusion has to take 
Place via the hollow sites, so if there is no other process in operation 
then the adatoms in the hollow sites will have most chance of diffusing 
into the bulk. Therefore at the start of the experiment (doses near 0) 
f°r each dose a major fraction of the hydrogen can diffuse in an activated 
fashion into the bulk before we take our measurement (normally 5■“ 1 0  sec) 
and the rest can be adsorbed on the energetically favourable hollow and 
bridge sites giving a net increase of <j>. Later on a few more adatoms 
from hollow sites can diffuse slowly into the bulk, and by thus increasing 
'■he proportion left on the bridge sites this can give a gradual increase
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°f Close to M, the same process can still be in action but we can 
e*peet more hydrogen atoms on surface sites. This will create strong 
rePulsive forces between the adatoms, and this can give an equal tendency 
for adatoms to diffuse from bridge sites to hollow sites as from hollow 
si-tes to the bulk; so this situation gives effectively a gradual depopulation 
of the bridge sites, and therefore can give a gradual drop of $ after the 
initial increase. Alternatively we could say this drop of <j> was due 
to the formation of a few "surface hydride" patches, but’their formation
not affect the resistance.
After M, the net drop of <j> for each dose indicates the existence 
of a new process, which is suspected to be hydride formation. Then the 
Variation of 4» is no longer governed by the surface potential part alone 
because hydride formation is generally accompanied by a change of Fermi 
lev*l. Therefore in addition to the surface potential part the variation 
of $ has another contribution from the Fermi level shift which results 
f*om changes in the band structure. Further, during the hydride 
formation the lattice structure transforms from H.C.P. to F.C.C. This 
transformation can take place simply by sliding every third (0 0 0 1 ) plane 
trough one atomic distance, therefore the geometrical nature of the 
surface remains more or less unchanged. The conductivity of titanium 
atld titanium hydride is of the same order of magnitude (a*iHx “ l,3aT ) 
uo major change occurs in free electron density. Therefore for a 
first approximation we can assume that the change in surface potential 
due to the structural transformation is negligible. We can conclude 
tilat the hydride formed in the mixed phase region (F.C.C. structure 
TiHl.S) bas a lower work function or in other words its Fermi level 
above the Fermi level of the metal.
In our experiment we did not observe any difference in the 
Va?iation of across the (a + y)/Y phase boundary* in contrast to the 
"^tked change which we had observed at the previous ct/(a + y) boundary.
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B°th the (a + Y) and y phase have a lattice expansion and modification 
of band structure due to the introduction of hydrogen, Further, the 
change of lattice parameter with r,(ff) has more or less the same order 
°f magnitude on both sides of the (a + y )/y boundary (0.114 in (a + y ) 
Phase, 0.105 in y phase). But there are differences; during (a + y ) 
Phase the H.C.P. structure of the titanium lattice transforms into 
F*C.C. structure, and the composition of the hydride patches stays 
instant at TiH^ 5 , whereas the volume of the hydride increases con­
tinuously with r (see section 3.2). But the Y phase is entirely F.C.C, 
and its hydride composition increases steadily from r - 1.55 to 1,78.
Xt is evident that these differences do not have much effect on the 
average variation of <f>. But at the other boundary a/(a + y ) there is 
4 marked change in so there the lattice expansion in the mixed phase 
aild the modification of the band structure due to the precipitation of 
bhe hydride have major effects,
A simple model for the H.C.P./F.C.C. structural transition also 
indicates that its effect on the variation of <t> would probably be small, 
Oppose H.C.P. Ti transformed into F.C.C. Ti at room temperature without 
atl? lattice expansion. The only difference would be the stacking 
Sequence, and other features (neighbours, interatomic distances) would
the same, therefore the average interaction of the electrons with one
Mother and with the ion cores would be more or less unchanged and the 
level could be the same. More or less same suggestion was made 
by Switendick in his band structure calculation (Switendick, 1970),
In our experiment we cannot tell if each dose causes the composition 
change uniformly in all patches by a small fraction*or whether it 
iuses a small change in the amount of hydride patches of local 
imposition TiHli5, because the Kelvin capacitor measures the average 
value of in the mixed (a + y) phase of the Tl/H system the average
imposition changes due to the precipitation of increasing numbers of
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. . TiHl r. But in the singlehydride patches with the local cottposr r ^  p„ t, o£ the sample.
Phase M  the ccpoaition methods of con-
Ihe Kelvin capacitor is ^  ve should observe
version in these two phases, so + boundary. However „
a continnons variation of ♦ ~  ^  fc _ t f0rm in layers
can conclude two things; that^  ^   ^ ^  ^  ^  q£ j.c.c. hydride
hut rather in well distributed "pillars ,
r a u r p. titanium.Of titanium is less than the * ^  ^  #f * for each dose
The gradual lessening of ft sit*ly
during the mined phase is hot «- » ^  t0 M the sticking
Reflects the sticking efficiency ddenly gains a
* the dose the surface suddenly gamscoefficient is high, therefore effectively increases
“ »
•• ■ ‘ ..... — » - “ •able sites and some diffuse into therefore
value of ♦ of the surface, thereforePrecipitation reduces the aver g tt,e
. initial value. But close to S the* drops slowly to lower than its Wermi
. ,u  therefore even at the start the Bermisticking coefficient is small, tn ....
a decreases without eny initial increase.level shift is dominant, so * oo  . .
w initial increase could he due to theThe gradual lessening of «
' . „ af. the surface. This mgredual decrease of sticking coefficien
, ,MS, of surface patches from metal turn could be due to the gradual
... .e„t to hydride (TiHt.f) with a lower one. Vith e high sticking coefficie ^  ^  o{ tbe doaa agaln
The relatively rapid resistance
, . a diffusion of hydrogen atoms from surface to
indicates some activated dif : - do
, rn reach a steady value of R for a dosefculk. The longer time taken to —  ■ „ .
1 "life” of each dose close to N andclose to N could be due to the long
' hvdrogen in the hydride.Comparatively slow diffusion . ,
^  t,e total drop of 250-270 meV indicatesIn conclusion to this P *
.. T1 . (a,erege) shifts to higher energy by thisthat the Fermi level or mi . 5
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^ount (within our approximation of no change of surface potential), 
further in the mixed phase the variation of 4» is controlled by the 
transformation of metal patches into hydride patches of composition 
« » 1 .5 . a i i ,3 the variation of the sticking coefficient has an effect on 
the variation of <j> after each dose. Now we will see how the special 
fe*ture of once again seeing an initial rise of * after each dose helped
to identify the boundary at point N..
As mentioned previously the diffusion of hydrogen, or its jumping 
fr*quency in the hydride, is smaller than in the metal (Korn et al., 
I9 ?0i Stalinski et al,, 1961). Therefore at the dose the possibility 
of the enhancement of hydrogen in the top few layers is high. However 
if w® allow enough,time the hydrogen atoms diffuse to other parts of 
the film and give a homogeneous composition everywhere in the film. 
Therefore, suppose at the time of the dose a few patches in the top 
W e r s  become F.C.T. hydride (which has high $ and low R) and later on 
they return to an average value (which corresponds to F.C.C. hydride) 
■^is kind of process can increase the <j> from ^  to $ 2  and then drop to 
*3 << t x ) as observed in the region NP. Therefore the Fermi level in 
tlle single phase region of F.C.C. hydride rises with composition, and 
the total rise varies 30-50 meV over a range of atomic ratio about 0.2.
the above explanation it is clear that the coincidence of N with 
 ^depends to a great extent on the equilibrium in mixed phase region. 
Otherwise we could observe the position N before the position B.
After P, the same sort of variation of 4 indicates that the process 
which we proposed for the region N? is still in operation. This is 
t e n a b l e ,  because both parts belong to-the same single phase of 
^ydride which has two different crystal structures. However, an increase 
of the steady value of <j>, after each dose, indicates that the patches
b®come stable at the surface due to the increase of average composition
r of the hydride, which has a higher >. Further, close to the
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saturation, Q, the variation of <j> becomes pressure dependent (see later 
the discussion). The ineffectiveness of pressure variation, or 
d°se introduction after Q, confirmed the saturation of the film at about 
r * 2 at a pressure 1.2 x lcf3 torr at room temperature. The good 
^incidence of Q with S indicates that the hydride corresponding to the 
higher value of  ^ is the better conductor.
In conclusion, the measurement of work function can be equally 
helpful as measurement of resistance to identify the phase boundaries. 
The Fermi level of the titanium hydrides lies above the Fermi level of 
Itanium (H.C.P.) . The Fermi level of the F.C.T. hydride lies below 
the Fermi level of the corresponding F.C.C. hydride (see extrapolation 
011 Fig. 4.h). For example the structural transformation (F.C.C.
P*c-T.) at room temperature can lower the Fermi level of TiH2 about
190 meV.
i.e. EF (Ti H.C.P.) < EF (TiH2 F.C.T.) < Ef (TiH2 F.C.C.)
c) Pressure variation during the sorption of hydrogen by titanium 
The constant pressure in region 1 (Fig. 4.c) indicates that almost 
ali the input hydrogen molecules become sorbed. Therefore in this 
r®gion the rate of flow is the rate-controlling process rather than 
kicking coefficient-S. So we cannot say anything particularly except 
that S is relatively large up to the end of this region which is about 
r * 0.4. This also agrees with the complete disappearance of a dose 
w*thin 2-5 seconds in this region. Kaserao et al. (1979) have shown 
^rom their microbalance experiments that S decreases linearly up to 
r * 0,3 and after that remains constant until r * 1.8. But in our 
e*Periment in region 2 (Fig. 4.c) the pressure increases with a linear 
rata of increase, and the time taken for the sorption of doses gradually 
increases. So both things show the sticking coefficient is not constant 
^ut decreases slowly. This disagreement could be due to the formation 
of a high composition hydride, perhaps TiHx (x > 1.8), at the surface
their samples, but not on our sample. This is highly probable for
two reasons: 1) Their samples were suddently exposed to a pressure 
1 0 ~ 6 - IQ' 5  torr and this pressure is enough to establish an equilibrium
w*th a hydride TiHx (x > 1.9) (see table 4.4) but in our experiments 
the pressure increases gradually and even at the end of this region is 
about 10~ 7  torr. 2) They observed desorption of hydrogen from a sample 
vith average r - 0 . 6 6  at pressure 5  x lo’ 1 0  torr, but our results shows
dissociation is only possible for high compositions of hydride 
TiHx (x > 1 .9 ) at l(f8  torr, therefore the dissociation of T i H ^  is
P^ossible even at 5 x 10~10 torr, since the pressure vs composition
is Very steep near saturation. So it seems clear that the surface
of their sample suddenly became high composition hydride on exposure 
to lo~ 6  . 10~5 tQrr and had a low sticking coefficient. Both results
the region-3 indicate that in that region S is very low. Possibly 
thi<* i s  due to the formation of hydride patches on all parts of the
®orface.
Flow experiments showed that the a/a + y boundary (A and M) 
c°rresponds to a competition r - 0 .0 6 7 , but tha dote method gave 
' * 0.045. However both the values are in agreement with the observed 
8®a u  value of r - 0 . 0 8  in the experiments on resistance variation with 
»tonic ratio-r. The difference is probably due to adsorption of some 
« before the first measurement was taken and the sensitivity of the 
"»•. spectrometer. Especially in the dose method, the mass spectrometer
t'sd a lower value of pressure because the films received hydrogen 
befny» u. .. ’ v n r the detailed calculation see Appendix
the mass spectrometer. to* cne T
B. ^
In conclusion the sticking coefficient decreases linearly in the
®ixed phase region and this could be due to the low value of the sticking
c°efficient of hydride patches. The atomic ratio-r at the a/a + Y
*__ mass -«*/*trometer measurements agrees with
boundarv. calculated
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the calibrated value from another experiment*
d) Sandwich film study
When hydrogen was allowed to react with sandwich films there was 
no resistance increase at the start of the experiment. This clearly 
shows that the starting composition of those films was beyond the 
solubility limit. The appearance of the 4 vs exposure curves (Fig. 4.b 
and 4.d) also indicated that the starting features were missing, 
therefore even the surface of the film did not have the same nature as 
a fresh film. The sorption of hydrogen from the surrounding atmosphere 
(10~9 torr) was too little to explain the deviation from fresh film 
behaviour; therefore it must have been that some hydrogen had diffused 
from the hydride substrate and changed the composition of newly 
evaporated film. This is possible because the rate of diffusion of 
hydrogen in titanium (generally in all transition metals) is rapid and 
we have evidence of this rapidity from our fresh film experiments. 
Further, at the same time as this work was in progress, the same effect 
was recognized in different labs, by Maiinski (1978) and Kasemo et al. 
(1979).
Let us assume that during the evaporation of titanium, hydrogen 
from the substrate diffuses up and forms a homogeneous composition 
through all parts of the composite film. However we cannot say that 
the diffused hydrogen occupies all the surface sites (hollow sites and 
bridge sites), and adsorption of hydrogen on these sites could increase 
4 (like a fresh film) at the start. However this increase was not 
observed in most experiments (see table 4.2), which could be due to the 
decrease of '4,due'to a rise of Fermi level being dominant, which would 
also agree with the starting composition being well after the solution 
phase. Only two or three films (see table 4.2) showed an initial 
increase of 4 . This may have been due to an anomaly such as a few 
unconverted metal patches at the surface or the existence of some
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surfaces which had a small surface diffusion rate, but the cause is not 
veil understood. Further, one of these films (Ti 39/2) (see fig. 4.d) 
showed two maxima which correspond to two different flow rates, and 
this indicates that there are two processes in operation. However in 
most of the films one process is dominant, which is Fermi level shift.
To check the merit of our assumption we have made some calculations 
tor a simple model which is given in Appendix C. The calculated results 
for selected films are presented in table 4.3. The estimated atomic 
ratios (r - /^-ji) for the starting composition of a sandwich film, 
r ^ , a n d  r^ are derived from <|> measurement, thickness calculation 
vis resistance measurement, and calculation of percentage drop of R 
respectively. The good agreement of r^ and r2 (except for Ti 31/2) 
supports our model’s validity. In the case of Ti 31/2, before the 
evaporation of this film, the whole U.H.V. system had been baked up to 
250°C, which could have caused more dissociation than we had assumed in 
the model (i.e, r * 1.8) therefore the calculated value of r2 would be 
too high. Overall the very good agreement of r^ and r2 support the 
formation of a homogeneous composition, especially because r^ can show 
only the nature of the surface, but r2 is the average for the bulk. 
However r^ shows random deviations. From figure 4.a it is evident that 
the Z drop of resistance used m  r^ is not a useful parameter for 
calculation in the mixed phase.
The tables 4.1 and 4.3 indicate a great deal of variation in the 
amount of initial exposure. This is due to the different amounts of 
evaporation in each experiment. Even if we evaporate the same thickness 
of film on the substrate, the amount of evaporation outside the substrate 
(i.e. on the wall of the chamber) is completely different because this 
depends on the position and the orientation of the titanium filament, 
as it is difficult to have these features exactly the same each time.
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In conclusion, the hydrogen atom diffuses rapidly to the top layer 
and forms a hydride of average composition in all parts of the film.
e) Study of dissociation of titanium hydride
The dissociation of titanium hydride has recently been recognized
at room temperature (Surplice » Ksndassmy, 1978; Kasemo » Tornguist, 1979)
Previous values for dissociation pressure Pd of titanium hydride have
been extrapolated from high temperature «orb, but those extrapolations
are not valid, because they were extended from one phase to another by
trussing the boundaries. Those extrapolated values for Pd are very low.
Previous workers who assumed those values were correct often created
some unrecognized experimental problems owing to the dissociation of
their samples in x-ray, magnetic susceptibility and ».«.I. studies, as
has recently been pointed out by Surplice and Kandasamy (1978) [for
details see Appendix U .  our data for Pd which were given in table 4.4
Show a rapid change of Pd with r which agrees qualitatively with a report
Of Stalinski et al. (1961) that at 200°C Pd was lo'2 torr for 1.6 i
r 5 1.93 and 1 torr for r - 1.93. It would be unreasonable to
extrapolate our order of magnitude data for r-1.9, but extrapolation of our
. „ . „ e M r r  at 200°C. For each phase of adata for r - 2, gives Pd - 12.5 torr at ¿uu o. r
gas/solid system log Pd - f  * 8, but the coefficients A and B for a
single phase are constant only if the composition is constant (Miller
et al., 1968). The form of this equation means that the calculated
value of Pd at a particular temperature is quite sensitive to small
changes in A and B, consequently the values A and B calculated from our
data are not so very different from those published previously
(McQuillan, 1950; Beck, 1960; Gibb nt a l., 1951),
In the present work it was noticed that the variation of-* with time
was linear when the pressure P was increasing but non-linear when it was
decreasing. Since the Kelvin capacitor is sensitive to only a few
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atomic layers near the surface, the change in the behaviour of + ve t
indicated that different reaction kinetics were in operation. The
following model gives a qualitative explanation for the difference.
When the pressure is continuously and slowly increasing, the composition
of the hydride at the surface depends on the pressure above the film
ti.e. in equilibrium]. However, when the pressure is decreased above
a film which has r - 2 throughout its volume, then the surface does
not reach a steady state until H atoms have stopped diffusing up
from the lower parts of the film, consequently the H concentration m
the surface layer decreases non-linearly*
Consider a small patch of titanium dihydride inside the hulk.
tt , ' , vinetics of the patch by the equationWe can represent the dissociation Kin
TiH2è  TiHx + (2 - x) Hb ï==| liHx + (2 - x) + (1 " V g)
where ** hydrogen atom in hulkB
H_ - hydrogen atom at the surface
H2(g) - hydrogen molecules in gas phase
The step Hg + Hg H2<S) has been omitted because it is very rapid; 
for r s 1.8 the surface will be covered by the adsorbed H atoms at all 
times, and every H atom diffusing up to the surface will very rapidly 
find a neighbour to recombine with. The reaction constants are 
represented by end K j h  ™ e  first three of them ere
forward reaction constants and the others ere the corresponding reverse 
reaction constants. forward reactions can be described as follows.
The first step represents the dissociation of dihydride into lower 
composition hydride and hydrogen atoms, which is in equilibrium with its 
parent hydride all through the volume of the patch. The second step 
represents the diffusion of dissociated hydrogen to the surface. The
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third step represents the recombination of surface hydrogen atoms into 
hydrogen molecules in the gas phase. Suppose the pressure above the 
film falls to 10-7 torr at r - 2, this is far lower than the dissociation 
pressure, then the first step becomes very rapid so this is not the rate- 
limiting process. If the space above the film is continuously pumped 
so that the desorbed molecules of hydrogen are removed, then in the 
third etep the forward reaotion is dominant. In other words, as soon 
as the hydrogen atoms diffuse to surface from the bulk they can recombine 
and escape from the surface. Therefore the second step becomes the 
overall rate-limiting process. In contrast to the case above, if the 
Pressure drops slowly then it is very bard to say which one step is 
the rate-limiting one. However the slow drop of ♦ observed experimen­
tally indicates that the pressure drop due to the absorption by the 
wall will be the rate-limiting process.
The compositions of equilibrium with pressure 10 8 torr for 
different temperatures <20°C, SO°C end 70°C) do not differ much from 
the another. However, the increased amount of drop of * at higher 
temperatures shows that the amount of dissociation is more at high 
temperature, as generally expected. further a large drop of pressure 
do'3 - 1 0 ~8 torr) indicates that the pressure vs composition curve is 
very steep close to the saturation#
In conclusion, the dissociation pressure of titanium dihydride at 
room temperature is very much greater than previously expected, end the 
Pressure vs composition curve is very steep close to the saturation.
Some of the anomalies in the previous works were due to the problem of 
dissociation.
f) Comparative study at 50 C and 20 C.
Basically these experiments were conducted to find out the relative 
positions of the y l y  phase boundary around the transition temperature
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310°K (« 370°) which had been proposed by early workers (see Section 3.2). 
The measurement of ♦ was selected in preference to resistance 8, because 
of its high sensitivity (especially for sandwich films) around the 
investigated region. Further these experiments involved heating and 
cooling processes therefore measuring only + avoided any possible con­
fusion between the variation of film resistance and contact resistance.
The reproducibility of these'experimental results was excellent in all 
repeated cycles. In the first experiment (Fig. 4-g) the drop of ♦ ,
* e n  the temperature of the sample was increased from 20°C to 50°C is 
in general agreement with other results for metals (Holze et al., 1979). 
There is no other data available for metal hydrides to compare them
. . a. /iq74) and Holze (1975) observedwith out result. Cbnstmatm et al.
changes of * a. lo** eV if1 for Hi samples in their C.F.D. measurements.
Our value for TiH2 is * 2 x lo'3 eF k '1. which is relatively high. It 
is worth noting here that for tha same range of temperature in the F.C.C, 
hydride phase region (pert C of third experiment) s change of + of 
1.6 x lo’4 eV if1 was observed, therefore the higher value might be the 
characteristic of F.C.T. TlBj. The variation of * with temperature 
depends on many physical variables and is vary difficult to estimate 
separately. Out films were condensed on substrates at about 75°C 
during the evaporation and then they were brought to room temperature 
gradually, these warmings would have little effect on the surface of the 
film. In the esse of F.C.T. TiH2, the temperature increase has an 
effect on the degree of tetragonality (Asark et al., 1970) and this can 
have a large effect on the position of the Fermi level. In other words 
the large drop of 4, could be a reflection of a change in the degree of 
tetragonality with temperature increase. Further, the increase of 4  
with composition at 50°C as well as at 20 C, shows that the F.C.T,
Phase ia stable even at 50°C, which is higher than the previously 
Proposed transition temperature, 310 K.
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Once again the second experiment (Fig* 4.g.2) confirmed the
existence of F.C.T. hydride at 50°C. Further, two simple estimations
from our results indicate that the F.C.T. TiH2 could be stable up to
U0-120°C (see Appendix D) . This experiment shows the change of
(i.e. ¿|) for TiH2 during the temperature change 20 -*■ 50 C is higher
than the corresponding change of <j> for a lower composition hydride
(^  TiH- ). This is clear from figure 4.g.2. This might indicate i • y
either a different amount of change in tetragonality at these two 
compositions, or the position of the Fermi level is in the decreasing 
Part of the density of states curve for F.C.T. titanium hydride. The 
x-ray work of Azark et al. (1970) at 183°K and 295°K showed that there 
is not much difference in the change of tetragonality for compositions 
TiH and TiH. Q . Therefore this experiment could be an indication that 
fhe position of the Fermi level is in the decreasing part of the density 
°f states curve. Now we will see how this is possible. Suppose in 
^•C.T. hydride of titanium, the Fermi level is in the decreasing part 
°f the density of states curve, and it is moving to lower and lower 
parts of the curve due to the modification of energy (we can see later), 
when the composition of the hydride increases. When the temperature 
rises the Fermi level shifts higher and the electrons occupy some of 
the higher energy states; then to populate a given number of energy 
states the Fermi level has to move by a large amount if it lies in the 
lower part of density of states curve for TiH2. Experimentally a larger 
shift was observed for TiH2 than for lower composition hydrides TiH^ g. 
Therefore it is clear that the Fermi level m  the F.C.T. hydride probably 
lies low down in the decreasing part of the density of states curve.
The third experiment clearly shows that the position of the minimum 
p in the <j> vs composition curve is shifted to the high composition part 
with a temperature increase. A simple estimation indicates that the 
shift is equivalent to Ar »0.075 for the temperature increase from 20°C
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to 50°C ( see Appendix D).
In conclusion the transition temperature for F.C.T. into F.C.C. 
structure of TiH2 is higher than the previously predicted value 310 K.
The Fermi level in the F.C.T. hydride probably lies in the decreasing 
Part of the density of states curve. At 50°C the phase boundary y / y  
®oves to r - 1.85 from its room temperature (20°C) value of r « 1.78.
g) Anomaly in the variation of <j>
In principle all compositions of the Ti/H system will have <p less 
than its value at the position M in the plot. The reason for the 
observed high value after M for some fresh films is not well understood 
and we can describe this as an anomaly in our results. Further, the 
instability of this high value of 4 indicates it corresponds to a 
metastable state of the Ti/H system. This could be due to the formation 
some high composition complex (for example TiH^ or TiH^) at the 
surface.
4*3 Phenomenological model
in this section a phenomenological model for the Ti/S system is 
suggested which agrees with the generally accepted properties of the 
conduction band of transition metals. It can account gualitatively for 
the changes of work function and resistance with atomic ratio, and for 
the F.C.C./F.C.T. transition.
a) Conduction band of transition metal
It is well known that transition metals have overlapping broad 
s-bands and narrow d-bands. The s-band can accommodate only two electrons 
Per atom but the d-band accommodates ten electrons per atom, thus the 
density of states of the d-band is very high. Band structure calculations 
for these metals indicate that d-bands lie near the Fermi level (Ashcroft 
et al., 1976), therefore there is no reason to expect them to have a 
free-electron type Fermi surface or a parabolic density of states function.
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of their Fermi surface is mainly s-like and is thus in a region 
k-space having a low density of states, and part is mainly d-like and
this has high density of states.
Generally all these features are reflected in the band structure 
calculations for these metals. However Lopez (1979) has remarked that 
the characterization of states, their energetic location and related 
hend positions greatly depend on the potential and geometrical para 
meters used in the calculation. Therefore the band structure cal­
culations do not adequately represent the real nature of the various 
types of electron bands, because of the choice of computing parameters.
But the band structure calculations may give a rough idea about the 
Scneral features of the energy bands of the metal or metal hydride which
are considered below.
The tight binding approximation is generally considered as the 
best method for energy band calculations for transition metals. This 
aPproximation establishes the first order energy shift when the atoms 
are brought close together in a crystal, in terms of overlap integrals. 
Physically this term in the band theory represents the effect of neighbours, 
^nd depends strongly on first and second nearest neighbours (Haydock 
al.t 1972). This term contains two main parts which are 1) transfer 
tetm (or bonding part), 2) crystal field integral. The transfer 
integral term will include an exchange term, a correlation term and a 
sPin interaction term. The crystal field integral represents the 
effect of the non-spherical electrostatic field due to the neighbours.
^ong the s, p, d and f electrons, sandp electrons are collective, 
therefore the transfer term is more effective for them than the crystal 
tield term. However, f electrons are completely screened from the 
surrounding by overlying s and p electrons [e.g. 4 felectrons are screened 
Prom the surrou ings by the 5 $ and 5 p electrons]. Consequently the 
f electrons have no effect on the surroundings [i.e, they are localized]
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• fn r them. But (¿“electronsand therefore the crystal field term is
tt. not screened completely, they have some influence on the surroundings 
therefore d-electrons are intermediate between the case of collective
_ at at (1972) mentions thatelectrons and localized electrons. Cotton e
the d-block transition metals are very sensitive to their environment
and they are also sbla to influence it very significantly. Further,
_ , ¿-electrons can exist simul~Goodenough (1960) has proposed that the o
• i z e d  electrons, therefore bothtaneously both as collective and loc
 ^ for d-electron metals,terms in the energy shift part are imp
* of TOSll. SltXi&tlOil •and neglecting either of them gives an extre
i «I ofitfisti on the assumption that Host of the band theory calculations rest on
tha interaction between the atoms is so large that electrons can be
shared equally by all like atcmic nuclei, sc in the integral only tha
, field term is negligible,transfer term is effective and the cry
. . j s- t-hat" the crystal field effect can heMatheiss (1972) has pointed out that ttie ry
extended tc energy band theory by means of ssmi-lntuitive arguments,
Mott (1964) has pointed out that the density of states of (B.O.C.
F.c.c.) transition metals should have a minimum at tha centre of the
band, however for an I.C.C. metal the minimum is less predominant (Baeby,
onocrested that the d-band should really 1966) . A number of workers have sugges nsti.
. . . , «art capable of holding four electronsbe double, consisting of an upper part capao
and a broader lover part holding six electrons, per atom. The origin of 
the separation of these "sub bands" is not clear but has been ascribed 
either to crystal field effect or bonding effect (Williams, 1966).
Matheiss (1972) has pointed out that the crystal field splitting is 
associated, not with energy separation at the centre of the Brillouin 
zone, hut rather with the difference between the average eg and t2g band 
energies. Mott et al. (1957) have suggested that the anisotropy of the 
electrostatic field around an atom in a metal splits the 3d band into 
a higher energy and lover energy group. But Friedel (1969) has
Ti
M
H
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temarked that the crystal field effect in 3d transition metals is 
Eligible compared with the band width, and so this splitting should 
not be important for these elements. However, neutron diffraction 
experiments on Fe (Shull, 1963) and on Ni (Mook £t al_., 1966) indicate 
that there is a reasonable amount of crystal field splitting. A number 
°f workers (Callaway, 1961; Hodges et al., 1966) have suggested that in 
a crystal field of cubical symmetry the d-band splits into a triply 
Regenerate t2 g band and a doubly degenerate eg band. Callaway e£ ¿1. 
(I960) suggested that a crystal field with cubical symmetry lowers the 
energy of electron states with symmetry xy, yz and zx- (t2 g) with respect 
to the energy of electron states with symmetry (x2 - y2) and (3z2 - r2) 
(cg). Slater (1965) has suggested that the d-band of transition metals 
contains a bonding type wave function in the lower part of the band, and 
an anti-bonding type wave function in the upper part of the band, and 
aet bonding arises from the d-electrons as well as s-electrons.
b) Conduction band of titanium (F.C.C.)
Now we will start to consider the conduction band of titanium while 
keeping all this information in mind. In titanium hydride the hydrogen 
atoms are contained in a metal "cage" of F.C.C. structure as shown in 
figure 4.i.l. In the F.C.C. lattice every metal atom is surrounded 
by twelve nearest neighbours, which are placed along the diagonal of the 
cubic faces of a unit cell, and by six next nearest neighbours which 
are placed along the edges of the unit cell. The t2g atomic orbitals
[or xy symmetry electron.orbitalsh-are directed towards the nearest
n*ighbours and the ee atomic orbitals [or x2 - y2 symmetry electronO
c^bitals] are directed towards the next nearest neighbours. It is 
generally believed that the overlap of t2g orbitals is large therefore 
they form a broad electron band and are responsible for bonding and for 
electrical conductivity. But the overlap of eg orbitals is slight, 
therefore they form a narrow electron band, and are responsible for the
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magnetic nature of the metal (Bond, 1969).
I„ F.C.C. titanium the next nearest neighbour, ate eepatated about 
4.4 A0, and the nearest neighbour distance is about 3 A0 . Goodenough 
(1960) has mentioned for 3d metals, that if the interatomic distance 
equals to 2.9 + 0.1 A0 or less, then d-electrons behave like collective 
electrons. but_if the distance is more than 2.9 ♦ 0.1 A0, then d-electrons 
behave like localized electrons. Quantum mechanics predicted for the 
hydrogen atom that, the expectation value of probability of the
e »nits f5.5 A°] from the nucleus,electron occupation is about 10.5 atomi
but ve can expect a lower value for titanium because of its higher nuclear 
charge. Therefore without loss of generality, we can treat the
electrons of titanium as collective, but with a relatively more localized 
Mature for electrons in ee atomic orbitals. Xn other words, we canO
imagine for titanium that the t2g band is wider than the eg band and m  
each band anti-bonding electrons occupy the high energy part of the band. 
Weinberg et al. (1972) have pointed out that in F.C.C. metals the electron 
orbitals pointing towards the next nearest neighbours are of higher 
energy than the electron orbitals pointing towards nearest neighbours.
Titanium has only two d-electrons per atom therefore the d-electrons 
are not even enough to fill more than half of each sub hand eg or t2g 
separately. Therefore the probability of two electrons occupying the 
same electron lobe is always small. So the Coulomb repulsion between 
the electrons is very small even in the t2g orbitals which are expected 
to have a large overlap. Further electrons in t2g atomic orbital 
will have more attractive potential than in eg atomic orbital, because 
of the close position of the atomic centres. Therefore we can conclude
that the t2g band is extended to lower energy than the eg band in such
a way as to accommodate the bonding electrons, Also we can say that 
the t2g band is extended to higher energy than eg band because of the 
large overlap of anti-bonding electron orbitals. On the grounds of the
i
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above ideas we can propose a band model for F.C.C. titanium lattice as 
®bown in fig. 4.j. The relative position of the t2 g and eg bands is
critical. The 4s band generally shows overlap with the 3d band, but 
their relative overlap is also uncertain. However Hirohiko et_ al_.
(1979) cluster claculation suggests that the population of the 4s orbital 
only about 50%.
The above picture is in agreement with the crystal field effect, if 
We assume that the Ti^+ ions are placed in a sea of free electrons 
(4s electrons), and with the general features of band structure cal­
culations for F.C.C., 3d metals. These calculations show that electron
wave functions with a t£g nature (^5» X3» K3» anc* W3^ a^ve a *ower
}
energy than the electron wave functions of eg nature (r^* X2 * K4 » W2 ) '  
All these features are reflected in the band structure calculations of 
Switendick (1976) for F.C.C. titanium, shown in figure 4.k. Finally 
the proposed band structure indicates the existence of a minimum about 
the mid part of the band ( 4 - 6  electron per atom). The exact position 
the minimum depends on the relative position of the eg and t2 g bands, 
therefore this can vary from metal to metal. In the same way the degree 
of overlap of the metal s—band and d—band can vary from metal to metal.
Recently Korn (1978) has proposed a phenomenological model for 
the Ti-H system, in which he has assumed a bonding band with four d~ 
electrons, and an anti-bonding band with six d-electrons. Further he 
suggested that the hydrogen atoms in metal hydrides seem to compensate 
electronically for electrons of less than four in number in the d-band. 
According to his suggestion all group III B elements can form trihydrides 
hut group VB elements can only form monohydrides. But ScH^ does not 
exist, V and Nb can form hydrides having a composition more than mono­
hydride (Muller et al., 1968). This indicates that his idea was too 
aimple. Further, instead of four bonding electrons, Mott (1964) has 
suggested five bonding electrons. In addition to this, his model
Predicted a continuous rise in Fermi level Ep with hydrogen concentration, 
even in F.C.T. hydride. This is contradictory to our experimental 
results, especially for the F.C.T. hydride phase.
c) The effect of hydride formation on the conduction band 
Now we will start to consider the effect of hydride formation in 
°ur model. If we introduce hydrogen atoms to the titanium lattice, 
after certain concentration (solubility limit) the hydrogen interacts 
with the electron states of the metal and other hydrogen atoms. This 
strong interaction can lower the energy of the many-electron states.
other words, this interaction lowers many unoccupied high lying 
states to well below Ep. However the relative amount of drop of various 
states depends on the degree of interaction of these states. We can say 
that there is more lowering of potential energy for free-electron type 
states (s and p states), because they are more dispersive. But for 
^'electrons the lowering of potential depends on how near their electron 
iobes are to the positions of the hydrogen atoms: the lowering of energy 
is more for the states which have appreciable wave function amplitudes
at the hydrogen sites.
Generally the effect on these d-states is small. To understand 
this situation we imagine that instead of hydrogen being in the tetra­
hedral voids of an F.C.C. lattice of titanium, they are placed at vertices 
°f a cube and a titanium atom is placed at the centre, as shown m  
figure 4.i.2. Then 12 lobes of t2g orbital which have xy symmetry are 
Pointed towards the mid points of the 12 edges of the cube and lobes of 
eg orbitals which have (x2 - y2) symmetry are directed towards the mid 
Points of the faces of the cube. It is obvious that the position of 
hydrogen is closer to the projection of t2g electron lobes than the
Projection of e. electron lobes, but none of them are directly pointed 
8
towards the hydrogen atom, Therefore the effect on the d-electron
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states is small compared with effect on the other electrons with free 
electron nature. But we can say that relatively the effect is more on 
fhe ^2g electron states than eg electron states. Therefore t2 g electron 
states will shift slightly downward. This also indicates that the 
bonding between d-electrons of Ti and s-electrons of hydrogen is more 
probable via t2 g electrons than eg electrons. In conclusion we can say 
^at in the conduction band of the hydride the higher energy part retains 
the d-character of the metal band but lower energy part has a completely 
aew feature with more free electron (s and p) nature. Generally the 
lower part contains mostly bonding and anti-bonding states of H with H
and bonding states of H with metal.
Now we will see how changes of Fermi level are possible, when the 
hydride starts to precipitate. The position of the Fermi level can be 
affected by structural transition, expansion of lattice and formation of 
new conduction band. As we concluded previously the structural tran­
sition (H.C.P. F.C.C.) will have negligible effect. Lattice
expansion generally reduces the overlap of the electron orbitals. This 
can reduce the band width and can increase the potential energy of the 
conducting electrons. In other words, energy bands with bonding nature 
will shift to higher energy due to lattice expansion. Therefore 
affectively this can raise the Fermi level.
The presence of hydrogen atoms in the titanium lattice lowers the 
many electron states, also the number of electrons in the overall band 
is increased by one more electron for every hydrogen atom present in the 
lattice, The appearance of extra electron states (i.e. so called 
bydrogen-derived states) below the Fermi level of titanium can lower the 
Fermi level. But if the hydrogen~derived states can accommodate only a 
fraction of the electrons of hydrogen, then the rest of them will occupy 
higher energy states of metallic nature. This will raise the Fermi 
level. The relative strength of these three effects is not clear in
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the present situation. However we can say that according to the 
relative strength of these effects in titanium hydride the Fermi level 
can rise or drop. Suppose effectively these three effects raise the 
Fermi level, then the work function will drop. This is the simplest 
explanation for the author's data for the change of <f> with hydrogen 
concentration in the mixed (a + y) nnd F.C.C. single hydride phases.
The author's experimental result and his proposed model are qualitatively 
in agreement with Switendick's theoretical calculations (Switendick,
1976).
d) F.C.C./F.C.T, phase transition and the conduction band
Now we will consider how the continued addition of hydrogen to 
Che titanium lattice could cause it to transform from F.C.C. to F.C.T, 
Suppose the Fermi level in F.C.C. titanium hydride rises with increase 
°f composition (r) and reaches the high density of states part of the 
conduction band. Generally a high value for density of states corres­
ponds to the existence of degeneracy m  the electron states. The 
Jahn-Teller theorem says that distortion of the lattice can lower the 
energy of the degenerate electron states. Previously this effect has 
heen proposed as a possible reason for the structural transition by
variou3 workers (see section 3.2).
However another explanation can be given for this phase transition 
as follows. Suppose that the high density states corresponds to the 
start of overlap of eg bands with t2g bands at lower energy. Then when 
Che Fermi level reaches the energy at which overlap is starting, some 
°f the electrons start to go into the eg band. This band is derived 
from the overlap of electron states which have wave functions with 
Cx2 - y2) symmetry, in other words overlap of d z % and dx2_y2 electron 
lobes. Now the question is, which of these two lobes is energetically 
m°re probable for occupation by electrons. Electrons in dz^ electron
lobes have magnetic quantum number m ® 0 but those m  dx2_y2 electron 
lobes have magnetic quantum number m * 2. Phillips et_ al. (1967) 
h^ve suggested that the interaction of an s electron is stronger for 
^'electron with m * 0 and shifts the energy of d~electronsstates with 
111 * 0 to relatively lower energy. Therefore the electrons in the eg 
hand could first occupy the dz2 electron lobes which are pointed along 
the z-axis. Further, the d-electron wave function can generally be 
divided into six wave functions, in which three of them have xy symmetry,
fs O
which are linearly independent, and the other three have (x ~ y )
symmetry which are linearly dependent (Hameka, 1975). The (x2 — y2)
symmetry wave function can be written as two linearly independent wave
functions which correspond to dz^  and dx2_y2 electron lobes. The dz2
electron lobes correspond to the linear combination of two (x ** y )
symmetry wave functions, but dx2-y2 corresponds to only one (x2~y2)
symmetry wave function. Therefore we can say that there is more
probability for the electron being in the lobes dz2 than dx2„y2»
Suppose when the bands start to overlap then some of the electrons
the hydrogen atom start to flow to the dz2 electron lobes. The
existence of electrons in this lobe can increase the binding forces in
the direction in which d 2 electron lobes are pointed, This asymmetricalz
situation can give a distortion of the lattice, as observed in titanium 
hydride, because generally the binding forces are attractive and 
attractive forces give a compressional strain along the line of action
and an extensional strain along the orthogonal plane.
Now we will consider the effect of distortion on the band structure. 
The separation of nearest and next-nearest neighbours increases in the 
xy plane, but reduces in other planes due to this structural transition, 
Therefore the energies of the states corresponding to dxz, dyZ and dz2 
shift relatively downward, but the energies of the electron states 
corresponding to dxy and dx2-y2 shift relatively upwards. In other
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words the average potential can remain unaffected, but the energy
the different electron statea can be rearranged due to the atructural
transition. The upward shift of the electron states corresponding to
V - y2 electron lobes is less important since these states are vacant
even in T.C.C. hydride. The shift of the electron states corresponding
to djjy, dxx, and dZJ electron lobes, in the t2g band, more or less gives
>n unchanged situation because of the opposite movement of the d ^  to
the other two states, and the broad nature of the t2g band. The
downward shift of electron states corresponding to d2 electron lobes
, • large. The volume change of thexs more important and is relatively large
unit cell during the structural transition is negligible (Azarkh et al„ 
1970), therefore for e first approximation we can neglect the kinetic 
energy change of the conduction electotns during the transition.
-m. , „ fh* electrons which populate highTherefore we can say that some of the e
„ . ri e. at Fermi level] depopulate andenergy states for F.C.C. structure [x.e. at
j.-iflctron states at low energy during occupy the additionally derived d-electron st*
, . , mnj _ «situation can lead to a shift ofthe structural transition. This situa
re {q also obvious that the general Fermi level to lower energy. It is aiso
r rhange, and the Fermi level can liefeatures of the density of states can cnange, an«
. . s j rtf «rates curve, as we concludedin decreasing part of the density of states ,
% « 4 « *  a 4 o i o n  w0 tisvc tncsvt loucid ttist tfispreviously. Finally in our discussion w*
structural transition can arise due to extra population of electrons 
in one direction. Generally there is no physical reason to prefer 
one specific direction in space than any other direction. However 
co-operative effects between neighbours can lead to one preferred 
direction, at least within a grain.
e) General application of the model
Now we will consider the effect of temperature on the stability 
of F.C.T. structure for high composition hydrides. The temperature
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increase will give lattice expansion and a reduction in the tetra-
gonality < % )  for a particular composition in the F.C.T. hydride phase.
Generally lattice expansion can shift the Fermi level to a higher
energy. Reduction of tetragonality shifts the electron states
Ponding to dz2 electron lobes to higher energy, and consequently the
Fermi level will shift to higher energy. The effect of tetrago
change could be very much larger than lattice expansion. The
temperature increase can gradually shift tha Fermi level to higher
energy and depopulate the dz2 electron lobes. Therefore at
. n i,o-.oc become vacant so above this tern-temperature the dz2 electron lobes become
. . - awecurp'i the F.C.T. structure isPerature (known as transition temperature)
<?russion that the transition unstable. It is obvious from the above discussion
, f «-af-meonality and therefore is a temperature is a strong function o S
f . . . T„ «ther words, the transition temperaturefunction of composition. In other
will increase with composition.
it is obvious that the extension Further, from the above discussion it is odvx
* , V *-k dimensions of the phase diagram dependsof F.C.T. structure along both dimensio
. ¿-kand. If the amount of electronsotx the amount of electrons m  the d b a
• , * p f structure will exist even at lowis relatively high then the F.C.T. struct
■ . . a-iTon at high temperature. The number ofconcentrations and be stable even a
. . . bv adding high valency metal atomsd-electrons can be increased either by aaau » &
Such as vanadium or by lowering Che d-band relative to other bands as 
in the case of sirconium. In tirconium the 4d band is relatively 
lower In energy than the 5s band due to the smaller screening by the 
inner 3d-electrons.
The above suggestion from our model is in agreement with the 
observed boundaries of the F.C.T. structure for Zr/H end TiV/H systems 
(Moore et al., 1968; Nagel et al., 1975) Zr belongs to the same chemical 
group as Ti. For comparison the high composition part of the phase 
diagram of the Zr/H system is given in figure 4.1. It is obvious from
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the figure that the transition temperature gradually increases with 
composition even to more than 1000°C for Zr/H system so we can expect 
a similar nature for the titanium hydrogen system. Therefore our 
estimation for the transition temperature of 120 C (see Appendix E) 
f°r TiH2 [which is relatively higher than previous values (37°C)] is
reasonable.
Further the band structure calculations of Switendick's and Kulikov 
et, al. (see section 3.2) are in agreement with our estimation of 190 
®eV for the Fermi level drop when F.C.C. TiH2 deformed into F.C.T.
TiH2 at room temperature (see the extrapolation in figure 4.h).
We can also estimate a value for the ionization of hydrogen in 
P*C.C. hydride,from our data and with assumption of rigid band app­
roximation. The detailed estimation is given in the appendix {T. The 
small estimated value (0.14e) compared to Switendick's (1976) calculated 
Value for ionization of hydrogen in F.C.C. hydride, which is 0.425e, 
indicates our rigid band approximation is wrong. Further Switendick's 
(1976) band structure calculations indicate that during the hydride 
formation the metal’s electron states, especially those of a free 
electron nature, are reduced in energy by even 5 eV. Therefore in 
edition to the previously considered higher energy states these lowered 
electron states - N2 also become filled by the electrons from hydrogen 
after ionization. Consequently the real amount of ionization is greater 
than we calculated for the electron states - N^. This explanation is 
Qualitatively in agreement with a higher value of ionization as given 
by Switendick for (N^ + Nj)•
f) Resistance variation and the model
Now we will see from our model how we can account for the variation 
°f resistance with atomic ratio. In the first instance, the large 
drop of resistance in the mixed phase (a + y) and the constant resistance 
value for the single phase (y) of the Ti/H system suggest that, the
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structural transition (B.C.P.-P.C.C.) is the major process controlling 
the resistance variation during the formation of hydride. But the 
information given in table 4.5 shows (in the case of Ce) 30% drop of 
resistance even without any structural transition. Therefore the 
structural transition is not the only reason for a resistance drop.
„ ■ , _  resistance (than Ce) in the caseHowever, a higher percentage drop of re
ftfv .. , . t is Yb and Pd) indicates that a structural°f all other metals (except Ti, x& anu ru;
ce *• oossible next major factortransition has a reasonable effect. Tn p
is the nature of the conduction band which is formed during the y 
formation. As we discussed previously, the new band has a more 
free-electron nature, therefore this will give an increase of con-
, „„„„ -for the higher conductivity ofActivity. This could be the reason
nr , t rhe Ti/H system this process isceH2 than Ce. But in the case of the x i / n  y
s ainoie 7v) phases. If there is no common, for both mixed (as + y) 81 8
. cintriP ohase of F.C.C. titanium hydride,other process, especially m  the singl p
drOD even in the single phase (y). But then we can expect a resistance drop
• . . -„ii,, in contrast a more or less constantit is not observed experimentally» i
. . . This suggests the existence ofresistance is observed in this phase. mis augs
, , < v Viave the opposite effect on resistancesome other processes which have cne w
. ' ' „,,-iafion of resistance with atomic ratiovariation, so that the net variation oi
i. negligible. Ocher possible processes ere s-d scattering of con­
ducting electrons, end the e ffe ct  of lattice expansion, especially on 
the band overlap.
The effect of s-d scattering depends on the position of the Fermi 
level. This could have a reasonably Urge effect for titanium hydride, 
because the Fermi level lies near the maximum cf the density of states 
of the d-band. Both these processes will give an increase of 
resistance and also are common for both phases. The effect cf these 
processes could he the reason for the relatively smaller drop of 
resistance for the Ti/H system than for other metal/hydrogen systems
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, nj anA vh show resistance increases given in table 4.5. Further Pd, d Yb
. , that in addition to aboveduring the hydride formation which suggests  ,
■i state in the conductionfactors already discussed, the vacant e e
Tn the case of the titanium/hydrogenband is also an important factor.
• t-ua r'nnrhiction band are unfilled, system plenty of electron states m  h
,t due to this '’hole" factor inTherefore there would not be any ef
the case of the Ti/H system.
i a t^st the resistance drop in the mixed Tenatively we can conclude ha
i transition and the net effectPhase is predominantly due to struc
Of other processes (uhich are lattice expansion, s-d scattering and 
modification of conduction band) is negligible. This is tha reason
. the F.C.C. single hydride phase.for the negligible resistance change m
, ,, f.ve variation of non-i so tropicfurther, the proposed effect due
. -nilid be very small and may be the reasonconductivity in section 3.4(a) c
c enfal dron of resistance between the for the slight variation of the tot  P
different films.
Metal Structure 
of Metal
Structure of 
hydride (MH£)
« AR/ 
'*0
Refs.
La Hex F.C.C. - 65% a
Nd Hex F.C.C. - 60 a
Er H.C.P. F.C.C, - 80-75 a, b
Gd H.C.P. F.C.C. - 52 a
Ho H.C.P. F.C.C. - 76 a
Y H.C.P. F.C.C. - 70 c
Sc H.C.P. F.C.C. - 70 d, 8
Ti H.C.P. F.C.C. - 3 0 e
Ce F.C.C. F.C.C. - 30 a
Yb F • C«C * orthorhombic + 2050 . a . ■
Pd* F.C.C. F.C.C. + 901 f
Zr H.C.P. F.C.C. - 55 8
Table 4.5
* For monohydride
a - R. C. Heckman. Report (1969) SC-RR-69-571, _ _
b - J. Muller and N. A. Surplice. J. ?hys. D. 1977- 
c - A. E. Curzon and 0. Singh. Thin solid films 57 (1979) 157, 
d - Savin, W. I, Markin, VYa, Mychlovskn, Vu. G.
f - r ,*j , Smith, D. A. Otlerson, J. Phy. Chem. sol, 31 (1970) 187. 
g - to be published (Kandasamy, K. and Surplice, N, A.).
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Now we will consider the variation of resistance in the F.C.T,
Phase (y?) of Ti/H system. As we have proposed, modification of the 
conduction band and changes in the amount of s-d scattering can affect 
t-he resistance variation. Structural deformation (F.C.C. F.C.T,)
small and continuous, and can increase the overlap of bands in some 
direction but can reduce it in some other direction. Therefore we 
Can say that its net effect is small. However the deformation brings 
fche Fermi level to a position at which the density of states is low.
^his can reduce the probability of scattering of a conduction electron 
into a localized electron (i.e. s-d scattering) and this can drop the 
distance. Therefore the conductivity increase in the y* phase is
®°stly due to the reduction of s-d scattering.
In conclusion of this chapter, the hydrides of titanium are better 
inductors than titanium metal. The diffusion of hydrogen in the 
titanium lattice is considerably faster than the diffusion of hydrogen 
ilJ titanium hydride, The dissociation pressure of titanium hydride 
*s relatively large (a, 10*^ torr) at room temperature. The position 
of the Fermi level shifts to higher energy during the formation of 
titanium hydrides. The structural transition from F.C.C. to F.C.T. 
lowers the Fermi level. In F.C.T. titanium hydride the Fermi level 
Hes in the decreasing part of the density of states curve. The 
^termination of chemical phase boundaries of metal hydrogen systems 
A<f> is quite possible if the behaviour of the parameters (such as 
^ttice constant) which affect the position of the Fermi level are known
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Metal - oxygen system:
The interaction of oxygen with metal surfaces (i.e. oxidation) 
ia » very complicated subject and much literature about it is available.
teview of the subiect was given by Lawless (1974). However present 
fleas about the physical processes which are involved in oxidation are 
«ten debatable. Oxygen unlike hydrogen, has a low rate of diffusion 
«  »°st metal lattices ad a strong interaction with metal surfaces,
vhich often creates experimental problems in trying to perform well
defir.*,j • •. ~c »-Vio techniques of surface science
eim e d  studies. However most of the tecmu-n
hav* been used. As with hydrogen, the different states of interaction 
°f oxygen with metal surfaces can be classified as adsorption, solution 
a»d compound formation, but unlike hydrogen, identification of these 
«**•• for most metals is very difficult. However an initial fast 
ir"*raction and a final slow interaction are observable. Generally 
“ »orption is the precursor state of oxygen interaction with a metal, 
^rnisorption of oxygen is thermodynamically possible on all metal 
Effaces except gold. Generally chemisorbed oxygen can take the form 
'«her 0* or 0 ‘ or 02‘. However near room temperature dissociative 
'hemisorption of oxygen is most probable and in most cases it is believed 
.«>« there is partial ionization of oxygen on chemisorption. This 
*hitial process is very sensitive to the condition of the metal surface 
“hi the nature of the crystal faces. The interaction of oxygen can 
e°d with the adsorption process if the activation energy for absorption
or bulb compound formation is too high (e.g. Mo, W, Ft, Pd).
In most metals the surface structures that are formed as a result
- rearrangement of the surface atoms. In
oxvven adsorption lead to a
-  1 0 0  -
the published literature two commonly proposed mechanisms for this 
rearrangement are place exchange, and reconstruction of the metal 
surface. Place exchange involves the interchange of metal and oxygen 
atoms; the energy for this process was considered to be derived from 
the heat of adsorption, and the idea was based on the minimization of 
surface dipole-dipole interaction. Generally all the metal oxides are 
interstitial alloys, so we can say that the interstitial positions for 
oxygen in metal lattices are more energetically favourable than the 
substitutional positions. But place exchange will leave the oxygen 
in substitutional positions in metal lattice, therefore in this respect 
place exchange processes are less favourable. Further in the past 
literature we meet several different working hypotheses for the place 
exchange mechanism (Hall et al. 1971, Kirk et al. 1968, Simmons et al.
1967, Eley et al. 1960) but they only explain temporarily some particular 
result which was observed by their authors. Therefore the general 
validity of this mechanism is debatable.
The reconstruction idea is based on the principle that a reconstructed 
surface is thermodynamically more stable than unperturbed surface. 
Reconstruction involves movement of metal atoms laterally or longitudinally. 
Generally the solubility of oxygen atoms in most metal lattices is very 
small (few PPM). During chemisorption some oxygen atoms can penetrate 
the top layer of the metal surface, so the amount of penetrated oxygen 
atoms can easily exceed the solubility limit m  the top few layers of 
the metal (perhaps in first two layers), and therefore precipitation 
of a metal oxide or suboxide is possible in these surface patches. This 
uew oxide compound will generally have a different crystal structure, 
which could be a distorted one due to the influence of the underlying 
massive metal. So the reconstruction of the surface layer could be 
the manifestation of compound formation in the surface region.
i ' g S-a
Free energy vs. distance dia­
gram and reaction path in sorption 
systems
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The sticking coefficient of oxygen on most metal surfaces is
unity, and constant up to the adsorption of several monolayer
equivalents (Fromm 1977). Fromm (1977) has proposed a model for
the sorption of oxygen by metals, which is given in the fig. 5.a
and his phenomenology is as follows, metal surfaces have two types of adsorp
tion sites (1) with energy (Agc) lower than the energy of bulk .
adsomtion - (AH ) (2) absorption sites with energy (AgO greaters c
than the energy of the surface barrier (AH -A) (see fig. 5.a). There—s
fore the dissociative chemisorption of oxygen on the 2nd type of site 
leads to the penetration of oxygen atoms into the bulk interstitial 
sites. He further suggested that the energy of the second type of 
adsorption sites will increase with the amount of adsorbed atoms, and 
teach the energy of dissociation. At this state the surface becomes 
saturated. In other words, we can say that at the later state of 
adsorption, dissociative chemisorption of oxygen on the metastable 
surface sites can lead to the penetration of oxygen into the bulk, even 
without any thermal activation. The degree of penetration depends on 
the metal and the crystal face of the surface. The energy of the meta­
stable adsorption state will increase with adsorption and will reach a 
situation at which further dissociative adsorption of oxygen is replaced 
by molecular adsorption. Delchar et al. (1967) have suggested that the 
electrostatic repulsion between the adatoms accounts for the observed 
low activation energy for the penetration of oxygen*into Ni surfaces.
Further in their study they have concluded that the chemisorbed oxygen 
atom bonded covalently so the effective radius of oxygen for penetration 
is its covalent radius which is 0.66X. Gallagher et al,(1979) have 
pointed out that when oxygen is chemisorbed significant amount of the
oxygen 2p electron weight is on neighbouring metal -Ni atoms and the
effective radius for the penetration is that of the remaining oxygen
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core which is comparatively small. Therefore we can conclude that the 
penetration of oxygen atoms into the metal is not impossible but 
depends on the nature of the surface barrier, on the amount of ionization 
of chemisorbed oxygen and the size of interstitial region.
Measurements of the changes of the work function and resistance 
of metals during their interaction with oxygen have been very helpful 
for understanding oxidation processes (Colmenares 1975). Oxidation 
can also be studied by observing changes in L.E.E.D. pattern, and 
changes in secondary electron spectrum of the metal (A.E.S., U.P.S., 
X.P.S.). Measurements of work function (<j>) changes have been widely 
used. An increase of * during the interaction of oxygen is generally 
interpreted as due to chemisorption of oxygen on the metal surface.
A decrease of 4> is generally believed to be due to incorporation of 
oxygen atoms in the metal (Hofmann et al. 1979, Gerwinner et al. 1978, 
Lawless 1974, Roberts 1970). The word "incorporation" ..as used in 
the literature seems to have several meanings; e.g. diffusion of oxygen 
from surface to bulk, or from one site to another site with reduction of 
ij>,. or chemisorption at deeper sites, or shortening of the metal-oxygen 
bond. The ambiguous use of this word often makes complications, 
therefore in this thesis its usage is generally avoided.
In many cases (e.g. M o ( 1 0 0 ) ,  Al(lll), Ta(110) Nb(110), Er(Poly) 
etc.) a drop of $ was observed at the start of oxygen adsorption (for 
low exposure). Different types of explanation were given by various 
workers for this drop. Klemperer (1962) explained it on the basis of 
oxygen atom being pulled into the metal surface. Brearleyet al. (1977) 
assumed it was due to the chemisorption of oxygen atoms in the deeper 
surface sites. Hofmann et al. (1979) have suggested it was due to the 
penetration of oxygen atoms to the immediate subsurface region. However 
one thing clear is that an initial drop of $ is a possible phenomenon
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for an oxygen-metal system. Fehrs et al. (1967) found that this state 
is stable against a high temperature flash for the Ta(110)/02 system.
But Hofmann et al. (1979) observed the reversal of this effect (i.e. 
increase of $) when the oxygen supply for Al(lll) was stopped. The 
reason for this observation is not well understood.
Moderate exposures of oxygen on many metal surfaces (Al, Nb, Ta,
Fe, Co, Mn, Ni, W, Pt, Pd, etc.) gave increases of  ^ and these were 
generally interpreted as due to the chemisorption of oxygen in the 
electronegative form. Different rates of increase of <j> with exposure 
were observed for different crystal surfaces of Cu (Delchar 1971). For 
some metals (e.g. W, Pt, Rh) the work function increase was stable 
(Lawless 1974) but it was unstable for others (e.g. Er, Ni). Stopping 
the oxygen supply to the surface of these latter metals gives a 
decay of <|> in this region (Brearleyet al, 1977, Roberts 1970). Further 
for large exposures some metals (Cu, Ni, Fe, Co, Mn, Al, Th, etc.) 
showed a drop of <J> after an initial increase. Different ideas were 
proposed by different workers for this type of drop. For Cu/O^ system 
Benndrof et al (1978) suggested that reconstruction or "incorporation” 
was the reason for the drop of $. Hall et al. (1971) in their work 
on Co/02 and Mn/02 systems have suggested that penetration of oxygen 
atoms below the surface was the reason for this drop. However the 
formation of oxide has been suggested as the reason for Th/02 system 
by Riviere (1965), for Fe/02 system by Brucker et al. (1976), for 
Ni/02 system by Krishnan et al, (1976) Benndrof et al (1980) and for 
A1/o2 system by Hofmann et al. (1979). On the basis of the phase 
diagrams, the formation of oxide at least within the top few layers, 
seems to be the most likely reason for this change of sign of the work 
function variation. The formation of oxide is in most cases accompanied 
by a structural change therefore the reconstruction idea also supports
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the formation of oxide, since reconstruction is some form of structural
change.
Only a limited amount of literature is available for resistance changes 
due to the interaction of oxygen with metal surfaces. In addition to the 
uncertainty about the physical processes which are involved in oxygen 
adsorption, there are uncertainties in the theoretical interpretation 
of resistance variations during gas adsorption which hinders an under­
standing of these studies. Generally, the sorption of oxygen by a 
metal increases the electrical resistance. Reasons such as a reduction 
of the number of conducting electrons of the metal due to their 
participation in the chemisorption bond, a demetalization of the top 
few layers of metal sample, changes in the scattering properties of 
the surface on adsorption, and effects due to the adsorption of oxygen 
in grain boundaries, have all been proposed to account for resistance 
changes due to the sorption of oxygen (Murgulescu et al. 1971, Blinakov
at al. 1972). Singh et al (1974) have suggested the effect of changes 
in the geometrical parameters of films for the resistance change of Er 
films on oxygen adsorption. Surplice et al. (1975) have proposed a 
columnar model for metals that is only about a monolayer of oxygen atoms, 
however this model does not explain all the properties of the clean 
metal. A sudden step-type increase of film resistance on the introduction 
of oxygen doses was observed for Er and Ti (Singh 1971) and for Ag 
(Murgulescu et al. 1966). Further Murgulescu et al. (1966) have observed 
an increase in the percentage change of resistance when the adsorption 
temperature increased. A change of slope of resistance versus dosage 
was observed for Al/02 by Huber et al. (1966). At present the explanation 
for the variation of resistance during oxygen sorption stands unresolved, 
and a new model is needed for the general explanation of the subject.
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L.E.E.D. studies in this field are numerous but the predictions 
are still doubtful due to the lack of theoretical knowledge. Widely 
observed experimental features due to the interaction of oxygen with 
metal surfaces are differently ordered L.E.E.D. structures, and 
a reduction in intensity of the L.E.E.D. pattern of clean metal surfaces. 
However different explanations for these features were given by different 
workers. Further Hopkins et al. (1971) have mentioned that L.E.E.D. stud­
ies are not able to detect the physisorbed state of oxygen because of 
the desorption effect of the L.E.E.D. beam. A recent study of Martinson 
et al. (1979) for Al crystal faces indicated the different behaviour 
of these faces ((111), (110), (100)) for oxygen adsorption. In 
conclusion, even in the lack of a complete theory L.E.E.D. studies have 
indicated the different states of oxygen interaction with a metal and 
their dependence on temperature and on the crystal face.
In recent years spectroscopic studies such as X.P.S, S.X.A.P.S,
A.E.S and S.I.M.S have also become widely used in this field. Because . 
of their high sensitivity for surface effects, these techniques are 
often preferred but they do not yet seem to distinguish unambiguously 
between the different states of oxygen in the metal lattice. Their 
identification of the characteristics of oxygen interaction with metals 
basically depends on the chemical shift which is observed, by these 
techniques. There are some doubts about the relative contribution to 
the observed shift from the chemical environment and from relaxation 
processes, which creates some difficulty in the determination of 
chemical structures (Martinson 1979). Further Hofmann et al, (1979) 
have mentioned that there would not be any difference in the chemical 
shifts due to the position of oxygen above the surface layer (chemisorbed 
state) or below the surface layer at interstitial positions (e,g. 
dissolved state) Recently Joyner et al. (1979a) have said these
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techniques can only reveal information about a surface which is in 
equilibrium with low pressure gas and it is not feasible to make time- 
continuous studies. For high pressure studies two-chamber systems are 
commonly used but these systems can easily cause the loss of any weakly 
sorbed oxygen. However recently some special high pressure versions 
°f the X.P.S technique has Seen developed by Joyner et al. (1979b). 
Generally like other studies S.IM.Salso indicates different states of 
interaction of oxygen but the lack of theory prevents conclusive 
explanation. In conclusion the interpretation of the electronic processes 
which are involved in oxidation needs a good theoretical understanding 
of these spectroscopies and a combination of several techniques such as 
X.P.S S.I.M.S and A<j> measurement.
Finally it is a general belief that at low pressures, isolated 
Nuclei of oxide form randomly on the surface of the metal and the growth 
of oxide expands into other parts of metal. However, the nature of 
this process is not well understood. There are a number of theories 
which have been proposed to explain oxide growth (Cabrera and Mott 1949, 
Uhliq 1956). Generally these theories are too simple for the real 
situation. In recent years the effects on oxide formation of defects, 
dislocations, grain boundaries and solution of oxygen have been receiving 
attention. The solubility of oxygen in different metal lattices 
varies from a negligible amount to as high as 30 at %. The phase 
diagram of many metal-oxygen systems in unknown. Further the electrical 
properties of most metal oxides are complicated and very sensitive to 
defects, vacancies and temperature. Most of the oxides of transition 
metals are semi-conductors at intermediate temperature but metallic at 
high temperature.
In conclusion the physical processes which are involved in the 
interaction of oxygen with metals are not yet well understood. Combined 
studies using several experimental techniques will probably be necessary
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to provide sufficient date before an adequate theory of oxidation can 
be developed. However the meta. 1 Ti which is being studied in this 
thesis is one of a few metals which sorb comparatively large amounts 
°f oxygen. So for the oxidation of Ti films it is important to know 
the O/Ti phase diagram.
5.2 Titanium - oxygen system
A large number of studies using a variety of techniques have been 
conducted for this system, because of its importance in electronics, 
optics and refractories. However most of them are not comparable with 
°ur work because of the nature of the experiment. Some of them were 
conducted at high temperature and in some of them the specimens were 
prepared by either evaporating the metal in an oxygen atmosphere or 
evaporating samples of oxide. Further room temperature studies can 
be divided into two groups which are (1) specimens prepared at room 
temperature and (2) specimens prepared at high temperature. These 
two groups differ remarkably because of the distribution of oxygen in 
the metal lattice which greatly depends on the oxygen diffusion rate and 
in turn on the method of preparation. Therefore a critical consideration 
of these factors, along with the limits of detection of the techniques, 
are very important for a clear understanding of the physical processes 
which are involved in the oxidation of titanium. The studies with
specimens prepared at high temperature may be able to resolve the 
Physical nature of the different phases of titanium-oxygen alloys. The 
O/Ti system at room temperature has numerous phases which have been 
revealed by X-ray and neutron crystallography of bulk samples. There 
are several types of solutions for atomic ratios r (» O/Ti) from 
0 to 0.5, and solid oxide phases far r > 0.5 (Andersson et al. 1957, 
Holmberg 1962, Yamaguchi et al. 1966, Wahlbeck and Gilíes 1966, Aral
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part of the phase diagram was repor e
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Now we will consider some physical properties which are observed 
u.e case of oxide specimens which are prepared et high temperature, 
bhese specimens may be considered as having a uniform composition ail 
« “Sh. The composition range from r - 0 to 0.5 is the most investi- 
fed portion of this system! electron,neutron and x-ray diffraction 
'tk* showed that the lattice parameters a,c and ratio c/a of H.C.P. 
'tanium increases with composition up to r - 0.5 (Yamaguchi 1969) and
^ n  occupies octahedral interstitial sites (Yamaguchi etal. 1970).
.. .... ot »1. 1976, Filion et al. 1975,
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Wasilewski 1962, Pearson 1958) were all in agreement about the increase 
resistivity in the composition range r ■ 0 — 0.3. Filion et al.
1975 showed that at room temperature the resistivity increases up to 
a composition r » 0.33 by 500% and then drops to the initial resistivity 
around the composition r - 0.5. The same feature was observed by 
Arai et al. (1976) at 4°K. Further they have explained that the increase 
of resistivity is due to the scattering of conducting electrons by 
dissolved oxygen atoms, and the decrease of resistivity after r *» 0.33 
is due to the ordered arrangement of oxygen atoms in the titanium lattice. 
In the ordered structure oxygen atoms fill every octahedral site in 
every second layer of H.C.P. structure. Further Arai et al. (1976) work 
showed that at room temperature magnetic susceptibility decreases with 
composition in the range r ■ 0 - 0.5 and they concluded from this that 
the density of states at the Fermi level decreases with oxygen content. 
Further X.P.S work by some authors showed a gradual shift of Ti 2p and 
3p peaks towards higher binding energy with increasing oxygen content, 
and this has been interpreted as a shift of energy levels of the metal 
core to higher energy. Pearson's (1958) studies have showed that the 
resistivity of TiO. is of the same order as the resistivity of the solid 
solution phase. Further his work indicated that the resistivity increases 
slowly with oxygen content within the composition range r ■ 0,7 - 1.2.
This is in agreement with Bernus et al. (1972) study. Further their 
study showed that within the composition range r - 0.8 - 1.2 the lattice 
parameter slightly decreases with oxygen content. Also Ti^O^ is a P-type 
semiconductor at room temperature and T ^  is an insulator. Therefore 
from above results we can tentatively conclude that at room temperature 
the resistivity of the Ti/0 alloy increases with oxygen content up to 
r ■ 0,33* then decreases (perhaps to just above the resistivity of pure 
titanium) to a minimum value between composition range r * 0.5 - 0.7, and
6n.
Cm
n o  -
then increase of resistivity in the monooxide phase is slight, but beyond 
this the increase could be rapid (see some results in the fig. 5.c.)
Now we will consider sorption studies in which specimens were 
prepared at room temperature. It is well recognised that at room 
temperature and low pressure titanium sorbs several monolayers of 
oxygen (Lawless 1974). So under these conditions oxygen is chemisorbed 
dissociatively and diffuses into the bulk. This effect was recognised 
recently for titanium films (Fromm et al. 1978, Kameso et al. 1978,
Muller 1977) and for a single crystal plane of (0001) (Fukuda et al. 1980). 
Further Duppel and Fromm (1976) have pointed out that the structure and 
orientation of Ti films does not play a major role in their oxidation.
The sticking coefficient - S for oxygen on titanium films at room 
temperature is constant and nearly unity until the equivalent of more 
than ten monolayers have been sorbed (Fromm 1977)• In all surface 
studies on Ti/0 system, the formation of "oxide” (oxygen compound) has 
heen suggested (Eastmann 1972, Bassett et al. 1973, Smith 1973, Muller et 
al. 1974, Nyberg 1975, Johansson et al. 1977, Porte et al. 1977, Shih et 
al. 1977, Dawson 1977, Fukuda et al. 1978, 1980 and Wall et al. 1980). 
However all these studies were not certain about the chemical nature of 
the oxygen compound and unable to distinguish between the different 
states of oxygen in the titanium lattice (which are solid solution or 
oxides such as Ti 0 , T i ^ ,  T i ^  and Ti 02) Generally, a fast 
interaction region defined as the chemisorption region was observed prior 
to "oxide” formation. The boundary between these two regions (i.e. 
chemisorption and "oxide" region) was indentified as about 10L exposure 
by Fukuda et al. (1978) from the observed changea in A.P.S and secondary 
electron yield, and by Andersson et al. (1975) from their S.X.A.P.S. It 
is noteworthy here that Fukuda et al, (1978) work function measurements 
indicated that the boundary (about 10L) corresponded to an increase of
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<t> about 300 - 400meV, but the total increase up to the constant <J> value
at 2000L is about 1.2eV. In a S.I.M.S experiment of Dawson (1977)
this boundary was predicted at 3L, however his electron induced desorption
studies indicated that the chemisorption region coexists with an "oxide"
region — even at high exposures (> 50L). Bennmghoven et al. (1978) have
also suggested the coexistance of chemisorption and oxide ’ phases from
their S.I.M.S, A.E.S and X.P.S. study. Further there is a large range
of scattered information given for the thickness of the oxygen compound
(from 6A° - 30A°) this could be due to the different limits of the
technologies which were used in these surface studies (e.g. 10 — 15A
for U.P.S, 15 - 25A° for X.P.S (Henrish et al. 1978) and a relatively
large value for ellipsometry) and experimental conditions such as pressure
(e.g, pressure varies from 10 ^ to 40 torr m  these studies).
The formation of TiO, Ti02 and another oxide ( T i ^  or T i ^ )  were
suggested by Porte et al. (1977), and in their work the films were
exposed up to 40 torr oxygen. The formation of Ti02 has also been
suggested by Eastmann (1972) and Platau et al, (1977) but their films
-4were only exposed to low pressure oxygen (perhaps < 10 torr). Further 
Eastmann (1972) found evidence for Ti02 after an exposure of only 100L 
(1L » lo”6 torr sec) but Platau et al. (1977) work had not definitely 
found it even at 3000L exposure although they suggested the possibility 
of Ti02 after 3000L. It is noteworthy here that in the recent U.P.S. 
experiment of Henrich et al. (1978) on vacuum fractured TiOj^  ' 5, the 
specimens resembled Ti02 only after an oxygen exposure of 10 L. Bassett 
et al, have also mentioned that it was only after an exposure of 5 x l o \  
that the Auger spectrum of their titanium specimens resembled that of 
vacuum cleaved Ti02> The microbalance experiments of Kasemo et al.
(1978) showed very thin films (<5A°) were only able to sorb oxygen up to 
a maximum (average) atomic ratio 1.5 (i.e. T i ^ ) ,  however their thicker
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films were able to sorb as much as 43 monolayers of oxygen after 5000L 
exposure. The transmission electron diffraction work by Stolz et al.
(1974) indicated TiO was the most commonly formed "oxide" in their 
sorption experiment. Further Shih et al (1977) have also pointed out 
from their L.E.E.D and A.E.S. data that the "oxide" formed after an 
exposure of 100L on Ti (0001) is TiO not Ti02 « Further some interesting 
information in Shih et al. (1977) study was the change of slope of the 
Plot, A.E.S. oxygen peak height Vs exposure, after the formation of i 
monolayer L.E.E.D pattern P(2 x 2) at about 1.2L. This is an indication 
for the dominancy of some new effect over chemisorption at this exposure 
1.2L. This is also in agreement with other studies (Andersson et al.
1975, Fukuda et al 1978, Dawson 1977) which observed some changes at low 
exposures (-v 5L). These studies have suggested this change as the 
formation of "oxide". It is noteworthy here that the recent A.E.S 
study of Wall et al. (1980) on polycrystalline titanium agreed qualitatively 
very well with Shih et al. (1977) work on Ti(0001), however Wall et al.
(1980) have suggested the formation of TiO only after 1000L. On account 
of all this information and the large solubility of oxygen in titanium 
(Lawless 1974) we can probably conclude that the new effect which gave 
changes in the observations at low exposures in all studies was the 
diffusion of oxygen into the bulk and its becoming soluble at octahedral 
interstitial sites.
Previously work function changes - A<j> due to the exposure of oxygen
—3on titanium samples have been measured only at pressures < 1 0  torr. 
and exposure < 1 0  torr sec (10 L) (Fukuda et al, 1978, Muller 1977, 
Brearleyet al 1977, Smith 1973). Smith’s work was conducted at 391°C, 
the others’ work at room temperature. All works agree in the large
increase of work function $ (> leV) due to the sorption of oxygen. At
the start a small reduction of <j> for low exposures was commonly observed
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(Muller 1977, Brearleyet al. 1977). At large exposures a decay of <t> after 
each dose of oxygen was noticed by Muller (1977). The increase of <j> was 
not monotonic at large exposures (Fukuda et al 1978, MUller 1977). Some 
interesting observation from Smith's study are (1) constant <j> for long 
exposure time after a rapid initial increase at a particular pressure.
(2) The amount of increase of <j> increases with pressure and (3) the 
fate of change of <p with exposure also increases with’ pressure. These 
ell indicate the attainment of a dynamical equilibrium between two processes, 
because they are all pressure dependent. Obviously one is chemisorption, 
end the other one is probably diffusion.of oxygen atoms into the bulk.
Further Fukuda et al. (1978) observed decrease of <f> to the value for a 
clean titanium, but no change in the A.P.S spectrum of oxygen, when they 
heated the specimen up to 400°C after increasing <t> up its maximum value.
To explain this observation they suggested solution of oxygen into the 
bulk. Smith (1973) also observed a return of <t> to the clean surface 
value from its high value due to oxygen exposure when he pumped out 
the oxygen above the film, but he suggested it was due to desorption of 
oxygen atoms. However it is appropriate to note here that the removal 
of chemisorbed oxygen from titanium is much more difficult even by ion 
bombardment (Dawson 1977).
Resistance measurements have previously been used in studies of the 
sorption of oxygen by titanium by Fehlner (1966), Kawasaki et al (1967),
Singh et al (1974) and Lehoczky et al (1979). These workers observed 
a large increase of resistivity. Lehoczky et al (1979) have pointed 
out that the dominancy of anion diffusion (i.e. oxygen diffusion) in the 
oxidation of titanium is in agreement with previous workers Brennan et al. 
(1960) and Stevels (1957). Fehlner (1966) has observed a rapid initial 
resistance increase followed by rather slow increase. On the basis of 
this observation he separated the chemisorption regime with a fast increase
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of resistance from the oxide regime with a slow increase. Singh et al. 
(1974) have observed a sudden step type increase of resistance on the 
addition of an oxygen dose. Surplice et al (1975) have shown that the 
effect of oxygen in the grain boundaries was not an adequate explanation 
for the resistance increase due to oxygen interactions with titanium
films.
From the above descriptions it is clear that the mechanism involved 
in the interaction oxygen is not straightforward. But there is definitely 
diffusion of oxygen beyond 15-25A0 thickness (range of detection limit 
°f U.P.S and X.P.S) even at low exposures. Therefore the effect of 
interstitial oxygen, along with the nature of oxygen diffusion have 
become important parameters for consideration, and for explanation of 
experimental results. It is also obvious that the word "oxide" in 
surface science studies is rather flexible and in the past has been used 
for different purposes by various workers.
5.3 Results
The general pattern of the changes in work function « and in film 
resistance R with time are shown for the continuous flow method in 
figure 5,d, Parts O.K.Hand O.S correspond to the fast stage of the 
reaction. A very slow rate of flow of gas or a very small dose, reduced 
$ at point K to less than the work function of the clean film. The 
change of R near K was small, and not reproducible from film to film. 
Continuing at the same rate of flow soon produced a large increase in 
* at L, and reproducible changes of R, and * continued to increase up 
to its maximum value at M which was 1.0 ± 0.2eV greater than the work 
function of the cl¿an film. The effect of addition of equal doses of gas 
at equal intervals is shown in fig. 5.e. Immediately after each dose 
$ and R increased rapidly during the short time taken for the oxygen 
pressure to fall to lo"9 torr, which was < 5 sec per dose up to points
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Table 5.1
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— -)R 'M o (meV)
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(min) torr sec (meV)
* * u
(meV)
A*v
(meV)
P i max
(torr)
E^Xj?T
(10 torr sec)
T EXP
(hour)
Ti 46/3 505 6 1010 90 0,27 500 130 «r~ 5 9.0 90
47/1 550 . *■» 900 45 0.14 690 140 70 4 2 3.0 864S/2 500 - 1100 35 0.11 650 - 450 3x10 0.14 130
48/3* 460 -- 1020 120 0.40 >500 — — - 10-3 - 10
48/4 400. 15 1080 20 0.06 720 - 370 10 20 60
49/1 560 - 1020 6 0.02 600 250 — 5 7.5 48
50/1 550 - 1000 32 0.1 520 - — 5 1.5 15
51/1 430 22 950 10 0.03 660 200 - 1 2.5 75
51/2 500 7 800 40 0.1 950 - — - 1 , 0.7 100
51/3*410 4.0 800 60 0.2 >540 - - 2x10 J - 5
51/4 300 3.0 1170 120 D 900 120,100 - 4 3 10 11052/1* 205 12 850 360 D >500 - - 10 3 — 3053/1* 505 14 1070 240 D - - - 10 3 - 5
53/2* 405 >12 >750 - D - — - - - -
55/1* 575 >28 >550 - D - - - - - -
55/2* 575 >28 >700 - D - - - - -
56/1* 520 37 820 120 D >300 - - 10 3 - 15
59/2* 430 ~ 1010 90 D - - - - -
60/2 490 27 945 30 0.1 >500 - - 2xio_; - 2
60/3 400 12 1065 30 D >300 - - 2x10 1
60/4 340 12 840 60 D >300 - - lo-3 1
61/4 105 14 1220 105 D - - - Z j - -
62/2 180 21 1110 60 0.2 600 - — 10 2 - 2
62/3 — . 1030 80 D - - - - - —
62/4 ' - ■ 1040 13 0.04 - — - - — —
72/1 145 45 860 20 0.06 - - — — - —
74/3 440 23 1135 20 0.06
" “ *
* Stopped halfway
For clarity see figs 5.d, 5.e, 5.f.
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M and S on the curves but lengthened to 60 sec per dose by point N.
After each increase R stayed constant, but <|> decreased slowly for several 
minutes to reach a new equilibrium value. The rapid increase of ¡¡>, 
its subsequent decrease, and its initial rate of decrease, were all 
greatest near M. The increment in R was usually greatest about half 
way between 0 and S.
At M the equilibrium pressure Px was about 10 torr (certainly 
10~3torr) and it was independent of the time taken to go from 0 to 
M (4 - 120 min). If the gas was added slowly to keep the pressure
P < P then <j) stayed almost constant for a while from M to N, as in
1 . - 4
fig. 5,d. The subsequent decrease after N depended on having P * 10
torr, independent of the total exposure to oxygen over the range
1 0  4 x 10  ^ torr sec.
During the slow stage of the reaction which followed there was
-3
relatively little increase in R during many hours at 10 < P < 5 torr,
but decreased considerably under the same conditions. The rate of
change of ♦'increased slightly with P and although the observed change
at 10~4 torr was only O.leV in 2 days it is possible that it might have
decreased by 0.5eV if we had waited long enough. When the pressure
was kept approximately constant ♦ eventually approached asymtotically to
a steady value at exposures 420 < q < 106 torr sec. (points P and T
fig. 5,d). However, if the pressure was suddenly increased as at
points 'Ci in fig. 5.d, there was slight temporary increase in ♦ before
the slow decrease began again at a slightly faster rate.
There were several ways that ♦ of a particular film- could change at
'6high exposures (4.8 x 10 - 10 torr see), as shownin fig. 5.f. The
commonest type of change was a slow fail of 'v O.leV followed by slow 
recovery w h i c h  c o u l d  be repeated, and is shown as U on the curves. Another 
common change was a permanent decrease V, of O.leV, For one film only 
there was a succession, W of smaller decreases which occurred at intervals
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of 12 - 20 hours during 10 days. All three types of change occurred 
spontaneously whether the film was in daylight or darkness, so they were 
not due to photo desorption effects nor photoelectronic transitions in 
the oxide. Although it is possible that the Au reference electrode 
might slowly have adsorbed oxygen at 1 - 10 torr over 100 hours we 
feel sure that these comparatively rapid changes U, V, W were owing to 
changes in the Ti film. The contact potential difference between the 
Au and the oxidised Ti-film remained constant when the pressure was 
increased from 5 - 6 0  torr and left there for an hour. If the reaction 
chamber was evacuated before reaching N m  an experiment this had no 
effect on However, if it was evacuated after N, at X in fig. 5.d
then <p was reduced by 0.1 - 0.2eV for as long as the film remained in 
vacuum, and if oxygen was re-admitted, as at Y, then <j> returned to almost 
its pre-evacuation value. A summary of the experimental results are given 
in the table 5.1.
5.4 Discussion
The simplest explanation of our data can be given on the basis of
the Ti/o' phase diagram and possibility of oxygen diffusion into the
titanium lattice. The penetration of oxygen to a great depth in the
titanium lattice has been proposed by a large number of workers to account
for their results obtained by various techniques. It is generally believed
that the penetration of oxygen into the metal lattice occurs by place
exchange (Lawless 1974). We found that up to the point S on the R-eurve,
-9the gas pressure fell rapidly to 10 torr after each dose, and the 
Resistance increased rapidly after each dose then quickly became constant.
So any exchange of places would have to happen in a few seconds; but if 
this is so then why does <t> decay for a long time after the initial increase 
for each dose? The recent works of Kasemo • et al 1978, Lohoczl et al,
1979 and Fukuda et al. 1978, 1980, also suggest that the place exchange
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®echanism is not able to explain their results. We think that electrostatic 
repulsion between the oxygen atoms is the most likely driving force for 
the diffusion of oxygen atoms from surface sites to bulk, and from one 
interstitial site to another in the bulk. The detailed discussion will 
be given later in this chapter. Now we will assume that the oxygen atoms 
diffuse into the bulk after dissociative chemisorption on the surface.
The presence of oxygen atoms in interstitial sites will lead to the 
formation of oxides (probably low oxides first) if the local concentration 
°f oxygen exceeds the solubility limit. Generally precipitation of oxide
is accompanied by a change in position of the Fermi level. This will 
reflect as a change of slope in the A(j> curve; so we believe that the slope 
change at N (fig. 5.d) corresponds to the start of oxide precipitation, 
at least in the patches at the top layers. The coincidence of N and S 
is reasonable. A corresponding change in the R curve is generally to be 
expected, one seems obvious from the given plot m  the fig. 5.c, however, 
we do not believe that the variation of resistance beyond S is completely 
due to the precipitation of oxide, but we believe that it is the combined 
effect of oxide precipitation in the top layers and a rather slow rate of 
solution of oxygen in the lower layers of the film; we can see the merit 
°f this statement now. A decrease in oxygen concentration across the 
film thickness is generally to be expected in a sorption experiment 
like ours because of the low rate of diffusion of oxygen in the metal 
lattice. Therefore it is obvious that in the top layers the oxygen 
concentration is greater than in low lying layers, so in those top layers 
the oxygen concentration will first exceed solubility limit and oxide 
start to precipitate (perhaps initially a low-oxide ^ Ti 0), When the 
surface patches become oxides generally, all the sorption mechanisms such 
as sticking rate and diffusion of oxygen into the bulk become different. 
we believe from our experiments that when this happens only a slow rate of
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sorption takes place and a fraction of the sorbed oxygen stays in the 
top oxide layers and increases their concentration of oxygen or, in other 
words, gradually converts them to higher oxides such as T^O^, ^ 3 ^5 *
The other fraction diffuses through the oxide layers and helps to thicken 
the oxide layers and to increase the extent of oxygen solution in the 
roetal lattice. So now it is clear that the variation of R beyond S is 
a combined effect of oxide formation in the top layers and solution of 
oxygen in the lower layers.
Before S on the R-curve, the resistance increase is purely due to 
the solution of oxygen in the titanium lattice. The relatively large 
increase of resistance in this region is consistent with the possible 
large amount of scattering of conduction electrons by interstitial 
oxygen. There is a qualitatively similar resistance increase for a 
dose of oxygen on titanium and for a dose of hydrogen on titanium, 
scandium or erbium (in their solution phase). This also supports our 
conclusion that oxygen diffuses into the bulk and becomes soluble at the 
Interstitial viods of titanium.
Now we will discuss the observed changes in <fi. In the early stages 
the <j> drop in the part OK on fig. 5.d corresponds to dissociative 
chemisorption of oxygen on the deep surface sites. The 0 adatoms would 
form dipoles with their negative poles away from metal, but it is 
generally accepted that such dipoles could reduce <j> if they were in 
sufficiently deep hollows in the metal surface. A simple model for 
this effect is that the hollow should be deep enough to conceal a spherical 
adatom of covalent radius r but not one of radius 2 r, where r is assumed 
to be the Friedel screening radius; and this suggests that $ could be 
reduced about O.le? by 0 adatoms in the pyramidal hollows with 5 nearest 
neighbours in Ti (1011) (Surplice et al, 1978). Another possible hollow 
is the one with 4 nearest neighbours in the valleys in Ti (1100).
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Tor convenience we will call both types of hollow D sites. Adsorption 
°n these two types of D sites would give a coverage of /3 of mono­
layer if the film surface consisted of equal areas of the 3 principal 
S.C.P. phases (0001, 1100, 1011). Muller (1977) found that <j> was 
reduced by 120 meV by an oxygen coverage 0.5 monolayer on his Ti films.
The small value of exposure (V3L) is in agreement with our observation 
that the observed drop of <j> is for a small for a slow rate of flow of 
oxygen. Our proposal of chemisorption of oxygen on D sites at the 
early stage of exposure is consistent with the idea that high coordination 
sites are more attractive for chemisorption of gas atoms, since D sites 
are the high coordination sites in the principal planes (0001, 1100,
1010) of H.C.P. lattice. Small and non reproducible changes of R 
within this region are probably due to surface scattering effects 
and perhaps local annealing owing to the high heat of adsorption. So 
think there is little or no penetration of 0 into the metal lattice 
this region.
The comparatively large increase in R from the second dose of gas 
in fig.5.e and from L onwards in figs. 5.d and 5.e indicates a major 
fraction of the oxygen atoms diffuse into the bulk and they become 
scattering centres for conduction electrons. Generally if Wg is the 
surface potential and E_ is the position of the Fermi energy then the 
change in work function A<j> is given by A<*> » AWg AE? (in energy units).
The change of $ up to N (i.e. in solution phase) is mainly due to AWCM
since AEp due to lattice expansion (if any) in solution phase is usually 
small and negligible compared to AWg. Then the initial increase of 
for each dose is due to adsorption of oxygen on the various surfaces, 
and the decay following this (fig. 5.d) is due to the rearrangement of 
adsorbed oxygen from initially adsorbed sites to energetically favourable 
sites, which have been left vacant by other oxygen atoms which have
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diffused into the bulk at each dose. (A clear picture of this process
will be given later). The same processes are effective up to N or a
little beyond N, where the surface sites more or less become completely
filled. After this, these processes become insensitive for a dose of
usual size (1018 atoms). Comparison of our result with Haller's (1975)
work shows that the oxygen atoms started to diffuse into the bulk even
at low exposures about 1L. Shih et al. (1977) work also indicates that
before 1L exposure oxygen atoms started to diffuse into the bulk from
C0001) surface of H.C.P., Ti, since it was only after their crystal had
been exposed to 1.2L of oxygen that they observed 1/4 monolayer L.E.E.D
Pattern, but titanium surfaces generally have sticking coefficient unity.
Evidently oxygen diffuses into the bulk even at low exposures (.< :10L)
and we believe that the observed changes within this range of exposure
m  some spectroscopic studies (Fukuda et al. 1978,. Dawson 1977,
Benninghoven et al. 1977 and Anderson et al. 1975) are due to the
Penetration of oxygen to form solution of oxygen atoms in the titanium
lattice, not the formation of any oxide.
The significant experimental parameter at N is pressure, not the
amount of oxygen exposure. This is obvious from the data given in the
-4table 5.1. If the pressure rises above 10 torr patches of solid
oxide start to precipitate in the surface layer. This does not mean
that 10~4 torr is the pressure for the formation of oxide, i.e. it does
not have any thermodynamical significance, but it is a pressure well able
to create a dynamical situation in our experimental condition, in such
a way that the oxygen concentration in the top layers exceeds the
solubility limit. Therefore the work function change after N is
mainly due to AE_. The gradual drop in $ of over 600meV is therefore r
due to the conversion of metal patches into oxide patches (perhaps 
lower oxide patches), within the depth-detection limit of the Kelvin
*Ilio
2p
_FIG5g-b
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capacitor. A similar effect was observed by Riviere (1965, 64) for 
°^U and OZTh beyond the solubility limit. In the later stages of 
°nr experiment frequently we have observed some further changes of <j>
(VyV type). This indicates that the oxide formed at the start is 
instable during a long exposure to oxygen, therefore evidently this 
°xide cannot be titanium dioxide, probably it could be a lower oxide, 
Perhaps TiO. The changes (U and V) of <f> may correspond to the formation 
of higher oxides such as T i ^ ,  T i ^ ,  Ti02 or the conversion of 
oxygen-deficient TiO into titanium deficient TiO. However this work is 
n°t conclusive, because the changes in the Fermi level may be complicated 
for two reasons; firstly by the band bending at the oxide metal 
interface (Riviere 1965), secondly because the Kelvin method should detect 
changes at greater depth in the oxide than in the metal owing to the 
®uch larger screening distance (e.g. Debye length) in the former. 
Unfortunately the nature of the processes which control the resistance 
variation in our experiment did not allow us to determine the nature 
of the oxide formed on the film. However one thing we can conclude 
is that the work function of oxygen-covered oxide patches is less than 
that of oxygen—covered metal. Therefore for the first approximation we 
can conclude that the Fermi level is shifted to higher energy during 
the formation of titanium oxide. We can appreciate this from a simple 
model given in the fig. 5.g.
Generally in titanium the 3d band overlaps well the 4s band. In 
the oxide the oxygen occupies the intersitial sites, because of its 
high electronegativity, thus it effectively behaves like negative 
charge centres in the titanium lattice. The interaction of oxygen atoms 
with the metal electrons raises the energy of the metal electron states. 
However the degree of interaction is different for different electrons 
°f the metal. The metal electron states most sensitive to this inter-
UTtO
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actl°n are those which have an appreciable wave function amplitude at 
the oxygen sites. The free electrons such as 4s electrons, generally 
have more amplitude so their energy states are raised by a relatively 
large amount; but localized electrons such as 3d-electrons generally 
have less amplitude so their energy states are raised by a relatively 
s®a U  amount. But in the presence of one or two oxygen atoms per unit 
cell. (e.g. TiO or TiC>2) the interaction between their electrons is 
also possible, therefore the 2p electrons of the oxygen form an energy 
hand and generally this will have lower energy than the 3d band of metal 
el*ctrons, as shown in the fig. 3.g.b. The 2p band of oxygen electrons 
Can accommodate two more electrons for every oxygen atom. Therefore for 
the minimization of total energy, the electrons from high energy metal 
bands are transfered to 2p bands. Generally we can expect that all the 
8tates in 4S band become vacant; however this 4s band is not fully filled 
in titanium (fig. S.g.a.) therefore some electrons from 3d band are also 
transfered to 2p band. But the; Fermi level drop due to this process 
ia relatively small because of the high density of d-electron states.
P°r the first approximation we can conclude that the Fermi lever shift is 
»ainly due to the interaction of oxygen with the metal electrons, which will 
shift it to higher energy, in other words, will reduce the work function 
as we observed in our work. This model is consistent with the work 
function change after N, which also supports the idea that the oxides 
atarted to precipitate only after N, not before that. For comparison 
^ith our model, the band structure calculations of Ern and Switendick 
<1965), Maththeiss (1972) for TiO also given in the Fig. 5.h. The 
Relative positions of the energy bands in our model are not critical, 
they can overlap in low oxides but become separated m  high oxides, 
further splitting of 3d band is also possible due to the crystal field 
effect of oxygen atoms.
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After N some of the adspecies are only weakly bound to the surface 
(perhaps they are C^ **) * ^  the c^ara^ er ds evacuated ter N as at X
in fig. 5.d, <t> drops as these adspecies are adsorbed, and when oxygen 
is admitted again at Y they are readsorbed and $ returns to almost 
its previous value. The temporary change of 4> with the pressure shown 
at two points Q in fig. 5.d also suggests there are some weakly bound 
adspecies. It seems that the sudden increase of pressure at Q 
temporarily increases the number of weakly bound species and <j> rises, 
b«t the increased pressure also increases the rate of growth of the oxide 
(Lehoczky et al. 1979)» Which soon has a larger effect and $ drops again 
UQtil a new steady state is reached at T. An alternative explanation 
the decrease of «from Q to T could be that different oxides are 
b®ing formed at the higher pressures. The drop of <i» in the form of 
steps (W type) could be due to the formation of some oxide patches as 
<*• unit, however the significance of this variation is not well under­
stood.
In conclusion during the whole of the fast stage of the oxidation 
of Ti at room temperature oxygen atoms dissolve in the Ti lattice and 
do not form a layer of oxide. A solid oxide does not precipitate until 
the pressure > Iff4 torr and this is the start of the slow stage in 
oxidation. The oxide which precipitate first is not Ti 0,, but one of 
the lower oxides. The Fermi level shifts to higher energy in the oxide
°f titanium.
5.5 Mechanism for the penetration of oxygen atoms into the titanium 
lattice.
In general all faces of a crystal will have different kinds of sites 
for the adsorption of gas atoms. The principal planes of the H.C.P. 
lattice all have adsorption sites with 1—fold, 2—fold and 3—fold 
coordination, in addition to previously identified D sites, we will call
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them A, B and C sites respectively. It is impossible to fill all these 
sites on a face simultaneously because of the size of the oxygen adatom 
compared to the lattice spacing. So if the adatoms are mobile, then the 
sites will tend to be filled in order of increasing adsorption energy. 
Generally the chemisorption bond between oxygen and metal is not purely 
ionic. Further Grubanov et al. (1977) quantum mechanical calculation 
shows that the Ti-0 bond is mainly covalent even in a TiO crystal. 
Therefore any expectation of a size of adatom equivalent to 0 can be 
ruled out. At present we do not have any experimental value for the 
size of chemisorbed oxygen atoms on titanium faces. However Jona (1977) 
estimated 0.78 A° and 0.74 A° for the radius of the oxygen adatom on 
Fe(001) and Ni(001) faces respectively. Also he estimated 0.62 A° 
for the radius of nitrogen on Ti(0001) face. Therefore without loss of 
generality let us assume a slightly higher value about 0.80-0.90 A° for 
the radius of oxygen adatoms in titanium faces. . Simple geometrical 
considerations show that even on the mostly closely packed (0001) face, 
oxygen adatom with the assumed radius can fill all the C-sites (if they 
are preferable energetically). The adsorption energy generally increases 
with the coordination number and with how preferable the nature of the 
electron lobes is for the bonding. Therefore the adsorption energy 
will be slightly different even for the same type of site on different 
crystal planes, because of the different directions of the Ti orbitals 
which are available at each plane. On the basis of this phenomenology 
for example we can expect C sites to be sites of higher adsorption energy 
than B sites or A sites on (0001) and (1011), but B sites to have higher 
adsorption energy C or A sites on (1100). Whatever the order is it is 
not critical, but let us assume the presence of sites in two different 
broad categories. One category say G^ with high adsorption energy, the 
other category say G2 with slightly lower adsorption energy. Adsorption
F) Q5i
CLEAN STATE ADSORBED STATE
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of oxygen on G. and G„ is possible if other factors such as geometry allow 
it but chemisorbed atoms on G^ will be in a metastable state against 
the site G^. There are two kinds of C site, closed and open: the closed 
sites have a Ti atom below them in the second plane of the lattice, but ■ 
the open sites are at ends of channels which run right through the 
crystal. Shih et al.(1978) have mentioned that there is only a 
slight difference in terms of probability for adsorption, however the 
diffusion of oxygen atom is easier through an open C-site because the 
octahedral intersitial site lies below it. Penetration can also take 
place through D sites because they are also the termination of channels 
which contain octahedral interstitial sites.
The reasonably large size of oxygen chemisorbed at the surface and 
dissolved in the bulk interstitial sites compared to aperture available 
for diffusion encouraged workers to believe in a large barrier against 
the diffusion. Theoretical calculation by Seek et al. (1975) gave a 
smaller value for the rate of diffusion of oxygen atoms in the titanium 
bulk than the experimentally observed value. Further Surplice et al, 
(1975) have described how sorption of oxygen at grain boundaries is 
not adequate to account for the large percentage increase of R. We 
found the way that R changes with time is significant; there is one 
rapid rise, which suggests a single rapid sorption process and no sign 
of any other change that could correspond to the slow decrease of 4>.
It shows that the oxygen penetrates unexpectedly quickly, in an activated 
manner into the Ti lattice. Therefore we begin to understand the 
possibility of oxygen penetration into the lattice of titanium and the 
energy process involved in terms of the model which is given in the 
fig. 5.i. This model differs in certain respects from Fromm's model
(1977) which was described in fig. 5.a. We believe that the potential 
barrier for the penetration of oxygen from surface to bulk is slightly
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higher than the one for the bulk diffusion of oxygen, because the 
concentration of electrons at C-sites on the surface is higher than the 
concentration of electrons at the same place inside the bulk, due 
to the surface effect. It is obvious that these barriers are dependent 
on the direction of diffusion in H.C.P. titanium and on the type of 
surface sites (C,D). However in the model we are not taking any 
account of these parameters.
In general the rate of penetration is proportional to exp.(~E^RT),
where E is known as activation energy or potential barrier for the
penetration. For the penetration of oxygen from surface to bulk
E*E but for the diffusion of oxygen in the bulk E**E (fig. 5.i). s D
Therefore the rate of penetration can be altered by varying the height
of potential barrier-E. We think that the electrostatic repulsive
energy between two oxygen adatoms can alter E. In other words, the
height-E also depends on the concentration gradient across the aperture,
and the diffusion is activated in the low concentration direction.
Koiwa et al. (1969) have estimated that in Ti-0 solution, the repulsive
energy between oxygen atoms is 2 KCal 1 mole for a separation
aQ(* 5A°) in the direction perpendicular to the plane (0001) but is
10 KCal/mole for a separation C^/2 (=* 2.5 A°). Therefore we can
appreciate the order of magnitude of these data in our explanation.
For simplicity let us consider a thick patch with (0001) face at the
surface. If we count the number of octahedral sites down the channel
in the C-direction from the surface then we can say C « open C-site
for adsorption, C - octahedral site between 1st and 2nd layer C - 
UJ- . 02
-octahedral site between 2nd and 3rd layer and so on. The presence
of an oxygen atom in CQ1 can reduce the Eg for the penetration of an
oxygen from co2 t0 Co3 by about 10 K Cal/mole. A simple estimate
indicates this can increase the rate of diffusion as much as 10* times.
Similarly the presence of an oxygen atom in can increase E,03 b
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for the penetration of oxygen to Therefore it is clear that
the concentration gradient is the main mechanism for diffusion of 
oxygen in bulk. The same mechanism is valid for the penetration of 
oxygen from surface to bulk. Further, we can expect a strong 
interaction between the oxygen atoms, because at the surface the 
interaction between the electrons of oxygen occurs in free space. It 
is also clear that the concentration of oxygen in the underlying layers 
has an effect on the penetration of oxygen.
Now we will see how this hypothesis explains the variation of
R and in the solution phase at low exposures, i.e. shortly after K,
suppose only a few G^ sites are filled. On the addition of a dose
some more sites and a few G^ sites can become populated at the same
time this can raise the electrostatic repulsive energy, which can
cause a rapid penetration of oxygen into the first layer, consequently
the diffusion of oxygen down into the bulk. These two processes can
happen almost simultaneously within a few seconds after each dose, and
can give effectively a rapid increase of <f> and R. At the end of this
state some sites, especially open C sites and D sites, are left vacant
because the oxygen from them has gone into the bulk and the pressure
-9
has dropped to a very low value (“ 10 torr) so there is then no chance 
for further penetration of oxygen atoms and the repulsive energy becomes 
less because of the temporary reduction of oxygen concentration on the 
surface. One thing only can happen, the adsorbed oxygen atoms on sites 
of type G2 are in a metastable state relative to sites G^, therefore 
they can gradually diffuse to G^. This is effectively the same as 
diffusion from A to C or B and B to C, so it corresponds to decrease of 
. After each dose there is a greater concentration of oxygen in the 
top layers and at the surface. In other words, at the steady state 
after each dose more and more sites of G^ become filled so the steady value
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of <j> after each becomes higher and higher, close to M most of the 
sites have become filled, but the oxygen concentration in the top 
layers is less than the solubility limit. The amount of adsorption 
and the amount of penetration becomes less, consequently the pressure 
starts to rise. Therefore a little more adsorption and some slow 
penetration is possible for some time after each dose. In other words, 
close to S, the increase of R becomes smaller and less rapid. However 
after M the equal increases and decreases of <j> indicate that the amount 
of adsorption on G^ sites is more or less equal to the amount of 
penetration from G^ sites. This situation seems to extend up to N 
until the oxygen concentration in the top layers gradually exceeds the 
solubility limit. It is also clear that a big dose, or a fast flow, 
can instantly populate all the sites and consequently can give a large 
amount of penetration of oxygen into the bulk. This can raise the 
oxygen concentration in the top few layers above the solubility limit 
before some of them diffuse to lower layers. In other words, in small 
dose or in slow flow experiments the part N can appear after a large 
exposure, but in big dose or fast flow experiments this point can appear 
after even a small exposure. This can explain scattered values for the
exposure before the maximum of 4» (Table 5,1). Also our experience 
is in agreement with Gimzewski et al. (1979) suggestion in their X.P.S. 
study for Sc/C^. They have pointed out that low pressure exposure 
over a long time will favour dissolution but high pressure exposure in 
short time will give a high local oxygen concentration and allow nucleation 
of the oxide.
In conclusion, the electrostatic repulsion between the oxygen atoms 
on the surface and in the bulk is the main mechanism for the penetration 
of oxygen into titanium films. In a sorption experiment of our type 
oxygen penetration gradually establishes a concentration gradient. The
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depth of penetration or amount of oxygen sorbed before the slow 
oxidation state starts depends to a large extent on the rate of 
introduction of oxygen to the titanium surface.
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CHAPTER 6
Titanium - water vapour study
6.1 Introduction:
The interaction of water with surfaces is of fundamental interest 
in many branches of science. Water vapour is one of the major residual 
gases in U.H.V. which will contaminate the metal surfaces and the gas 
phase under investigation, and interact with active components such as 
filaments. But so far surface science has paid little attention to 
sorption studies of water vapour. In many cases the mechanisms, final 
reaction products, and the surface structure resulting from interaction 
of water vapour with metal surfaces, remain unresolved problems. However 
the increasing amount of research in the last couple of years is an 
indication of the growing interest of scientists and for the future 
development of this study.
Among the surface science techniques X.P.S. has mostly been used 
in sorption studies of water vapour (Fuggle et al. 1975, Padalia et al. 
1976, Gimzewski et al. 1977, 1979, Norton et al. 1977, Eberhardt et al. 
1978, Hopster et al. 1979 and Nornes et al. 1979). However other 
techniques such as L.E.E.D (Ibach et al. 1980, Dwyer et al. 1977,
Walerian et al. 1976), U.P.S. (Eujiwara et al. 1977), S.I.M.S 
(Benninghoven et al. 1977), N.I.S (Renouprez et al. 1979), microbalance 
(Sharma et al, 1979, Zabov et al. 1975), and work function measurement 
(Dowson et al. 1980, Watanable 1977, Kruger et al 1972, Fort et al.
1972, Batt et al. 1970, Suhrmann et al. 1968) have also been used.
There have been only a few works conducted on single crystal planes;
X.P.S. studies of Norton et al. 1977 on Ni(100) and of Eberhardt et al.
(1978) on Al(100) (110) and L.E.E.D studies of Ibach et al. (1980) on 
Pt(100) of Dwyer et al. (1977) on Fe(001) and of Walerian etal, (1976) 
on Fe(lll). However these studies do not yet seem to have given
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additional information over polycrystalline samples in this field.
Generally these studies have suggested that water adsorption on 
metal surfaces is by dissociative chemisorption at room temperature. 
Blyholder et al. (1975) have reasoned thermodynamically about the 
possibility of dissociative adsorption of water vapour on Ni surfaces.
A large amount of hydrogen emission was detected by Fuggle et al. 1975, 
and Eley et al. (1960) in their sorption studies of water vapour.
The S.I.M.S study of Benninghoven et al. (1977) on vanadium surfaces 
suggested the presence of oxygen-bonded and hydroxyl-bonded species 
on the metal. But the S.I.M.S study of Hopster et al. (1979) on 
Ni indicated only the presence of NiOH clusters. The X.P.S. study of 
Norton et al. (1977) on Ni suggested the formation of Ni(0H)2 or 
NiO(OH) on the surface. The further formation of oxides covered with 
a hydroxyl complex on Sc and Fe was suggested by Gimzewski et al.
(1979, 1977); on the rare earth metals Lu, Yb, Tm, Er, Ho, Dy and Tb 
by Padalia et al. (1976) and on Al, Mg, Cr and Mn by Fuggle et al.
(1975), after room temperature water sorption experiments, Dwyer et al. 
(1977) have suggested that the adsorbed H20 molecules on Fe(001) are mobile, 
but not the adsorbed OH species. Further Padalia et al. (1976) have 
suggested bulk oxides of rate earth metals adsorb water vapour and form 
surface hydroxides at room temperature.
Suhrmann et al. (1968, 1964) studies on Cu, Fe and Ni films, Dowson 
et al. (1980) work on Pt tips andWatanable's(1979) study on Fe(100) face 
have all indicated that water vapour sorption is accompanied by a 
reduction of work function. Further Fort et al, (1972) and Batt et al, 
(1970) works on Al surfaces indicated that the sorption of water vapour 
gives an initial drop of <f>f and this is followed by an increase at high 
exposures at room temperature, The initial drop of <j> is generally 
attributed to the adsorption of HjO or OH species with positive dipoles
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away from the surface. The increase of <p at high exposures is inter­
preted as due to the adsorption of a second layer of 1^0 by Fort et al. 
(1972). A resistance increase was observed by Suhrmann et al. (1968, 
1964) when the water vapour was sorbed by Cu, Fe and Ni films at room 
temperature.
At present there is no work available for 1^0 on titanium 
surfaces at room temperature. At high temperature (> 650 C) Motte et al. 
(1976) have suggested from their weight gain and S.E.M. techniques that 
the oxidation of titanium in water vapour occurs in two stages. The 
U.P.S and L.E.E.D study of Lo et al. (1978) on TiC>2 surfaces indicated a 
drop of <J> by 800meV and disordered adsorption for water vapour exposure 
of 105L. However the same authors'study on a titanium-rich Ti02 surface 
showed only an effective drop of 400meV for the same amount of.exposure 
at room temperature (Lo et al. 1978). Further they have suggested that 
water vapour adsorption on Ti02 surface is molecular but on titanium-rich 
Ti02 surface is dissociative. The X.P.S study of Sharma (1979) on 
rutile (Ti02) surfaces suggested the existence of chemisorbed OH and 
H20 species. However the recent E.S.D and E.L.S studies of Knotek (1980) 
indicated only the dissociative adsorption of water vapour, not molecular
H2°*
In conclusion, dissociative chemisorption of water vapour occurs at 
room temperature and the formation of oxides and the coexistance of H,
H20, and 0 species at the surface are generally predicted. However the 
complete picture of water vapour interaction is not yet well understood.
A broad study is necessary for the correct conclusion to this study,
6,2 Results
The results given below are divided into four sub-headings which 
are (a) Water vapour sorption on clean titanium films (b) Water vapour
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sorption on titanium films with presorbed oxygen (c) oxygen sorption on 
titanium films which had presorbed water vapour and (d) sorption of 
oxygen and hydrogen mixture by titanium films. The last three types of 
experiments were conducted in order to understand the mechanisms involved 
in the interaction of water vapour with titanium films.
(a) Water vapour sorption on clean titanium films.
The general features of <t> and R variations for water vapour exposure
are shown in fig. 6.a and fig. 6.b, and a summary of the data is in
table 6.1. At the start <J> drops rapidly by 200-300meV to A for small
exposures, and then becomes slower up to B. The total drop of <J> at
B is 750-950meV. Beyond B <f> is almost constant up to C, at which point
-2the total pressure has risen to 10 torr. After C <f> increases first 
rapidly, and then gradually becomes constant. The increase was about 
500-600meV at saturation, D. The variation of resistance at the start 
is very small and unpredictable until to <p drops to A: sometimes a small 
increase, sometimes a small drop, sometimes hardly any variation. Beyond 
this region the resistance increases relatively rapidly up to P and then 
becomes slower and slower until 0. After Q the increase of R is 
steady but small. The coincidence of P with B and Q with C is 
reasonable. The total increase of R at P varies from 10-15% of the 
initial film resistance. The removal of water vapour by pumping has no 
effect on R in the entire region of study, but it has effect on tj> after 
B. Beyond B an increase of $ was observed on pumping out water vapour, 
but this increase was small (50-75meV) within the region BC and large 
(200-250meV) after C.
In a dose experiment 2 or 3 small doses (10*^ molecules) are enough 
to cover the range up to A. In this range $ drops in a step-like 
fashion for each dose. Many moderate sized (1016-1017 molecules) doses,

Table 6.1
Film AR T P A<j> AR. .R-)Sato
T . sat
(hour)
Psat +o
(meV) Ro (min) (I0~3torr) (meV) (10 ^torr) Pump
Ti 62/5 975 100 ■ 6 535 - 6.5 3 255
62/6 1095 - • 80 6 605 - 8 4 200
62/7 1065 30 6 >535 - - - 100 *
63/2 575 - 200 6 >100 - - - 200 *
63/3 670 5.5 20 8 415 11.5 5 2 150
63/4 600 4.4 30 8 500 17.0 5 150 130
63/5 615 2.5 150 6 460 8.0 20 1 -
64/1 .§§0 50 10 720 - 23 10 105
65/1 830 17.3 120 10 >370 >35 - - 140 *
65/2 950 10.5 150 8 >310 >13 - - - *
65/3 750 7.0 300 7 >350 >13 - - ■ 135 *
65/4 >650 >6.6 - - - - - - 0 *
66/1 >670 >22.5 - - - - - - 0 *
66/2 800 7.0 180 5 - - - - 30 *
70/3 790 5 . 5 — - - - - 50 *
70/4 740 5 20 10 >300 >7 - - 190 *
70/5 800 5 12 10 520 7 3 4 -
70/6 850 3 12 5 >30 4 - - 60 *
71/2 910 300 10 >300 - - - _ *
73/1 >650 >12 - - - - - - _ *
74/7 -915 : 7 : ' 23 5 - - - 50 *
* Not saturated. For clarity see fig. 6.1
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more than twenty, are needed to cover from A to B and each dose gives a 
sudden drop of <j> which is followed by a slower increase of 20-30 meV in 
over 10 minutes. In the meantime, the resistance increases suddenly 
at the dose by 4-5 ohms, then more slowly by 1-2 ohms. The variation 
of R is slightly larger at the toe of the curves, then becomes smaller 
and smaller especially after P,and finally becomes ineffective after Q . 
Within the region BC the initial drop of <f> at the dose has become small 
(20-30 meV) and equal to the slow increase that follows it. After C 
with the same, size of doses, the initial drop of <j> disappeared.
Mass spectrometer experiments showed that even for the first dose 
there was a large increase of mass peak-2 at the dose. After each dose 
up to A this mass peak disappeared quickly, but after A it took a long 
time for complete disappearance. In another experiment a mixture of 
hydrogen/water vapour was introduced to the reaction chamber and the 
variation of <j> and R indicated that our technique was not sensitive to 
the presence of hydrogen in the mixture. In a blank experiment, a 
titanium film saturated with water vapour was exposed to hydrogen and 
no adsorption was detected within the limits of our experimental technique.
(b) Water vapour sorption on titanium films which had pre-sorbed
oxygen.
There were four experiments conducted on films which had pre­
adsorbed different amounts of oxygen. Clean films were exposed to oxygen
until <j) increased by 400meV in experiment 1, by 600meV in experiment 2, 
and up to its maximum (A4> - l.leV) in experiment 3,but in experiment 4 
until the surface was covered with oxide patches. The corresponding 
resistance increase was 2.5% in experiment 1, 9.8% in experiment 2,
25.5% in experiment 3 and 70% in experiment 4. The general features of 
the variation of <j> are shown in the fig. 6.c. Experiment 1 and experiment 
2 showed a broad minimum like water vapour sorption on clean titanium films
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(see fig. 6.a) but not experiment 3 and experiment 4.
Water vapour exposure in experiment 1 and experiment 2 gave a
rapid drop of <j> to 1.020eV and 1.230eV respectively at the start, then
a gradual increase to a constant value, which lay below the clean film
value <p . The additional resistance increase at the minimum of <p was o
7.7% and 3.8% respectively. 'In experiment 3 <j> dropped at the start, 
then more gradually to a steady value of <P below the clean film value $ .
A total drop of 1.350meV in <t> and an additional increase of 4% in R 
were observed. In experiment 4 <P dropped gradually below the clean
film value <j> . A total drop of 550meV in <j> and no resistance change
were observed in this experiment. The emission of hydrogen in all four 
experiments was noticed by using the mass spectrometer, but the amount 
of emission was less in experiment 4. The variation of 4> for each 
dose of water vapour in experiments 1 and 2 was exactly the same as for 
water vapour sorption on clean titanium films. In the initial part of 
the experiment 3 where <P dropped rapidly, the variation of <p for the 
addition of water doses was like water vapour on clean films, but near 
saturation <p dropped in a step—like fashion. In experiment 4 throughout 
the experiment <p dropped in a step~like fashion.
(c) Oxygen sorption on titanium films which had presorbed.water.
There were four experiments conducted with different amounts of water 
vapour presorbed on titanium films. The general features of the variation 
of tp and R are shown in the fig. 6,d. In all experiments the variation 
of <p and R was qualitatively like the case of oxygen sorption by clean 
titanium films (described in Chapter 5). The total increase of # up to 
its maximum was different in each experiment, and the value of <j> at the 
maximum decreased with increasing amounts of presorbed water vapour. The 
mass spectrum indicated the emission of water vapour when oxygen was added
- 1-0
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to the system.
Clean titanium films were exposed to water vapour until <p had
dropped by 310meV in experiment 1, down to the minimum (A<{> - 850meV)
in experiment 2, and until an increase of 350meV after the minimum in
experiment 3 and until <j> had become steady after this increase in
experiment 4. Then water vapour was pumped; there was no change of
<f> in experiment 1, but a change of 75meV in experiment 2, a change of
200meV in experiment 3 and a 250meV change in experiment 4 were observed.
Then oxygen exposure gave a maximum in the <p curve after increases of
910meV in experiment 1, l.OeV in experiment 2, 475meV in experiment 3
and 280meV in experiment 4 (for clarity see fig. 6.d). The increases of
R after water sorption and after water followed by oxygen, were respectively
2% and 24% in experiment 1, 5% and 15% in experiment 2, and 8% and 7%
in experiment 3. In all experiments the total pressure at the maximum 
—3of <f> was about 10 torr, which is noticeably higher than the oxygen 
pressure at the maximum of <t> for the clean films, which was about 10  ^ torr.
(d) Sorption of oxygen and hydrogen mixture by titanium films.
There were three experiments conducted for mixtures of 0^ and H2
with different atomic ratios (H/0) 1, 2 and 10. The variation of <j> was
exactly the same as for oxygen sorption on clean titanium films, however
-3
the total pressure at the maximum was about 10 torr, which is higher 
than the pressure of <J) maximum in the pure oxygen sorption experiments 
(described in Chapter 5). The qualitative features of the resistance 
variation were also the same as in oxygen sorption on clean films, except 
in the experiment with (H/0) ratio 10. In the experiment with atomic 
ratio 10, the resistance dropped for a large part of the experiment i.e. 
until <j> had risen up to 700meV. To further understand the roles of the 
oxygen and oxide in the sorption of hydrogen three experiments under each
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category were conducted. In the first category clean films were
exposed to oxygen until <p increased by 400-500meV, then the oxygen was
pumped out, and hydrogen introduced. These films sorbed a large amount
of hydrogen and <j> and R dropped. However the same type of experiment
-2with films saturated in an oxygen atmosphere of 10 torr (i.e, oxide 
film) did not show any changes of <|> and R nor any sign of sorption during 
more than one hour.
6.3 Discussion
It is generally accepted that for the clear understanding of any 
surface studies one should have information either from combined studies 
using different techniques or reliable data from other workers. At 
present within the knowledge of the author, there is no other data 
available on sorption of water vapour by titanium films at room temperature 
Therefore as a starting step here the author tries to give a very simple 
explanation in terms of the dissociation of water vapour, the absorption 
of some dissociated species, and the formation of hydroxyl and oxygen 
complexes at the surface, which are consistent with his data and the 
general nature of the system.
The dissociative chemisorption of water vapour on metal surfaces is 
a generally observed phenomena at room temperature. The emission of 
hydrogen after each dose in the author's experiments further suggests 
the dissociation of water vapour on titanium films. There are only two 
possible direct ways for the dissociation of water molecules
H2° ad Had + 0Had * °Had + iH2Cg) Process 1
H2°ad -*• **ad * Had + ^ad ^ad + *"*2^ * Process 2
If the dissociation of all adsorbed water molecules occurs by process 
2, then the situation is similar to the hydrogen and oxygen mixture with
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atomic ratio H:0 * 2:1. Therefore, we can conclude from the dissimilar 
variation of <f> during water sorption and during the sorption of the 
oxygen-hydrogen mixture, that not all the adsorbed water molecules 
are dissociating by process 2. Further it is obvious that the energy 
for process 2 is greater than the energy for process 1. Therefore we 
can argue that not all adsorption sites on the surface are suitable for 
process 2. Only on certain sites, especially those with high coordination 
can the dissociation of watermolecules by process 2 be possible. Further 
oxygen sorption on water-presorbed titanium films (section 6.2,b) indicates, 
from the emission of water vapour (mass no. 18) that chemisorbed, water 
molecules are also present on the surface. These are not physxsorbed 
water molecules because they are stable against pumping below lo""7 torr. 
Therefore let us assume the possibility of both molecular and dissociative 
chemisorption via process 1. It is also obvious from the effect of 
removing water vapour beyond point B on the <|> curve that a few water 
molecules became physisorbed at higher pressures, and the amount of 
physisorbed water molecules increases with exposure at high pressure 
(beyond C).
The behaviour of the H atoms removed from the water molecules by 
dissociation is not well understood. An initial emission, and then a 
gradual sorption of hydrogen was abserved by the mass spectrometer 
from the start. The blank experiment indicates there is no sorption of 
hydrogen by water-saturated titanium films. Further we can justify 
from the sorption of hydrogen by titanium films which have already 
dissolved oxygen (section 6.2.d), that the presence of a small amount of 
OH species did not prevent the interaction of dissociated hydrogen with 
titanium films. Therefore tentatively we can conclude that from the 
start some hydrogen can be sorbed by titanium films but the relative effect 
is very small, compared with the effect of either oxygen or the hydroxyl 
species.
During the initial stage of the experiments i.e. up to A on the 
curve of <j> vs exposure, the rapid change of <j> and the corresponding 
unpredictable variation R are due to pure chemisorption, mainly dissociative 
chemisorption by process 1. The step-like drop of <p and the quick 
disappearance of mass peak 18 in this region in dose experiments indicates 
that the sticking coefficient is reasonably high. The drop of <J> indicates 
the positive pole of the dipole OH is directed away from the surface; 
in other words, the chemisorption bond is via the oxygen atom. The 
process 2 may be possible on certain sites which could be D sites 
(described in Chapter 5, Section 5.4), therefore adsorption of oxygen 
on these sites gives a drop of 4* which is small (see section 5.4),
Beyond this region a large and definite increase of resistance 
indicates the penetration of some scattering centres with a large 
scattering cross-section. In this work they could be oxygen or hydroxyl 
species. We can argue that the bulk interstitial are high energy sites 
for OH species because of their dipole nature. Therefore we can conclude 
that some oxygen species started to diffuse into the bulk after A.
However oxygen sorption on water presorbed on titanium films, showed a 
maximum in the variation of <f> (Fig. 6.d) and a large increase of R in all 
four experiments, like oxygen sorption on clean films. This indicates 
that even near saturation of Ti-films by water vapour, the concentration 
of,oxygen in the top layers of the film has not exceeded the solubility 
limit. In other words the amount of oxygen penetration in water vapour 
sorption experiments is generally small, this is also in agreement with 
the relatively small increase of R for a moderately sized dose of water 
vapour compared to a similar dose of oxygen on clean titanium films.
The solution of oxygen in the titanium lattice can have an effect 
on the position of the Fermi level and in turn on the work function, but 
generally this is small therefore we can ignore it at this stage. The
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slow rate of drop of <p after A could be an. indication of a new process at 
the surface. Since the mass 18 peak also takes a long time to 
disappear, the slow rate of drop of (j> could be partially due to a low 
sticking cooefficient for water vapour after A. Further, the drop of 
$ for a dose of moderate size is small compared to the drop of (j> at the 
start. This could be due to the presence of more oxygen on the surface, 
therefore we have to account for the generation of more oxygen: Now 
we will see how that is possible.
Generally adsorption with high sticking coefficient takes place on 
high energy sites but adsorption on low energy sites, will have a low 
sticking coefficient for a particular adsorbent system. Therefore suppose 
before A adsorption takes place on high energy sites, dissociatively mostly 
by process 1, and after A on low energy sites non-dissociatively. For 
example, on (0001) plane of H.C.P. titanium dissociative chemisorption can 
occur at the start on 3-fold (C-sites), but later molecular chemisorption 
can take place on 1-fold sites (A-sites). Chemisorption on the 2-fold 
sites (B sites) is not possible at a later stage, because of geometrical 
reasons. For chemical reasons, the chemisorption bond forms via an 
oxygen atom. The structure of water molecule is triangular with angle 
H.O.H about 106°, therefore the projection of hydrogen is not perpendicu­
lar to the surface plane. In this situation the separation between a 
hydrogen atom in the OH species, which are on the high energy sites, 
and any hydrogen atom in the water molecules which are on the low sites 
is comparatively small; Therefore there is the possibility for these two 
hydrogen atoms to come within the attractive potential of one another, 
so they can combine and leave as hydrogen gas. Quantum mechanics indicate 
that the attractive potential of H2 is very deep for separation between 
the H atoms from 0.6 A° to 1>2 A° (Pimentel et al. 1970). Therefore 
the above phenomenology is possible in most close-packed planes. For a
t ¡0(0h :^
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simple example the situation on (0001) plane is shown in the fig. 6.e.
As soon as one hydrogen of the water molecule is removed, for symmetry 
reasons the projection of the other hydrogen atom becomes perpendicular 
to the surface, therefore further combination is impossible. Simultaneous 
removal of both hydrogens from water molecule is obviously a high energy 
process, therefore we can ignore that possibility. Therefore in 
conclusion the generation of more oxygen atoms can take place at the 
surface as follows.
0H(ad) + H2°(ad) * °(ad) + 0H(ad) + H2(g) ‘ P t 0 M “ -3
After A, at each dose water vapour molecules become chemisorbed 
at low energy sites and become dissociated by process-3. In the meantime 
the electrostatic repulsive force drives a large percentage of the oxygen 
which is produced by process-3 from high energy sites to bulk interstitial 
sites, as described in Chapter 5. All these processes can happen within 
a short time, and can give effectively a drop of <p and an increase of R 
at the time of the dose. Later, the OH species on the low energy sites 
(produced by process-3), can diffuse gradually to high energy sites which 
have been left vacant by the oxygen atoms which have diffused into the 
bulk; this process corresponds to a gradual increase of <j> in the later 
stages of each dose. The low sticking coefficient of water vapour may 
still allow some new adsorption even in these later stages but it seems 
that if so it did not modify the qualitative variation of <p. However 
it could be the reason for the very slow increase of R in these later 
stages because additional adsorption could keep the repulsive force 
large enough to continue to drive appreciable numbers of oxygen atoms 
into the bulk.
The same mechanism is in operation up to C; but after B, the 
equality of the drop of <j> and increase of <p i s  an indication that the 
amount of the adsorbed species equal to the amount diffused into the
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bulk. We might argue also that the more or less constant <p value at 
the end of each dose between B and C is due to the existence of an 
equilibrium between two species: those giving an increase of <f> on 
adsorption, e.g. oxygen and those giving a drop of <j> on an adsorption 
e.g. OH, H20. The corresponding variation of R between P and Q 
indicates that the amount of oxygen atoms which is diffusing into the 
bulk is becoming less and less after each dose. The further increase 
of <j> when the gas is removed by pumping, is an indication for the weakly 
bound H^O or OH species,.
The increase of <j> after C might be simply attributed to relative increase
of the amount of oxygen at the surface. But we believe that this is
not the reason because from oxygen sorption on films which had presorbed
water (section 6.2.c), we know that the concentration of oxygen in the
top layers had not exceeded the solubility limit even in experiment 4
(section 6.2,c). Therefore if the increase of  ^after C was due to more
oxygen atoms on the surface, then we could expect some extra penetration
of oxygen and in turn a comparable amount of increase in R. This is
not observed. In contrast to this, a sudden break in the variation of
R indicates the increase of $ is due to some new process (fig. 6.a).
This could be the formation of some complex compound at the surface, with
a layer structure, perhaps TiO(OH>2, which increases the value of $. In
■ -2
other words when the pressure rises to 10 torr at C,sorption processes 
establish a dynamical state in such away as to precipitate a complex 
compound, at least in a few surface patches. This also agrees with the 
relatively fast increase of <f> at C, It seems that the complex patches 
are inert for further sorption of water vapour and all the surface patches 
are gradually converted to this complex compound as <j> becomes constant.
The possibility of having the complex TiO(OH)2 on the (0001) plane is 
shown in the fig, 6,f as a simple example.
It is obvious that the macroscopic ratio 0:0H at the surface patches is 
an important parameter for the formation of a complex compound. This 
could be the reason why experiment 1 and 2 for water sorption on films 
that had presorbed oxygen, showed a minimum in the $ Vs exposure curve 
(fig. 6.c) but experiment 3 and 4 did not. Suppose in experiment 1 
and 2, the concentration of oxygen is low, then adsorption of water 
vapour can drive some oxygen inside the bulk which is indicated by the 
resistance increase, and it can also create some more oxygen atoms as 
in the case of water adsorption on clean films. Therefore it is 
possible to establish gradually the composition which is suitable for the 
formation of the complex compound. So the qualitative variation of 
<j) with exposure agrees with our explanation. However, the slightly high 
value of <f> at the minimum, compared to clean film experiments (section 
6.2.a), could be due to the change in the features of the surface after 
oxygen sorption. Suppose in experiment 3 and 4, the concentration of 
presorbed oxygen is high. The variations of <t> and R show only a little 
oxygen diffuses into the bulk in experiment 3 but none, or very little, 
in experiment 4. In other words, most of the surface sites are already 
occupied by the oxygen atoms. Therefore it is very hard to find 
enough sites for water adsorption, to form the complex compound. There­
fore in these experiments water vapour becomes adsorpad with the 
positive pole of the dipole directed outwards and reduces the value of 
4> . However the adsorption of the water vapour in experiments 3 and 
4 may be different because basically they are different substrates; in 
experiment 3 the substrate is oxygen presorbed on titanium film, in 
experiment 4 it is titanium oxide. But, from mass spectrometer 
observations we can say that, in both experiments water vapour adsorption 
is dissociative on at least a few sites.
In oxygen sorption on water vapour presorbed on titanium films, the
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mass spectrometer indicates some chemisorbed water molecules are
removed by the oxygen atoms. But the value of 4> at the maximum of
the p Vs exposure curve is remarkably decreased with the amount of
presorbed water vapour. This indicates that there is some unremoved
species that will reduce p . Probably these species are OH, because
it can bind relatively strongly with the surface at high energy sites.
The reduction of p seems very sensitive to the amount of presorbed water
in experiment 1 and 2: e.g. at the maximum for oxygen sorption on a«
clean film is about l.leV but in experiment 1 it is 600meV and in
experiment 2 it is 225meV. This could be an indication for the nature
of the water vapour adsorption. Suppose at low exposures ^ 0  adsorption
takes place at high energy sites, mostly in dissociated form, then
removal of these species is difficult. Therefore the amount of oxygen
adsorption is very sensitive to the surface, in turn so is p at the
maximum. But at high exposures especially after C (experiments 3 and
4) oxygen can be adsorbed only on a few sites, those from which it can
desorb weakly bound water molecules, so the maximum value of p becomes
less sensitive to the amount of presorbed water.
In conclusion, water vapour sorption reduces the work function of the
film. Mostly the adsorption takes place in the dissociated form and
• -2oxygen diffuses into the bulk: At high pressures (> 10 torr) the 
surface becomes passive for the further sorption of water vapour and 
hydrogen, but not for oxygen. Oxygen sorption on water vapour presorbed 
on the films removes weakly bonded water molecules and gives further 
penetration of oxygen inside the film. Water vapour adsorption on 
oxygen presorbed on the films depends on the amount of oxygen presorbed. 
Formation of a complex component may occur but this is not possible if 
a film has presorbed a large amount of oxygen. In all cases weakly 
adsorbed water molecules exist at high exposures.
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CHAPTER 7
Work function, summary and suggestions for further work
7.1 Work function of titanium films
The H.C.P. structure has 3 low index planes which are (0001),
(1011) and (1010). In general these are the most probable crystal 
faces at the surface of a film. A Kelvin probe measures the average
C.P.D. value of all crystal faces which exist at the surface of a film. 
The amount of different crystal faces at the surface can vary film to 
film, therefore it is reasonable to observe different C.P.D, values. The 
data for the titanium films evaporated on glass substrates is given in 
table 7.1 and the statistical distribution is plotted in figure 7.a.
The C.P.D. values for Ti 17/1, Ti 27/1, Ti 35/1 and Ti 36/1 are omitted 
from the discussion since these are far outside the distribution of the 
other values.
Recent calculation of Feibelman e£ al, (1980) predicted the work 
function of Ti(0001) face is 3.8 eV. But our C.P.D. values ranged from 
+ 400 mV to -900 mV. If we take the work function of the gold 
reference to be constant at 4,4 eV (Surplice et al., 1975) then the 
average work fork function of the titanium films varies from 4.0 eV to
5.3 eV. This is in agreement with previous works of D'Arcy (1971), 
Anderson et al. (1971) and Eastman (1970). This large difference is not 
surprising since there is evidence that the crystal faces of a metal can 
differ in work functions by more than 1 eV (Riviere, 1969). However 
here the nature of the statistical distribution is surprising. It is 
reasonable to assume that about 60 samples are enough to show the 
statistical distribution. The distribution shown in figure 7.a is not 
a normal distribution but seems to represent three different sub­
distributions, one has a sharp peak around -650 meV, another has a peak 
around +225 mV, and the third one is a broad distribution ranging from 
0 to -500 meV. Recent work by Igasaki et al. (1978) indicates that
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Table 7.1
Film, . ....CPD(mV) . Film...... .CPD(mV) . Film CPD (mV)
Ti 11/1 - 65 Ti 34/1
12/1 -615 35/1
13/1 -400 36/1
14/1 +235 37/1
15/1 +165 38/1
16/1 +265 39/1
17/1 +735 40/1
18/1 -300 41/1
19/1 only R 42/1
20/1 11 43/1
21/1 11 44/1
22/1 It 45/1
23/1 -620 46/1
24/1 -720 47/1
25/1 +265 48/1
26/1 +235 49/1
27/1 -1240 50/1
28/1 -780 51/1
29/1 -200 52/1
30/1 -480 53/1
31/1 -400 54/1
32/1 -710'. 55/1
33/1 -400 56/1
-425 Ti 57/1 - 35
-1390 58/1 + 90
-1580 59/1 -690
-440 60/1 -325
-225 61/1 -450
-650 62/1 +110
-590 63/1 -490
-340 64/1 -210
+300 65/1 - 50
-150 66/1 ' -100
-645 67/1 +100
-290 68/1 -450
-650 69/1 -520
-725 70/1 +200
-700 71/1 +120
-900 72/1 +400
-400 73/1 -120
-610 74/1 -260
-600 75/1 - 10
-800 76/1 -260
-640
-600
+310
77/1 +210
Table 7.2
Film . . . CPD(mV) Film . CPD(mV) ....Film. . .CPD(mV)
Ti 48/2 -250 Ti 56/2 - 10 Ti 60/5 -100
48/3 —440 58/2 -370 61/2 -255
48/4 +330 59/2 -330 61/3 +130
48/5 -370 59/21 -100 61/4 0
49/2 - 80 53/3 -325 61/5 +250
51/2 -520 59/4 -150 61/6 - 50
51/3 -525 60/2 -305 62/3 - 80
51/4 -440 60/3 -180 62/4 0
53/3
55/2
-250
-500
60/4 -350 62/5 -395
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their titanium films which were evaporated on glass substrates con­
sisted predominantly of (0001) faces for evaporations at low substrate 
temperatures (< 300°C). In other words it is possible that the films 
consist predominantly of one low index face which depends on the 
evaporation conditions. In our experiment the relative position of 
the titanium filament and glass substrate was not the same in all 
evaporations. A slight change in the direction of evaporation could 
probably grow preferentially one of the low index faces over most of 
the patches at the surface, therefore the C.P.D. would be weighted mainly 
to one of the low index faces. If this is so, then we can say that the 
three distributions correspond to the predominancy of three low index 
faces.
If we assume that the sub-distributions described previously are 
each due to the predominancy of the one low index face of H.C.P. 
structure then the distribution around -650 mV (say distribution 1) must 
be due to the dominancy of the (0001) face; since this is the most 
closely packed face it will have the highest work function. The 
distribution around +225 mV (say distribution 2) must be due to the 
dominancy of the (lolo) face; since (10l0) is the most openly packed 
face of the three it will have a lower work function. The third 
distribution (say distribution 3) must be due to the dominancy of (1011) 
face. The faces (1011) and (1010) can have two orientations and in 
general the different orientations of the same face will have different 
work functions, so this could be the reason why distributions 2 and 3 are 
more broad than distribution 1,
It is interesting to see here that if we include the C.P.D, values 
for titanium films (> 100A°) evaporated on titanium oxide substrates 
(i.e. sandwich films in titanium/oxygen study), then the corresponding 
distribution is shown in figure 7.b and additional data is given in
It is obvious that there is no C.P.D, value correspondingtable 7.2.
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to distribution 1, i.e. face (0001). Further almost all this data is 
spread within distribution 3 and has two peaks around -50 mV and -350 mV 
(which ar,e less intense in the distribution 7.a). These two separate 
peaks could correspond to the two different orientations of (10ll) 
face. In general the titanium are further apart in the oxide than 
in the metal, therefore the separation of Ti atoms in an oxide substrate 
is not well suited to grow (0001) face which could be the reason why 
there is no C.P.D. value within the distribution 1. It is impossible 
to grow the metal with Ti atoms above both the titanium atom and the 
oxygen atom in the oxide substrate, since the Ti-0 separation is about 
2 A0 in all oxides, which is too small for the titanium lattice.
7.2 (a) Titanium-hydrogen study
This study confirmed that a) titanium hydride is a better conductor 
than titanium, b) the Fermi level in titanium hydride lies at higher 
energy than in titanium, and c) the titanium dihydride is unstable in 
high vacuum at room temperature. The resistivity of the titanium 
films drops by 30% of its initial resistivity when the titanium is 
converted into titanium dihydride at room temperature. In the meantime 
the Fermi level effectively rises by about 100-125 meV. The dissociation 
pressure of titanium dihydride is 2 x 10 torr at room temperature, 
below this pressure the dihydride is unstable and dissociates until the 
pressure establishes equilibrium with a lower compositions hydride.
Further the chemical phase boundaries a/(a + y), (a + y)/y and y/y* 
appear at atomic ratios of 0.08, 1.55 and 1.77 respectively at room 
temperature. In addition to this the major deductions of this study 
are a) F.C.T. titanium hydride is a slightly better conductor than 
F.C.C, titanium hydride, b) the Fermi level in F.C.C. hydride lies at 
higher energy than in F.C.T. hydride, c) the Fermi level in F.C.T. 
hydride occurs in the decreasing part of the density of states curve,
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d) some of the previously observed anomalies with high composition 
hydrides can he due to the dissociation of these hydrides, e) hydrogen 
in titanium diffuses rapidly and the sandwich films used in this study 
were therefore partially hydrided, f) the sticking coefficient of 
hydrogen on titanium films is high and decreases linearly across the 
mixed phase (a + y) and g) F.C.T./F.C.C. structural transition tem­
perature of titanium dihydride is about 110°C (a 383°K) which is higher 
than the previously predicted value 310°K.
(b) Titanium-oxygen study
The interaction of oxygen with titanium films can be divided into 
two regions. An initial rapid interaction region is followed by a 
slow interaction region. In the rapid interaction region the work 
function increases by 1.1 eV and that is mainly due to the change in 
surface potential. In the slow region the work function decreases 
by more than 700 meV and this mainly corresponds to a Fermi level shift. 
Meanwhile the resistance increases in both regions, though relatively 
very little in the slow region. The increase of work function corres­
ponds to adsorption of oxygen atoms but in the meantime a large amount 
of oxygen penetrates into the bulk and forms a solution phase. The 
author believes that the main driving force is the electrostatic 
repulsion between the oxygen atoms. The drop of work function in 
the slow region corresponds to oxide formation at the top layers of 
film. The oxide which is formed at first is not TiC>2 but it is one 
of the low composition oxides, perhaps TiO. Finally, in the slow 
interaction region some weakly bonded oxygen atoms also exist at the 
surface of the film.
(c) Titanium-water vapour study
The interaction of water-vapour with titanium films is accompanied 
by the emission of large amounts of hydrogen and an increase of film
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resistance and an initial drop of work function by about 900 meV 
followed by 500 meV increase. The interaction can be divided into 
three regions. The first region mainly corresponds to pure adsorption 
of water vapour and in this region the resistance almost constant but 
the work function drops rapidly about 400 meV. In the region two 
the resistance increases relatively rapidly and the work function drops 
slowly. The increase of resistance is due to penetration of oxygen 
atoms which are formed from the dissociative adsorption of water molecules. 
In the third region the work function reaches a steady value after a 
gradual increase, and the increase of resistance becomes slow probably 
due to reduction in the amount of oxygen penetration. The author 
believes the third,region corresponds to the formation of a hydroxyl 
complex at the surface which is passive for the further sorption of 
water vapour. Finally in the third region some water molecules 
become weakly adsorbed and removal of species on pumping increases the 
work function by 200-250 meV.
7.3 Suggestions for further work
It is clear from the qualitative explanation for the titanium/ 
hydrogen system given in this study that there are many physical 
processes operating during the interaction of hydrogen with transition 
metals. It is not possible to make an experimental investigation of 
one of these processes on its own. But it seems possible to select 
studies for which one process would be absent; e.g, in the Ce/H system 
there is no structural transition and in Sc/H system there is no lattice 
expansion in the mixed phase and in the hydride phase. It would
therefore be interesting to conduct the same studies for a collection of 
transition metal hydrides (Sc, Zr, V, Ce, Er, Yb, and Th) to explore 
this problem. Further work function measurements would be an 
experimental test for the band structure calculations (which seems
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correctly to have replaced the previous chemical models and the rigid 
band approximation).
In the case of oxygen studies it seems very unlikely that our 
method could be used to prepare a sample of titanium oxide of homo­
geneous composition, and so the results would always be very complex 
to explain. However it might be a useful method for other transition 
metals which form only a few fairly widely spaced oxygen-metal phases. 
It could help other surface techniques such as the various electron 
spectroscopies to identify the different oxygen compounds of transition 
metals, like titanium.
APPENDIX A
*"dSuppose the radius of the hydrogen ion (H ) is r and the radius 
of metallic titanium is R. If the centre of the chemisorbed hydrogen 
(H ) atom lies below the surface then $ will drop.
Therefore the maximum radius of H to give a drop of <J> on 3-fold 
hollow site is given by the equation
(R + r ) 2 ' « (R2" + 4 R2 ) •+ see fig. Amax -7
max 0.5 R 
0.725 A0 R - 1.45 A°
Assume a uniform distribution of charge around the nucleus; one 
electronic charge distributed in a sphere of radius equal to radius of a 
negative hydrogen ion which is 1.36A°. Therefore the charge distribution 
within the sphere of radius with 0.725 A° is 5 (say)
Then 5max
.0,725v3e 
4.36 '
■ 0 .I6 e ie H- ° ' 16
Maximum radius of H to give an increase of <p on the bridge sites is 
given by the equation
2 2 R + R (R + r . )' ram
r . - 0.414 Rmin
3 0.6 A°
Charge on the H atom 6 .m m
6 ".m m
see fig. b
(0 . 6 .l- .3 6 }
3e
0.09e
O.le i.e. H"0,1
•APPENDIX B
From kinetic theory of gases, number of impinging gas molecules on 
2the one cm area of film in one sec is given by
N - 3.535 x 1022 P (torr)
Æ t M - molecular weight
T - temperature degree Kelvin
For hydrogen at room temperature 20°C 
20N » 14.60 x 10 P(torr) molecules of H2
20» 29.2 x 10 P(torr) atoms of hydrogen
—9(a) Iilcontinuous flow experiment; the film was at a pressure 10 torr 
for 90 min to reach the boundary a/ct+y
EN - N.t - Nt • total number of impinging atom
N '» 15.768 x 1015 atomsT
assume sticking coefficient S * 0.17 Kasemo et al (1979)
no. of sorbed atoms * Ng * N^.S
Nc ■ 2,68 x 10*^ atomsb
No. of Ti atoms in 120 A° thickness - x 1015 atom
• NM (say) - 40 x 1015 atom
r ■ Ng * 0.067
(b) In dose experiment; Total exposure before maximum
a/a+y boundary ■ 3.1.L * / pdt
2othen N^ , ■ 29.2 x 10 / pdt
■ 90.52 x 1 0 ^  atoms
Ng » N^.S * 1.5 x 1015 atoms
No. of titanium atoms in 100 A° film * 33 x 1 0 ^  atom
r - 0.045
APPENDIX C
Assume the average distribution of hydrogen atoms is in all parts 
of the sandwich film, then its initial resistance is not the parallel 
resistance of a pure titanium film (which is newly evaporated) and a 
hydrided substrate film, but rather the resistance of a partially 
hydrided composite film. We can identify three different resistance 
values which are :
1) Resistance of a pure titanium film - Rq
2) Initial resistance of a sandwich film - Rx
3) Resistance of a saturated film - Rg
Then from the fresh film's experimental results
R -o Rs - AR - 30%
R0 R.o
where Ro - ES + AR (1)
. R.. o *
AR
Rs + AR
AR
- 100 
30
from equation one
V - 70
AR 30
AR - 0,43 Rg
R -o rs a  ♦ o.43) from equation one
R -0 ■ 1.43 Rg (2)
For every sandwich film we can measure R and R but not R . Howeverw x o
we can calculate Rq by using Rg and equation 2. If we know the value
of R , then (R — R ) will give the drop of resistance due to the o o x
presence of hydrogen from the substrate film.
R - R
— x will give the percentage drop of resistance, 
o
From a curve of the percentage drop of resistance vs composition we
can estimate the initial composition of the sandwich film, but this
clearly depends on which curve we choose from fig. 4.a. In the
table 4.2 the mean estimate is represented as r^iav). In all
experiments we know that the hydride dissociated until r « 1.9 at room
—8temperature and 10 torr. However during the degassing of the
titanium filament at its evaporation the temperature of the substrate
film can rise (possibly up to 75°C) and the base pressure can drop to
10 torr. Therefore for a first approximation we can assume that
at the end of the evaporation the substrate film effectively has
r » 1.8. Further we know the values of Rq measured for the substrate
film and calculated for the sandwich film. Therefore, we can estimate the
thickness of the substrate film -d^ and the sandwich film from the
resistance vs thickness curve fig. 2.f. From these data the possible
initial composition of a sandwich film is given by ^  x 1.8)/d2 .
These values in the table 4.2 are represented as r2.
From M to P the observed average drop of $ is about 300meV (Fig. 4.b)
and the average composition changes from 0.08 to 1.78. The drop in
$ is almost linear in this region, therefore the change of r corresponding
-3to ImeV drop is 5.666 x 10 . Suppose a sandwich film experiment gives
only $ , meV drop then due to "sandwich effect" we missed (300-$ )meV, d d■*3This corresponds to a composition change ■ 5,66 x 10 x(300-$ )
d
.*. The starting composition of the sandwich film « 0,08 + 5.66 x 10~^
(300-$,). and this is represented as r. in the table 4.2. d *
APPENDIX D
The change in the composition Ar at the minimum P due to temperature 
increase from 20°C to 50°C can be estimated from parts (b) and (c) 
of the third experiment described in section 4.I.F.
From Part (b)s
Generally the increase of <j> near the saturation is about 150meV 
for Ar - 0.22
Ar * 0.22
A4 150 Arrtrt corresponds to lOmeV rise (see Fig. 4.g),
20
.’. Ar - 0.22 x 10 - 0.017 
150
For first approximation we can assume rate of drop of <J) (^-) 
between M and P at 50°C is the same as at 20°C
.*. * 300 meV
Ar 1.7
Ar^g corresponds to lOmeV drop
Ar--. - U 7 . x 10 - 0.056
50 300
Ar * r2Q + r5Q » 0.017 + 0,56 
Ar * 0.073
From Part (c) :
See Fig. 4.g, 90meV increase corresponds to Ar2Q
ArJo, * 0.22 x 9020 B o -
- 0.132
at 50°C, generally we can expect an average of lOOmeV increase of
93meV increase could correspond to Ar - 0.132 see Fig. 4, g.
ArJ « 0 . 1 3 2 x 1 0 0  
93
« 0.142 
Ar » 0.22
.Ar * 0.22 
- 0.078
.*. Ar(av) * 0.075
a p pendix e
We can estimate the transition temperature in two ways
(1) The increase of <f> near saturation due to the presence of F.C.T 
hydride, is 150meV at 20°C, but is lOOmeV at 50°C. In other words
a temperature increase 30° C is able to reduce the <J> increase by 50meV.
Suppose Tc is the transition temperature at which no F.C.T 
hydride exists. In other words the increase is equal to zero. 
Therefore we can say that the temperature increase (Tc~20) will reduce 
the by 150meV
. T -20 50-20_c___“ ______
150 50
T - 110°C c
(2) Suppose at 20°C the F.C.C. hydride exist up to saturation
Then the extrapolation will give an additional, dropjof
<|> a 300 x 0.22meV
1.7
■ 40meV
- 4rso
- 0.142
Aj» for F.C.C single phase hydride • 5_ meV/ °C 
AT 30
A£ for F.C.T single phase hydride » 60_meV/ °C 
AT 30
Suppose T° C is the transition temperature at which the Fermi c
level of F.C.C and F.C.T dihydride are the same. Then there is no 
preference for F.C.T structure over F.C.C. structure. In other words 
F.C.C is stable up to saturation.
(T - 20) 5 + 190 (T -20) 60
c 30 C 30
T * 120°C c
APPENDIX F
Estimation for ionization in F.C.C titanium hydride.
Let us assume the rigid band approximation is valid. Then we 
can say that the observed Fermi level rise (A<j>) in our experiment is 
due to the occupation of Ti band by electrons from hydrogen atoms. 
Therefore if we calculate the number of electron states within the 
energy range of AE^ , (*A<j>) in Ti then we can estimate the ionization of 
hydrogen 6.
To estimate ^  - the electron state we would have to know N(E)
within the range AE,,, but this is unknown. But if we know the N(E )
F s
for TiH then we can estimate an upper limit for the number of state 1.75
and ionization.
Ducastelle et al. experimental estimation for N(Ej,) for T i H ^ ^  is 
0,80 states /_eV atom, which is in agreement with the calculated values
of Gupta’s (1979) Kulikov et al. (1978), and Switendick's(197 ) for 
F.C.C TiH2 .
Therefore if we assume Ducastelle et al. value
Then - 0.80 x 0.300 states
5 » Nx “ 0.14
1775
.’. Ionization of hydrogen ■> 0.14e.
APPENDIX G
An alternative hypothesis is that the phase-boundary occurs at 
0.1 atomic % (Vitt et al 1971) which could not be observed in these 
experiments. An alternative explanation for point A might be 
saturation of surface and grain boundary sites by hydrogen.
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